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This document is many things. 

A story; a set of provocations; and a cultural portrait 
(drawing on ethnographic and participatory research 
traditions) of an experiment by a participatory social lab 
on Dudley High Street called CoLab Dudley. 

The insights within this paper are the collective thoughts, 
observations, reflections and practice based evidence 
of a core lab team and much larger group of passionate 
citizens (doers, makers, encouragers and sharers). 

These insights have been framed and critically analysed 
to draw out core lessons for future design and practice, 
but also to take this moment in our journey to share our 
findings so far. 

Importantly, it is also a chance for reflection on the 
agency of a form of ‘everyday activism’ - manifest in 
doing, making, learning, and sharing together - and what 
this means for the emergent collective aspiration to 
#RedesignDudley.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 
International License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-sa/4.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
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Navigating this report

This report has been designed with the intention that you may peruse the entire 
document from start to finish or dip into the chapters and themes to pull out quotes 
and sources that are most relevant to you. The following icons and notes are situated 
in the left margins of the pages to help you decide which parts of the report to read. 

Approximate Reading time
Find these icons at the beginning of each chapter to give you an idea 
of how long that section may take to read.

Doers' Detectorism
The reflections, ideas and experiences of Doers captured during 
CoLab Dudley activities or through research interviews. A Doer is 
a CoLab Dudley project or platform participant actively involved in 
doing, making, sharing and learning.

CoLab Dudley Team Detectorism
The reflections, ideas and experiences of CoLab Dudley team 
members captured in interviews and developmental evaluation 
sessions. 

Encouragers' Detectorism
The reflections, ideas and experiences of Encouragers captured 
during CoLab Dudley activities or through research interviews. An 
Encourager is a participant who has the capacity to encourage and 
support the participant engagement and/or the projects, spaces 
and platforms.

Researcher notes from Observation
Lab researcher notes from participant observation of CoLab Dudley 
activities and processes.

Researcher notes 
Lab researcher notes from developmental evaluation sessions with 
the CoLab Dudley team or projects.

Research Quotes
Wisdom drawn from other social labs, change makers, and academics 
exploring complex societal challenges and social change. 
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“To think in terms of systems is to suspend the version of reality of the wise scholar who 
looks through his binoculars or microscope and classifies parts of nature he objectively 
sees. This arcane character is replaced with another sort of scholar, one who is willing to 
look in several directions, seeking patterns of interaction.

At its best, being able to see in systems requires the observer to muster the muscle to hold 
multiple inputs and outputs in mind simultaneously, while recognising that the action of 
this observing itself is within the ‘clump’ of interactions in a process.”

- Nora Bateson, Parts & Wholes, Hope and Horror,
an essay in her book Small Arcs of Larger Circles, 2016

Foreword & gratitude

In drawing together insights from six months of action, interaction, observation, 
reflection and learning taking place in a single repurposed high street retail unit 
previously empty for eight years,  Jo Orchard-Webb has been the researcher willing 
to look in multiple directions, holding a multitude of concepts and perspectives in her 
mind simultaneously. The challenge of sharing such complex, interconnected evidence 
and narratives in the linear form of a document should not be under-estimated. I am 
grateful to Jo for being a fabulously creative, inclusive and adept researcher. She has 
grappled with ways to keep intact a constantly growing and shifting mosaic of insights 
and learning to use and share in a world which favours reducing ideas.

We are working to develop a range of media, resources and experiences to create 
many and varied points of connection into the messy wholeness of the multitude 
of Detectorism Insights shared in this document. We believe they have something 
to contribute to explorations and problems many people are working on, across a 
multitude of institutions, fields of practice and ways of thinking and doing.

This story and the extraordinary, yet also familiar and everyday activities it draws 
insights from would not exist without the passion, generosity and trust of hundreds 
of people from all walks of life, the majority of them individuals and families living in 
Dudley. We have been inspired by their creativity and curiosity and encouraged by 
their commitment. I am deeply grateful for their co-authorship, observable through 
the thoughtful and honest expressions, critical reflections and insights which bring 
moving depth and richness to this story. Among these are the talented members 
of the CoLab Dudley team; Stu Homer and Loraine Stockton (co-founders of Gather 
Dudley CIC), Guy Holness (of The UP-Cycle Shop), Adam Hall (from UnLtd), Daniel 
Blyden, Thom Bartley and Jo Orchard-Webb.

Six years of experimenting with practical participation in Dudley has involved a fair 
bit of unlearning and adoption of new behaviours and mindsets - pre-requisites for 
the work reflected in this chapter of the unfolding story. I’m enormously grateful to 
Nick Booth, Tessy Britton and Laura Billings for their patience, encouragement and 
astoundingly generous sharing which supported this transition and development of 
new knowledges. 

We are grateful to the daring doers who have inspired us in Dudley with stories of 
adventurous action in the places they are passionate about; from Pam Warhurst to 
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Maurice Specht, Ron Finley to Theaster Gates. And grateful for platforms which promote 
inspiration and sharing of great stories, such as ted.com and communityloversguide.
org

More inspiration and, importantly, opportunities to experience, learn and develop the 
muscles and mindsets for this work have been thoughtfully nurtured by neighbouring 
dreamers, designers, system changers, and artivists in the Impact Hub Birmingham 
community. TEDxBrum, Spaghetti Jams, City Camp Brum and Decolonise Not Diversify 
stand out as moments of copious connection, connecting beautifully with adjacent 
deep work led and shared by Immy Kaur, Andy Reeve, Indy Johar and many more who 
have supported our experimentation and learning in Dudley. 

The creative confidence and courage to try resulting from these relationships cannot 
be overstated. In Dudley supportive collaboration with colleagues has contributed 
hugely to this work. This includes developing and testing Activate with Jayne Emery, 
Chris Barron, Rob Dalziel and Melissa Guest of Healthwatch Dudley and Helen 
Ashford, Keren Hodgson and Laura Broster of Dudley CCG, and subsequently 
Inspector Laura Jones and colleagues in Dudley Policing Team. Dudley CVS trustees 
have invested resources to further this work, and many Dudley CVS staff have been 
active encouragers, champions, signposters and detectorists; including Kate Green, 
Becky Pickin and Helena Norman. In addition Chief Officer Andy Gray has quietly 
and consistently helped to hold space, protecting this human scale rehabilitation of 
participation through civic commons from more dominant agendas and actions which 
can inadvertently block the behaviours we have been working to nurture.

There so many more people who have inspired and influenced our thinking through 
their work, writing, art and more. The CoLab Dudley team could fill pages with names. 
As the author of this preamble, my final mentions go to design strategists David Kelley 
and Ezio Manzini, whose work points the way to unleashing creativity through action 
which will impact positively on people and the planet; and those who have written 
perceptively about sustainability and complex systems - Donella Meadows’ influential 
work on sustainability and systems and, a wonderful recent discovery, the work of 
transcontextual researcher, filmmaker and writer Nora Bateson.

This document is just one of the many common goods produced as a result of active, 
practical participation in Dudley. It is Made with Creative Commons, in other words 
we are sharing it under a Creative Commons licence which invites anyone to remix, 
tweak, and build upon this work noncommercially, as long as CoLab Dudley is credited 
and new creations are licensed under the same terms.

Lorna Prescott

December 2017
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Some of the most important terms used in this work are defined below. When they 
first feature in this story they are emphasised in bold. There are two sections in this 
glossary of terms used. The first includes terms for projects or activities that are 
specific to CoLab Dudley. The second section contains more generic terms that are 
used in this way of working globally.

CoLab Dudley Terms

Activate Pack - Released in September 2016 is A6 sized and includes project recipe 
postcards, discussion question cards and ingredient cards for designing projects. It 
is a tool for local citizens to be inspired, explore challenges and design projects for 
social change together. 

CoLab Dudley - A social lab working at a local scale in Dudley, West Midlands, with 
the intention of returning agency to people as leaders and designers of change 
and innovation for a more socio-ecologically sustainable future. Using a social lab 
approach the team experiment with new models of relationships and engagement 
to increase opportunities for creative and practical participation. The lab brings 
together a diverse, committed team to take an experimental, prototyping-based 
approach to addressing complex social challenges in Dudley borough. 

Collective Cr8 - Black arts collective all about community arts and activities that 
will help to enrich local and global communities through cultural and expressive 
arts collaborations, workshops and projects. [See: www.iammarlene.co.uk/2017/06/
about-the-project/]

Crafternoon - A regular meet up of people in Dudley, who want to craft together. A 
chance to share and learn skills, swap tips and get inspiration.

Creative Connect - Creative Connect brings together a collective of creatives / 
artists and animates creativity in Dudley where people come together to support, 
connect, encourage, showcase and learn. 

Detectorism - The thinking about, collection of, mapping, analysis and sharing of 
CoLab Dudley data relating to lab projects, processes, experiences and impact. 
Detectorism is underpinned by an open invitation to everyone to join in this shared 
learning.

Detectorists Collective - A collaboration of the super-curious exploring the 
designing and doing of social change. Open to all. 

Doer - CoLab Dudley project or platform participant actively involved in doing, 
making, sharing and learning.

Do Fest Dudley - Festival of doing, involving 72 co-creators and 214 doers curated 
by CoLab Dudley held over three days in March 2017.

Dudley SOUP - SOUP is a grassroots micro-funding model. It supports creative 
community projects through shared meals.

Encourager - A person who has the capacity to encourage and support the 
participant engagement and/or the projects, spaces and platforms. Best identified as 
part of local or regional social infrastructure including civic innovation, voluntary and 
community sector or local government. 

Glossary of terms
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Inspiration Shots - Experiences for learning, inspiration and connection, open to all, 
around civic innovation held in the Inspiration Lab in gather. 

Open Workshop - A fitted workshop space and tools to work on your own projects 
or help to create positive products from waste with The UP-Cycle Shop. 
[See: http://www.colabdudley.net/projects/open-workshop/]

Share Fest - 10 days of sharing curated by CoLab Dudley involving over 150 people. 
Connecting great projects across Dudley borough. Inspiring and initiating new 
projects. Learning what helps sharing to thrive. 

Trade School Dudley - An informal way of sharing skills and talents. Anyone can 
teach something they are skilled at, or passionate about. Learners pay for the class 
with a barter item (like food, supplies, or advice). Trade School celebrates local 
wisdom, mutual respect, and the social nature of exchange. 

Incredible Edible Dudley - Gardens for everyone on unused public green space. 
Growing food in public places for everyone to share. 

#RedesignDudley - Is an emerging movement rooted in a desire for social justice, 
collective agency and a reanimated sense of place in Dudley. Driven by processes of 
sharing, connectivity, creativity, and democratising doing, making and (re)designing 
the spaces around us. Making change possible, real and open to all by reimagining 
and re-purposing latent assets, capabilities and relationships.

Generic Terms

Design thinking - A process for creative problem solving.

Developmental evaluation - A form of evaluation that is supportive of innovation 
projects working with complex, emergent and dynamic challenges. “Developmental 
evaluation applies to an ongoing process of innovation in which both the path and 
the destination are evolving. … Feedback is supported by data and is delivered in an 
interactive way that helps the innovator(s) to fine-tune what is going on, consider 
and adapt to uncertainties and inform decisions. … Ultimately developmental 
evaluation is about rigorous inquiry for development. It is being intentional about 
using data in a meaningful way to inform innovation in
progress” (Gamble, 2008:15-19).

Ethical Redevelopment - “Ethical Redevelopment is the reimagining of space and 
the politics of spatial and social governance with the intention to create new forms 
of equity, new ways of encouraging more life in a place. Simply said, it’s ensuring 
that beauty remains high in the hierarchy of human rights. —Theaster Gates” (Place 
Lab, 2016: 4).

Ethnography - Uses the researcher as a core research tool to study people, 
institutional practices and social processes in context over time to access 
entrenched meanings and representations. It is a key feature of ethnographic work 
that multiple and diverse data sources and methods are employed in order to gain 
insight into the complex and multi-faceted culture being investigated (Hammersley 
and Atkinson, 2007).

Human capital - “The health, knowledge, skills, intellectual outputs, motivation and 
capacity for relationships of the individual. Human Capital is also about joy, passion, 
empathy and spirituality” (Forum for the Future).
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Impact movement - “A movement consisting of multiple actors with a shared 
social mission, committed to a continuous, self-reflective learning and development 
process” (Beunderman et al. 2017:57).

Latent assets - Assets (human, physical and material) that are present, but are 
currently hidden, underdeveloped, have yet to emerge, or are sleepy (i.e. not active).

Participant observation - Defined by Brewer (2000) as involving “data gathering 
by means of participation in the daily life of informants in their natural setting: 
watching, observing and talking to them in order to discover their interpretations, 
social meanings and activities” (ibid:59).

Participatory culture - “It is a new term in reference to a culture in which private 
persons (the public) do not act as consumers only, but also as contributors or 
producers. The term originates from the production or creation of internet media, 
but is often extended to include aspects of DIY, ‘open’ and maker culture” Britton et 
al., 2015:11). [See: http://www.participatorycity.org/]

Platform - A mechanism to enable collaboration, connection and incubation of 
ideas and projects. Physical and non physical - it is a space to gather and commune. 
A space where new relations and possibilities are co-produced, not a space for the 
consumption of a service or product.

Peer to Peer (P2P) - Relations between citizens as equals, based upon mutual 
benefit and shared value creation.

Prototyping and testing - Within design this is the process of creating a preliminary 
model of a ‘product/project’ that is then live tested, with the results of the testing 
informing a process of refinement called iteration.

Self-efficacy - Confidence in one’s own ability to achieve intended results in any 
area of our life. By determining our belief in our power to affect situations, it directly 
influences the choices we make and ability to respond to challenges.

Shared learning - Often used to build capacity and respond to complex problems 
and includes coproduction of knowledge by multiple stakeholders developed 
via “iterative cycles of deliberation and engagement among learners, fostering 
experimental solutions to address problems and “learning-by-doing”, and combining 
multiple types of knowledge and perspectives” (Orleans Reed et al., 2013:396).

Social capital - “Networks together with shared norms, values and understandings 
that facilitate cooperation within or among groups … social capital provides the glue 
which facilitates co-operation, exchange and innovation” (OECD, 2001).

Social entrepreneurship - encompasses the activities and processes undertaken 
to discover, define, and exploit opportunities in order to enhance social wealth by 
creating new ventures or managing existing organizations in an innovative manner 
(Zahra et al., 2008).

Social innovation - “[N]ew ideas (products, services and models) that 
simultaneously meet social needs and create new social relationships or 
collaborations. In other words they are innovations that are both good for society 
and enhance society’s capacity to act.” (Murray et al., 2010:3)
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Social lab - Vehicle of social innovation and change. As with a scientific lab they are 
spaces of curiosity and experimentation seeking to address complex challenges. 
Labs draw on a range of expertise, experiences and competencies to affect social 
change in relation to wicked problems. Often using a systems approach, they use 
a range of methodologies and seek to view the challenges within their systemic 
context or whole. Drawing on design thinking social labs often prioritise rapid 
prototyping and real life testing to inform new iterations and experimentation.

Strategic design - “Strategic design applies some of the principles of traditional 
design to “big picture” systemic challenges like health care, education, and climate 
change. It redefines how problems are approached, identifies opportunities for 
action, and helps deliver more complete and resilient solutions.” (Helsinki Design 
Lab: http://www.helsinkidesignlab.org/pages/what-is-strategic-design]

Systems thinking - A way of understanding the world as made up of complex 
systems that are formed by dynamic, multiple, interdependent and variously 
interacting parts. Systems thinking seeks to identify the interdependencies and 
feedback loops between agents, behaviours, and outcomes in a complex system.

Commons - A third form of societal organisation (like the state, or the market) as 
well as the shared resources that are held in common (not privately owned) and co-
governed by the community. These include gifts of nature (e.g. land, air and water), 
but also shared social and cultural assets such as cultural and knowledge artefacts, 
relationships and institutions.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Introduction to CoLab Dudley

CoLab Dudley is a social lab working at a local scale drawing inspiration and 
expertise from innovative social change projects both on our doorstep and from 
across the world. Using a social lab approach the team experiment with new models 
of relationships and engagement to increase opportunities for creative and practical 
participation. Emphasising the relationship between citizen participation and citizen 
power (Place Lab, 2016), CoLab Dudley seeks to positively impact upon wider socio-
economic and ecological challenges faced by the citizens of Dudley borough through 
enabling and supporting everyday participation for all. It does this by supporting the 
prototyping and testing by local citizens of peer to peer projects that are informed 
by practices of participatory culture (Britton et al. 2015); design thinking (inclusive: 
Manzini, 2015; strategic: Beunderman et al., 2017; disruptive: Acaroglu, 2017); sharing 
(McLaren and Agyeman, 2015); Ethical Redevelopment (Place Lab, 2016); the politics 
of co-operation (Sennett, 2012) and urban commons (Bauwens et al., 2017).

Whether learning new skills, sharing our collective resources, nurturing new 
capabilities, or building new connections we believe we can be a healthier, happier, 
more sustainable, resilient and just community. Through a range of experiments, 
experiences, spaces and platforms, invitations have been extended to citizens to 
create new social, economic, cultural and political possibilities for themselves and 
their local community. As an integral part of the lab process we research, document 
and share our ongoing learning, so we might better understand some of the social 
processes that determine our capacity as citizens to reimagine, redesign and reanimate 
Dudley town centre.

Below you can read about the dominant themes emerging from this learning; what 
we can infer from these observations based on wider social theory; and what they 
tell us about the values, processes, and social change activated and nurtured via the 
CoLab Dudley work. 

This story is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter briefly introduces the 
distinctive CoLab Dudley approach to research and shared learning that we call 
detectorism. In the following chapters the story explores the impact of CoLab 
Dudley work in relation to physical capital, social capital and human capital. While the 
findings are shaped loosely on physical capital (place and creative spaces), human 
capital (skills, capabilities and health and wellbeing), and social capital (bonds and 
connectivity), we think of the changes observed in a more connected interdependent 
manner. This relational framing is important as it highlights the work of the platforms 
and projects in helping activate and nurture more collaborative and regenerative 
relations at a range of scales including: neighbour to neighbour; relations between 
citizens and their neighbourhood (place); and the relations between citizens and the 
practices, values and norms of participating and cooperating with wider communities. 
In the final chapter we reflect upon what the findings tell us with regard to the processes 
and qualities of platforms and social lab approaches to nurturing social innovation.

Some introductions

3 mins read
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Introduction to Dudley

Dudley borough is a unitary local authority in the West Midlands. It forms part of, 
and is indeed often referred to as the capital of the Black Country. The Black Country 
is an area made up of the metropolitan boroughs of Dudley, Sandwell and Walsall 
and the city of Wolverhampton. Dudley borough has a population of 312,925 (2011 
Census). This is an increase from the 2001 Census population of 305,155. 11.5% 
of people are from ethnic groups other than White British, compared to 7.5% in 
2001. The equivalent 2011 Census figure for England is 20.2% (Dudley Metropolitan 
Borough Council, 2012). The borough is made up of four towns: Brierley Hill, 
Halesowen, Stourbridge and Dudley. More than 45,000 people live within a fifteen 
minute walk of Dudley town centre.

Dudley has a prominent industrial past dominated by industries including coal and 
coke, iron and steel; and manufacturing of glassware, nails, chains, ship anchors, 
locks, keys and beer. Today employment is largely dominated by light manufacturing, 
service and finance industries. In 2010 the median gross annual pay of full time 
employees living in Dudley borough was £22,276 (Dudley Metropolitan Borough 
Council, 2011). 

There are small but severe pockets of deprivation within the borough. These are 
closely associated with the area’s traditional manufacturing base, which suffered 
from economic decline in the latter half of the 20th century. Two of these areas are 
within the 10% most deprived areas in England and are in close proximity to Dudley 
town centre (Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council, 2011).

Figure 1. Map of Dudley borough

Halesowen

Brierley Hill

Dudley

Stourbridge

Kingswinford

Sedgley
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#detectorism 
scaffolding
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A celebration of doing
In December we had a celebration of doing at gather. 
Coming back together - doers and encouragers - we 
refl ected upon what the months of doing, making, 
sharing and learning together had taught us. Using the 
#detectorism fi ndings as our scaff olding, we worked 
together to make a scrapbook where we could share ideas, 
experiences and hopes around these fi ve themes. 

The #detectorism insights had emerged from this 
community and their creative practice of doing, and so 
it seemed right that they should sense check the fi ndings 
in this way. In the next few pages we have shared the 
#detectorism scaff olding and some snaps from this 
magical celebration. The rest of the #detectorism insights 
report off ers a more detailed dive into these fi ndings for 
those curious to know more.
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#DETECTORISM SCAFFOLDING

The welcome here looks 
and feels like …

Affi  rmation and encouragement in your 
doing and sharing 

An authentic open invitation to take 
part in whatever is going on

A homemade aesthetic that erodes 
fear and intimidation

A warm greeting from the team 
and other doers

A safe space to feel included, 
respected and equal

Freedom to co-design the space 
and projects

Intentional connections to other doers 
and makers
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Doing and sharing together creates…

Connections across boundaries

Happiness and wellbeing through 
kindness and care

Friendships and common ground 
amongst strangers

Networks to rely on and call upon

Shared memories and stories 
that bind us

Makes change so much more 
possible and likely

Spaces and times to share 
skills and knowledge, but also 

worries and fears

Practical lessons that remind us of 
the how and why of co-operating
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Creative spaces and 
creating spaces invites…

A new way of thinking and doing in public/ semi-public 
spaces (like gather) 

A shift from passive consumer to engaged 
co-designer/ maker Citizen-led action 
in shaping the spaces around us

Individual and collective creative confi dence

Encourages re-purposing and re-framing of spaces 
for new creative purposes

Inspiration for and incubation of change makers 
and social change projects

Cultural nourishment for all - beauty to feed 
the soul of the neighbourhood

Creates heat, or a pulse, in an area of low 
frequency cultural activity
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Belonging and attachment to 
Dudley informs our motivations for 
participation because …

It is part of my identity/ who I am/ 
where my family are from

Dudley will be the canvas of their 
childhood (my children)

Memories and local knowledge can now be 
re-animated and shared

Civic pride and a neighbourhood 
consciousness are desired

The distinctive range of cultural 
heritage/ histories and stories can 

be re-deployed for change

There is a citizen-led aspiration for 
change in a town aff ected by many 

complex social challenges
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Resources we have revealed, 
re-purposed and connected 
are …

The resources within us as much as those around 
us that we can share/ hold in common

Practical sharing, recycling and re-purposing of 
lazy assets (rooms, materials, tools, foods etc.)

Self confi dence, self belief 
and self effi  cacy

Skills previously abandoned, made 
redundant, or under-developed

Ideas that have sat quietly/ unspoken, for 
fear of ridicule or absence of support

Capabilities for co-operation 
previously numbed by fear, isolation, 

loneliness and individualism
A collective will for and belief in 
social change and social justice
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The findings discuss conditions for place based social change in Dudley in terms of 
animating and re-purposing latent assets, both physical (e.g. creative spaces); and 
human (e.g. skills, connectivity, capabilities). A striking element throughout these 
findings is the context of the de-generation of Dudley town centre, and how this has 
impacted upon citizens in terms of their sense of place and their capacity to access 
unrealised assets and underemployed skills and capabilities. 

In exploring the unlocking of physical and human assets through this work the 
findings stress a set of values, behaviours and processes.  Prominent values and 
behaviours observed include, openness, freedom, welcome, empathy, equity and 
collaboration. Important processes linked to these values and behaviours are manifest 
in the physicality of gather as an Anchor/Convivial Space; and also in the practices 
of lab members in the platform and projects such as creativity, flexibility, authentic 
invitations, experimentation, action/doing bias, and a shared learning culture. These 
values, behaviours and processes will be elaborated upon as we travel through the 
story of growth of physical, social, and human capital evidenced below.

Space and place
Our discussion of physical capital is framed in terms of dimensions 
of place as this dominates our findings. This includes consideration 
of place based attachment; sense of belonging; identities; civic pride; 
and heritage. The experience of complex societal challenges in Dudley 
is situated by participants within an urgent aspiration to be part of and 
witness place based social change. 

The findings paint a picture of life experience for some citizens in Dudley as one blighted 
by physical and socio-economic de-generation. This is closely linked by participants to 
cultural tensions in the town; feelings of disenfranchisement, and as a space lacking 
in cultural nourishment. CoLab Dudley activities and gather have been characterised 
in the findings in a way Place Lab, (2016) would describe as ‘bringing heat’ or a ‘pulse’ 
amongst those spaces operating at low frequency.  As an Anchor Space they offer 
‘cultural and spiritual sustenance’ (Place Lab, 2016), manifest in a creative safe space, 
animated by an active welcome (via processes of greeting, alignment and affirmation); 
an authentic invitation to participate; and explicit valuing of creativity and creative 
thinking. The value participants experience in relation to place is often expressed in 
terms of civic pride, and a desire to surface and make open to all an array of cultural 
heritage and knowledge based artefacts for collective benefit. The findings stress the 
importance of understanding and valuing the historical and cultural distinctiveness of 
place in processes of Ethical Redevelopment and social innovation. See page 35 for 
the full discussion on place.

The agency and need for creative spaces for all is an important theme 
in these findings in relation to physical capital. Participants identify a 
place based cultural deficit and explicit barriers to the growth of creative 
spaces with a subsequent negative impact upon individual and collective 
sense of wellbeing, identity, and skills. 

Summary notes

10 min. read

The essential ideas 
are in this section.
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Creative spaces, and the process of creating spaces, was highlighted as providing 
the conditions for creative practice in open/ semi-public neutral spaces that help 
break down barriers in relation to different cultures, faiths, and ways of thinking. The 
findings also tell us that creative thinking spaces are needed in order to incubate the 
skills, capabilities and connections of change agents like social entrepreneurs. In this 
respect these creative spaces, open to all, are directly related to the the increased 
potential of citizen led social change in Dudley. See page 43 for the full discussion of 
creative spaces and creating space.

The development and creation of creative spaces is in part made possible in this work 
through re-framing and re-purposing spaces. In the findings we discuss gather coffee 
shop as an example of this re-framing. Re-framing is manifest in the different use 
and engagement with the space in terms of citizen practices of participation which 
result in the blurring of boundaries between consumer and (co)producer behaviours. 
This shift in behaviours is explained in part by the cultural and physical accessibility 
of the space that prioritises inclusivity across multiple dimensions of difference. The 
shift in citizen practices - and subsequently the new relations forged here - is also 
explained by what we describe as ‘open practice norms’ which includes: encouraging 
a co-producer/ maker based relationship with time; and enabling zones of interaction 
and connection enhanced by the multi-functionality and active co-curation of gather 
spaces. See page 49 for the full discussion of gather as a creative space case study.

Bonds, bridges and connectivity
The findings show clear evidence of the building of social capital (bonding and bridging), 
and offer valuable insight into what that connectivity and network development 
secures in terms of increased wellbeing and resilience. Limited, or shallow citizen social 
networks were observed to be developed and deepened. The latent energy released 
through connectivity resulted in positive impacts upon experiences of isolation, 
loneliness, and personal and collective resilience. Chief amongst our observations 
has been the agency of the practice of doing together not just being together. The 
repetition of multiple low threshold opportunities for participation created favourable 
conditions for connection and indeed co-operation. The findings show the potency of 
intentional strategic design of spaces and projects that encourage norms of sharing 
and doing together that are explicitly open to all. In the full discussion on page 59 we 
outline the role within this design of: welcome, invitation, doing together, respect, and 
purposeful connection and interaction.

Nurturing and re-purposng latent skills  / capabilities 
In the discussion around the development of human capital the findings are framed 
in terms of nurturing and re-purposing latent skills, capabilities and collective 
resourcefulness. Specifically, this section discusses the value generated by CoLab 
Dudley activities in terms of participant labour (time), skills, knowledge, capabilities 
and improved health and wellbeing. The detailed discussion on page 68 explores 
the evidence in terms of improved self efficacy and self confidence  which in turn 
completely changed participant perceptions of what is possible for them individually 
and for their community. Through collective participation (doing together for shared 
purpose), often triggered by inspiration and demonstration, citizens reveal old and 
new skills that had in some cases been effectively de-commissioned, or under valued 
owing to their life circumstances. Place Lab (2016) describe this as re-purposing 
skills and capabilities and so unlocking latent human energy and assets. Importantly, 
this isn’t just practical skills or new knowledge, this is are also about practicing and 

SUMMARY NOTES
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testing out new capabilities and behaviours such as empathy, reciprocity, or creativity. 
Having a judgment-free and open creative space, coupled with the sharing/ pooling of 
materials, helped participants to embrace the development of their own and others 
potential to ‘make things happen’. The discussion on page 78 outlines the positive 
impact this has on their health and wellbeing.

Platform/ lab processes and ingredients
In the final chapter we outline what the findings have revealed in terms of platform 
and social lab processes, practices and ingredients. Of course, the lab and platform 
have not emerged in a vacuum, and the findings indicate how the existing policy and 
practice landscape help or hinder this evolution. 

The challenge for traditional institutional infrastructure is in embracing 
and supporting new ways of thinking that present alternative approaches 
to risk, measurement, organisational cultures, and planning. As a 
platform and social lab CoLab Dudley displays an approach and way of 
thinking that embraces experimentation, flexibility and an action bias. 
These are animated by a constellation of team and participant skills and 
experiences that use the experimentation and a culture of shared learning 
(detectorism), to inform strategic design and further prototyping. 

These processes and the team that activate them are bound by a shared purpose to 
use social innovation to seed positive social change grounded in social justice and 
collective action. These platform processes and values are importantly manifest in 
experiences reliably accessed and curated in a hub space (gather) that generates a 
neighbourhood consciousness. gather, has evolved into a civic asset, as a space where 
positive regenerative relationships and connections are prioritised over capital return. 
Place Lab (2016) eloquently describe the fostering of such relations:

“Cultivate and build upon neighborliness as a way of relating—an informal relationship, 
a cultural practice of reciprocity and interdependence. Engender intimacy by the familiar 
nature of programming: discussions, performances, interactions, and shared experiences” 
(Place Lab, 2016:8). 

Drawing on recent research around Ethical Redevelopment and impact movements 
the findings point to the role of gather as both an Anchor Space (Place Lab, 2016) and 
Convivial Place (Beunderman et al., 2017): 

Anchor Space: “To be an anchoring space in a city, people have to be willing to spend time 
there. Hot, hip spots come and go. Trendy locations fall short of connecting “need” with 
“space.” Need changes over time and, as a result, space has to change over time. Spaces 
have to be flexible and nimble… Participants come to rely on anchor spaces as consistent 
resources of cultural and spiritual sustenance.” Place Lab, 2016:9; 

Convivial Place: “Visible, open and legitimate spaces that enable active participation… 
places to convene change agents, citizens, non-profits”  and other organisations; places that 
extend a quality invitation to take part, that are inclusive to all and authentic (Beunderman 
et al., 2017:48). 
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In this key social change capacity gather, (in both its physicality, and the practices 
normalised within it by team members and visitors) has been integral to the social lab 
work of engaging in experimentation, prototyping participatory projects, and iterating 
around a set of processes that encourage open collaboration, sharing, creativity and 
connectivity. The research findings show that with the creative space and time to 
experiment - afforded by the social lab model and anchor/ convivial place of gather 
- an organic, citizen-led response to complex needs around the de-generation of 
Dudley is developing.  

#RedesignDudley is emerging from a culture and space of doing, making, learning 
and sharing together. But also it is about everyday activism (making change happen 
in small and gentle ways) that is unlocking agency and latent assets, taking collective 
action, and helping reanimate a civic pulse in Dudley through creative practice and 
spaces. #RedesignDudley is rooted in a desire for social justice, collective agency and 
a reanimated sense of place in Dudley. This aspiration is being driven by processes of 
sharing, connectivity, creativity, and democratising doing, making and (re)designing 
the spaces around us. #RedesignDudley seeks to make change possible, real and open 
to all by reimagining and re-purposing latent assets, capabilities and relationships.

Conceptual foundations
While analysing our findings we have lent on and drawn critical insights from a range of 
concepts including: urban commons (Bauwens et al., 2017; Coote, 2017); commoning 
enabled through peer to peer relations (Bauwens et al., 2017); participatory practices 
(Britton et al., 2015) and ultimately, through inclusive strategic design for social 
innovation (Manzini, 2015). For example, CoLab Dudley draws closely on Britton’s work 
around participatory culture (Britton et al., 2015) that helps create the conditions for 
people to rediscover: 

“… the pleasures and benefits of common activity: nether as passive consumers, nor as 
needy recipients of charity, but as active makers and designers of the social, economic and 
physical infrastructure of where they live” (Britton, 2013). 

The findings stress this experience of doing, making and sharing together - and the 
agency inherent within that -  is an empowering part of our practice of citizenship. 
Importantly, this is distinct from processes of the state downloading of citizen 
responsibilisation as encouraged in the UK context in recent decades. That is to say 
this mode or practice of citizenship is different to the active citizen, or responsible 
citizen consumer, as prescribed by New Labour (Newman, 2010; Staeheli, 2010); or 
indeed the charitable - volunteer-philanthropic citizen encouraged under Big Society 
(Lowndes and Pratchett, 2012; Taylor, 2011). Instead the findings show a citizenship 
underpinned by day-to-day practices of co-operation (Sennett, 2012) and commoning 
(Bauwens et al., 2017). We argue through this everyday participation there is a political 
practice of commoning activity based on creative collaboration and sharing of: local 
resources, cultural and knowledge based artefacts, spaces, skills and networks. Coote 
(2017) describes the process of commoning in relation to social resources as: 

“The process of ‘commoning’ reimagines social resources, not as top-down services delivered 
by the state to the people, but as activities and relationships co-designed and co-produced 
by lay people and professionals, with control anchored at local level. … [Commons social 
resources create] relationships and activities through which we help each other participate 
and flourish" (ibid:3).

SUMMARY NOTES
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To explore this re-framing of commons social resources CoLab Dudley has drawn 
inspiration from the work of Ezio Manzini in relation to the agency of inclusive strategic 
design in supporting emerging forms of collaboration (Manzini, 2015). Manzini uses 
design for social innovation to understand how small, open, connected and local 
projects can align individual interests with collective social and environmental interests 
(Manzini, 2013). Social Innovation is broadly concerned with:

“[n]ew ideas (products, services and models) that simultaneously meet social needs and 
create new social relationships or collaborations. In other words they are innovations that 
are both good for society and enhance society’s capacity to act.” (Murray et al., 2010:3)

Moulaert et al., (2013) also align social innovation with empowering dynamics, thus 
stressing the political character of social movements and bottom-up governance 
initiatives that seek to animate new fairer social relations. In this respect social 
innovation is often concerned with increased citizen participation and collective 
practices. For example, peer to peer relations in a commons context seek to enable 
value creation that is regenerative not extractive, and so the relational dynamics 
of peer to peer collaborations are intended to “create value in the form of shared 
resources, circulated in the form of commons” (Bauwens et al., 2017). Of particular 
value in this way of working and thinking from a CoLab Dudley and #RedesignDudley 
perspective is how these  commons and peer to peer designed projects often …
 

“… generate new and more sustainable ideas of wellbeing, a wellbeing where greater value is 
given to the quality of the social and physical context, to a caring attitude, to a slower pace 
in life, to collaborative actions, to new forms of community and to new ideas of locality” 
(Manzini  in conversation with Sarah Brooks, 2011: http://www.shareable.net/blog/
design-for-social-innovation-an-interview-with-ezio-manzini)

Drawing on these foundations, the findings below tell a story of the impact of CoLab 
Dudley evidenced through: 

• an increase in community access to resources and collective agency for co-
designing of civic assets;

• the recognition of identities (cultural, place based and creative); 
• a broad based re-purposing and building of skill-sets; 
• the re-deploying and surfacing of local knowledge and cultural heritage; 
• the nurturing of co-operative and collective action capabilities informed by social 

purpose; 
• the marked  growth of social capital and connectivity. 

We know these signifiers of social change and innovation are complex, 
messy and not easily quantifiable. We do not apologise for that. Instead 
we ask you take the time to read an intimate and place specific story of 
social change in Dudley. 
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Working out loud
These findings raise as many difficult questions for this work going forward as they 
offer potent illustrations of the impact of enriching experiences and new relationships 
forged. Some of these questions are introduced below.

The findings urge us to challenge our work to build upon and amplify the hub site impact 
knowing that one building alone does not change the direction of a neighbourhood 
(Place Lab, 2016). How might we further develop the platform to create new social, 
economic and cultural possibilities in different sites in this small corner of Dudley town 
centre? How do we leverage the ‘heat’ brought by the anchor space and create a network 
of connected spaces where local citizens commune, converse and create new futures for 
themselves and their neighbourhoods? 

Alive to the gentrification risks of urban regeneration policy in relation to creativity (Peck, 
2005; Pratt, 2010), we know we must find a way to protect the social purpose of CoLab 
Dudley work and the accountability of the platform. How do we go about protecting 
this DNA of social justice and critical reflection? How might this work disrupt existing 
socio-spatial inequalities through our engagement with more ‘Ethical Redevelopment’ 
and #RedesignDudley? Also in re-deploying heritage, story-telling and creative practice 
to this place based social change how are we holding spaces for critical questioning and 
deeper conversations that help acknowledge the roots of these inequalities?  

We know social norms are dynamic and need repetition and practice to become more 
embedded (Sennett, 2012). Given the gentle initial engagement through this work 
with commons thinking and doing, how might these ways of sharing, re-purposing and 
collective responsibility be normalised locally through repetition and practice? What 
creative invitations (day-to-day and event-based) might we employ to inspire others to 
engage in this practice?  

We know that shared learning via detectorism will be valuable in informing all these 
questions. So how do we make this learning and researching (‘curiosity in action’ 
Acaroglu, 2017:32) even more accessible and meaningful for action focussed projects? 
How do we create a wider range of access points to animate and energise our learning 
culture?

Before we take a deep dive into the detail of the treasure we have found through 
our research we outline a brief note on the distinctive and inclusive approach to this 
research and developmental evaluation that we call Detectorism.

SUMMARY NOTES
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Scratching below the surface 
of social change

Shared learning and documenting the experimentation 
through detectorism

“We are all in there mixing potions & being curious ... we want our learning to
be open ... our expectation to learn & iterate to be explicit ... our lessons to be
framed in this narrative of testing, learning & growing.”

[CoLab Dudley Team Members, Detectorism Co-Design Session #1, 5th Jan, 2017]

Detectorism is the thinking about, collection of, mapping, analysis 
and sharing of CoLab Dudley data relating to lab projects, processes, 
experiences and impact. 

Detectorism is underpinned by an open invitation to everyone to join in the lab 
shared learning and exploration. For example, armed with Do Fest Detectorism 
Journals festival participants took part in a gentle introductory practice of participant 
observation during their festival sessions.  Meanwhile the Detectorism Collective 
sessions create an informal open sharing of practices and ideas by anyone working 
on testing and learning in social innovation and change. Detectorism embraces Leyla 
Acaroglu’s argument that ‘research is curiosity in action’ (ibid:2017:32).

Detectorism has evolved organically as part of the developmental 
evaluation (DE) model it is based upon (Gamble, 2008) - drawing on 
the lab team co-design of the research process, team data collection, 
and the team analysis of emergent themes into how doing together 
works, grows, and affects us directly and collectively. 

Developmental evaluation is an apt tool and approach to support social innovation 
and dynamic organisational formats like social labs as learning is ongoing, integrated 
into action, and supports changes of direction. Unlike the traditional summative 
evaluation tools for projects working with logic (or clock-like) problems, DE is suited 
to projects working in relation to complex, (or cloud-like) problems that require ways 
working that are more iterative and emergent. As Gamble (2008) explains in his primer 
for DE:

“Developmental evaluation supports the process of innovation within an organization and in 
its activities. Initiatives that are innovative are often in a state of continuous development and 
adaptation, and they frequently unfold in a changing and unpredictable environment…The 
destination is often a notion rather than a crisp image, and the path forward may be unclear. 
Much is in flux: the framing of the issue can change, how the problem is conceptualized 
evolves and various approaches are likely to be tested. Adaptations are largely driven by 
new learning and by changes in participants, partners and context” (ibid:13)

In addition, the principles that underpin detectorism draw purposefully from a 
participatory culture (Britton et al., 2015), and also disruptive design thinking (Acaroglu, 
2017) in order to develop a form of DE within CoLab Dudley that is driven by empathy, 

12 min read.

The how and what 
of detectorism

SCRATCHING BELOW THE SURFACE OF SOCIAL CHANGE
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curiosity, is open to all, and focuses on ongoing shared learning. This approach is 
intended to help the pace and quality of iteration at platform and project level. As 
per the DE tradition the researcher is a part of the team, and there are no set of final 
recommendations, rather an ongoing relationship of working collectively to use our 
findings to inform social change (Gamble, 2008). 

We use an ethnographic methodology (Brewer, 2000; Hammersley and Atkinson, 
2007) to build a holistic cultural portrait of the emergent participatory culture in 
Dudley. This involves exploring the norms, values, ingredients (resources, places, 
people), relations, experiences and benefits that ‘doing together’ brings about. Data is 
collected via multiple data sources and methods: there are 10 active project site data 
collection points; ongoing participant observation of projects and platform processes; 
interviews with team members and key doers and encouragers; regular team reflective
practice sessions, and thematic analysis of film footage of key events. The table below 
outlines in more detail the specific methods and spaces of detectorism.

Detectorism - and the agency of the learning and data collected - is as 
much about the process of team reflection, shared learning and project 
evolution as it is about illustrating impact. If we all are to be co-designers 
and architects of our community resilience we need to better understand 
the processes, values and behaviours that make that possible and 
sustainable. 

Why take this shared open learning approach?

Fixed metrics, (or indicators) on their own can be ill suited to illustrating complex 
emergent social change in such a dynamic and innovative project. The traditional 
range of fixed point metrics are clunky in this space, hiding more than they show, 
over-simplifying the nuanced nature of social processes, and often promising more 
than we can have confidence in. While we know there have been 454 participants, over 
2000 collective hours of participation and 10 creative/ participatory spaces created 
(outlined in Figure 2 below) we must also use our collective skills of observation, 
active listening and critical analysis to reflect on common insights aggregated across 
a range of data sources from across the projects and collected by a range of lab team 
members and doers (see Table 1). 

Acknowledging these are a snapshot in time from a small but in-depth research 
sample they make no claim of being definitive or exhaustive. That is not the purpose 
of research in developmental evaluation. We are part of a dialogue of doing, thinking, 
and sharing. This shared learning via detectorism is primarily for the lab team and 
participants to use to inform activation programming and priorities. We also use it to 
share our experiences and extend conversations as widely as possible.
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Semi-structured 
interviews

Participant
Observation

Tracking

Developmental 
evaluation 
sessions

Additional 
data inputs & 

artefacts

31 semi structured interviews 
exploring lab processes, lab/project 
ingredients, participant experiences 
and impact. 

Participant obeservation 
explored project processes and 
spaces, participant interactions, 
experiences & norms.

Tracking of participants projects, 
participation opportunities

Development evaluation sessions 
with the team or projects

Thematic analysis, focus group, 
Reflective Practice

• Open Workshop log
• Coffee Counter Capture log
• Inspiration Lab map
• Eventbrite registrations 
• Project data sheets 
• Coffee Shop log

• 3 x DE team sessions
• Creative Connect grow session
• SOUP feedback discussion session

• Thematic Analyss of video footage 
from events & interviews

• Focus group with Princes Trust team
• Reflective practice from team (audio, 

Whatsapp, Slack)

• gather coffee shop
• Inspiration Lab Co-working & Co-

creation sprint
• Dudley SOUP
• Do Fest Dudley
• Trade School Dudley
• Coffee Shop Chat
• Activate sessions
• Bring & Share
• Creative Connect Exhibiton
• gather Sunday
• Incredible Edible Dudley
• Detectorism Collective
• Share Fest Dudley
• Do Fest Dudley doers detectorism

Interviewees included:
• Team Members
• Doers
• Encouragers

Targeted events and spaces:

Tools Method Data Sources

Table 1: Detectorism Tools & Methods

SCRATCHING BELOW THE SURFACE OF SOCIAL CHANGE
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gather

DY1

gather
garden

community
garden

InspirationLab

Birmingham St
Growing
Patches

Vicar St
Growing
Patches

InHedge

Stafford St
Growing
Patches

DudleyDudleyDudleyDudleyDudleyDudleyDudleyDudley

Halesowen Hasbury 
Community
Centre

Coffee Cups
Thornhill Rd

Huntingtree 
Park Hub

MAKING, SHARING, 
LEARNING, CONNECTING

1 January - 30 June 2017

454
individuals

10+
spaces
created

5
types of opportunity

created

29
learning
sessions

177
participants

53
people

530
participants

433
collective hours of 

participation

18
projects
created

53
sessions

1293
collective hours
of participation

co-created 
by

Activate 
Workshops

Coffee Shop
Chats

Inpsiration Shots
Lightning Talks

Living Room
Learning

Labs

Detectorists
Collective

Open Project
Nights

Dudley
SOUP

Photo
Walks

Big Lunches/
Great Get
Together

Repair
Cafe

Crafternoon

Bring & Share 
Meals

Creative
Connect gather

Sunday

Trade School
Dudley

Co-working
Wednesdays

Incredible
Edible

Social Media
Surgery

PARTICIPATORY & CREATIVE PROJECTS

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

SPACES FOR PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITIES

Figure 2: A quantitative summary of participation, events, spaces created 
and nurtured.
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CoLab Dudley 
projects – 
a compendium
 a list of things we do together
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SOUP is a grassroots micro-funding model which started in Detroit. 
SOUP supports creative community projects through shared meals. 
People come together to share a meal, donating something like £5 
per person on arrival. The money raised on the door is given to a 
local creative project. Project proposals are made in advance and a 
number are selected to make short pitches at the event. Everyone 
who comes along gets one vote to determine which project 
receives the fund.

The collaborative magic of SOUP can only be experienced by being 
there. It’s not all about the money. That gets people in a room 
together. Then all sorts of connections, offers and exchanges 
can might actually be more useful to a project than cash. Though 
one project walks away with funding, SOUP co-founder Amy 
Kaherl explains: “SOUP isn’t about winners or losers, that’s just 
our capitalist way of making sense of it. All projects get what they 
need.”

Dudley SOUP was catalysed through CoLab Dudley in April 2016, 
following an open call for team members.

Launch date: September 2016
No. SOUP dinners held to date: 4
No. participants: approx. 100

Incredible Edible started in 2007 when a few people in Todmorden, 
a market town in Yorkshire, started growing food in public 
places for everyone to share. Now there is a network of over 100 
Incredible Edible groups across the UK who have created vegetable 
plots in all sorts of unlikely places in their villages, towns and 
cities. People have started plots on council and church land, in pub 
gardens and even in castle moats!

Over 100 Incredible people in Dudley have been creating growing 
spaces, planting seeds and sharing vegetables. The most enormous 
carrots have been grown in Wrens Nest, and amazing tomatoes in 
raised beds on Stafford St in Dudley. Broccoli and beans have been 
lovingly tended to by residents living in Dudley town centre in veg 
plots created in 3 public spaces, as well as a salad bar at the bus 
station. Families in Halesowen created a herb and flower garden 
outside a coffee shop in summer 2017.

122+ people involved in growing related inspiration / learning / 
doing in Dudley borough Jan-Jun 2017

Dudley SOUP

Incredible Edible Dudley
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The Trade School network is a collective of self-organized barter-
for-knowledge schools across the world. Trade School began 
January of 2009 as an experiment by a group of New York City 
artists. 

Trade School Dudley launched in July 2016 and classes 
have included keeping urban chickens, learning to crochet, 
understanding modern art, and upcycling wooden pallets. Barter 
items have ranged from seeds to chocolate, notebooks to wool and 
buttons.

CoLab Dudley supports local people to run Trade School classes 
every few months. 5 or more classes are arranged over a 2-3 day period including weekday 
daytimes, after school, evenings and weekends. Classes also run on an ad hoc basis throughout 
the year, as they are offered by teachers.

Launch date: July 2016
No. classes held to Dec 2017: 31 (12 classes between January and June 2017)
No. participants: 120 individuals of all ages (70 involved between January and June 2017)
Total places filled: 174 (112 between January and June 2017)

Gather Sunday was a project developed by the co-founders of 
Gather Dudley CIC. It was simply a monthly invitation for people to 
come together on a Sunday and share food, music and friendship. 
The project team particularly want to welcome people who are 
homeless and families in vulnerable situations, along with anyone 
who likes the idea of communal meal, live music, conversation and 
board games.

Everyone can contribute and all contributions are valued, from 
helping make food, spreading the word, welcoming / hosting, 
providing entertainment or art, bringing food to share or helping 
clear up. 

Launch date: October 2016
No. meals held: 6 (including Gather Sunday does Big Lunch)
No. participants: 77 individuals of all ages. (42 involved between 
January and June 2017)

Trade School Dudley

Gather Sunday
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While a project in itself, Bring & Share meals (or Pot Luck dinners) are a wonderful way to bring 
people from many projects, places, groups and organisations together over something we all have 
in common: eating. CoLab Dudley has been regularly hosting Bring & Share meals to create convivial 
opportunities for connections between people. People told us:

“Coming to the supper has helped me to meet other community members who wish to see a positive 
change in their
surrounding communities.”

“It helped me realise how many other projects have been started around areas and how there is 
assistance out there for everyone. Also how a simple thing can lead to bigger things.”

We also know that people absolutely love sharing food. We’ve met amazing cake makers who don’t 
usually bake at home because there aren’t enough people around to eat all the cakes. And people 
who like trying out soup or chilli recipes to share. Those who find themselves without time to prepare 
food are always welcome to bring a packet of nibbles, or lend a hand with washing up. The most 
challenging part of Bring & Share is helping people realise they only need to bring one thing, and 
then holding your nerve and trusting that there will be enough delicious food and drink for everyone. 
(There is always too much!)

In September 2012 we hosted a Pot Luck meal in Brierley Hill as part of a global launch of Pot Luck 
projects, connecting to a meal in Rotterdam by Skype.
Between August 2016 and February 2017 40 individuals from 18 different groups / communities 
shared food and connected over 3 Bring & Share meals hosted by CoLab Dudley.

Bring & Share

Creative Connect launched in January 2017, made possible by 
having a space like gather in Dudley. Curated by Guy Holness, 
co-founder of the Inspirational Network, the launch exhibition 
achieved the aim of connecting and inspiring creative minds.

Creative Connect brings together a collective of creatives / artists 
and animates creatives in Dudley. People come together to 
support, connect, encourage each other, showcase their talents 
and learn. Visual works remain on display in gather coffee shop and 
further premises for periods between exhibitions.
Paintings, photography, poetry, graffiti, illustrations, performance, 
sculpture and video are all accepted and expected. Creatives can submit or drop 
off work in advance or be a rebel and just show up with their creativity to show and 
share on the night. The first Creative Connect formed a collaboration between 16 
creatives from the UK, Mexico, Turkey, Hungary and Austria.

Launch date: January 2017
No. exhibitions held: 3
No. participants: 81 individuals of all ages plus over 16 overseas contributors

Creative Connect
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Co-working is a global movement started in 2005 by freelancers. 
Co-working spaces are created around the idea of community 
building and sustainability.

Sustainability in a co-working community is about supporting, 
nourishing, about “buoying up” our fellow coworkers. It’s about 
giving, about contributing, for it is through these actions that the 
community itself – made up of individual people – is sustained. 
Much of this happens organically, serendipitously, as members 
of a coworking community work in close proximity to each other. 
Conversation turns into collaboration. (From Coworking Core 
Values)

CoLab Dudley host co-working in the Inspiration Lab on 
Wednesdays. People in any role, sector, area of interest or 
experience who value collaboration, openness and community 
are warmly invited to join the CoLab Dudley co-working. We also 
welcome home schooling families.

Launch date: February 2017
No. sessions co-workers have been present at: 9
No. co-workers: 18

Inspiration Shots are lunchtime TED Talk viewings, evenings 
of inspiring film screenings and occasional conversations with 
creative collaborators. Session are held in the Inspiration Lab or 
gather coffee shop in Dudley town centre. Recommendations of 
talk or film screenings and offers to host sessions are invited on 
the
CoLab Dudley website.

Lightning Talks are an opportunity for people to hear about and 
talk to the creators of inspiring and
interesting projects and initiatives in Dudley borough and beyond. 
A series of 3-5 talks lasting 5 minutes each are run in a single 
session.

The Living Room is an open, relaxed conversation with people 
who have been making a difference in the places they care about 
through open, collaborative activities and initiatives. A host draws 
out stories and themes for us to explore together.

Launch date: March 2017
No. talks given / screened to Dec 2017: 15
No. individuals participating: 84

Coworking Wednesdays

Inspiration Shots | Lightning Talks | 
Living Room
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Learning Labs are hosted by CoLab Dudley to provide 
opportunities for people to explore and learn about creativity, 
social innovation, design, and collaboration. There is an open 
invitation to anyone with facilitation or training skills to deliver 
Learning Lab sessions. To date 8 individuals have run Learning Lab 
sessions.

Launch date: March 2017
No. Learning Lab sessions to Dec 2017: 14
No. individuals participating: 66

The Detectorists Collective is a collaboration of the super-curious 
using their combined research and life skills to co-create a regular 
shared learning experience. Together they explore the designing 
and doing of social change across projects which members are 
involved in. The Collective draws together people involved in a
range of projects with many and varied skills, practices and 
experiences.

To help make our lab research and research processes more 
inclusive and useful to others, the CoLab Dudley lab team began 
using the term detectorism. Detectorism includes thinking about, 
collecting, mapping, analysing and sharing CoLab Dudley data 
relating to lab projects, processes, experiences and impact.

Launch date: March 2017
No. of detectorists to date: 28

Detectorism approach shared with 3 local authorities, local charities, a housing association, 
voluntary sector, Infrastructure organisations,national funders, research bodies and think 
tanks.

The Big Lunch is a simple idea from the Eden Project in Cornwall: 
that as many people as possible across the UK have lunch with 
their neighbours in June in a simple act of community, friendship 
and fun. In 2017, the Eden Project partnered with the Jo Cox 
Foundation to encourage people to organise Great Get Togethers 
to celebrate unity in their communities. Thus some Big Lunches in 
2017 became Great Get Togethers, and a range of other activities 
took place across the UK.

Gather hosted a Big Lunch on Sunday 11 June 2017 during 
Share Fest. 20 people took part.

Learning Labs

Detectorists Collective

The Big Lunch/Great Get Together
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Repair Cafés are all about neighbours repairing things together. 
The very first Repair Café took place in Amsterdam, in October 
2009, and was a great success. There are now over a thousand 
Repair Cafes worldwide.

The idea of the Repair Cafe caught the imagination of people who 
live in Dudley. 
In response to an open call from CoLab Dudley, 8 people came 
together in April 2017 to co-design Dudley’s first ever Repair Cafe. 
They like the idea because it will make use of the skills and talents 
of local people and get people thinking about notthrowing things 
away. Also they said it brings people together, and is open to all ages.

At a Repair Cafe you can bring in a broken item and meet local people who have offered to share 
their skills to help you make repairs. Or offer your skills to help do repairs. It’s an ongoing learning 
process.If you have nothing to repair, you can enjoy a cup of tea or coffee. Or you can lend a hand with 
someone else’s repair job. You can also get inspired at the reading table, by leafing through books on 
repairs and DIY.

Launch date: June 2017
No. Repair Cafe events held to Dec 2017: 2
No. individuals participating: 20
No. repairs made: 14

Crafternoon is a regular meet up of people who want to craft 
together. A chance to share and learn skills, swap tips and get 
inspiration. People bring their projects, improve their techniques 
and enjoy crafting in the company of others. All ages and 
backgrounds are welcome and get involved.

A group of residents who started a Crafternoon in Coseley in 
summer 2016 bought a session to Dudley during Do Fest in March 
2017. A group of keen and talented crafters got together in Dudley 
in July 2017 and launched Crafternoon Dudley. 

It takes place weekly in the cosy coffee shop area of gather on the 
High Street. Crafting together in a public space invites curiosity 
from passers-by and coffee shop customers, creating the potential 
for numerous connections. There are frequently quite a few people 
who find themselves enjoying Crafternoon simply by watching, 
chatting to crafters and just being around people who are making.

Launch date: July 2017
No.of sessions to Dec 2107: 18
No. individuals participating: 49

Repair Cafe Dudley

Crafternoon Dudley
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The public places we share together – our parks, streets, trails, markets, community gardens, public 
buildings and more are a literal commons. They are common ground where people can come 
together as friends, neighbours and citizens.

Photo walks invite people to explore these common spaces together. Through Share Fest in June 
2017, four local people with an interest in photography convened photo walks on 4 different days in 3 
locations. Those who got involved ranged from amateur and professional photographers, people who 
lived in the area and just came along with the cameras on their phones, and some who simply liked 
the idea of a walk with other people.

The photo walks led to all kinds of sharing: local history, nature and geography knowledge, family 
stories and memories, shared connections and information about local activities and services, and of 
course photography tips.

Launch date: June 2017
No. photo walks to date: 4 (1 in Dudley Town Centre, 1 in Halesowen, 2 in Coseley)
No. individuals participating: 20

Open Project Night is an idea from Impact Hub Birmingham which has started 
spreading around the world. It is a new way to convene, invite, design, organise, 
collaborate and contribute to change in the place you live, volunteer or work.

Creatives, activists, entrepreneurs, dreamers, scientists, makers and doers, everyone 
can play a part in making the places around us exciting and enjoyable to live in. 
However we know that one of the challenges to getting great projects started is a 
lack of practical, creative spaces for people to come together which are free to use.

Open Project Night addresses this by throwing open the doors to a large coffee shop 
space, Dudley’s Inspiration Lab, an equipped workshop and a garden area.
Also we’ve heard numerous groups tell us what a struggle it is to involve people in 
the great things they are doing. Maybe it’s time to do things differently by planning 
and working in the open? See who is attracted to ideas and projects when you invite 
creativity and all kinds of contributions are invited– from passing moments of
inspiration or connection to the potential for long term collaborations.

Open Project Night was tested during Share Fest in June 2017.

Photo Walks

Open Project Night
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Detectorism theme #1:

sense of place
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Homelessness, poverty, forced re-location, un(der)employment, complex physical 
and mental health needs, isolation, loneliness, substance abuse, racial and cultural 
tensions, and physical urban decay: all complex societal challenges (Hassan, 2014); 
all have featured in this cultural portrait of Dudley viewed through the lens of CoLab 
Dudley spaces, projects, participants, and lab processes between January and June 
2017. In this context it is unsurprising to find a range of social change agents motivated 
to identify new forms of social relations and citizen participation:

“SI [Social Innovation] occurs because socially innovative actions, strategies, practices and 
processes arise whenever problems of poverty, exclusion, segregation and deprivation 
or opportunities for improving living conditions cannot find satisfactory solutions in the 
‘institutionalized field’ of public or private action” [Mouaert et al., 2013:2].

In their work on enabling social sustainability in our cities Baldwin and King (2017) 
remind us: “it is difficult to separate social activity from its physical location” (ibid:ix). 
So while many of these complex societal problems are common to post-industrial 
towns across England that have witnessed a slow, but certain degeneration over the 
last 30-40 years (Dorling, 2010), we also make a call to take note of the distinctiveness 
of place in social change. The recognition of the complex nature of these problems - 
i.e. dynamic, unpredictable, interdependency of multiple variables, constant flow of 
new information and adaptive behaviour of actors (Hassan, 2014) - has resulted in a 
recent focus on place based change in policy, research and national funding initiatives 
around social change (Collaborate CIC, 2017). As Locality, Local Trust and Lankelly 
Chase host national conversations around the ‘Power of Place’ we are cognisant that 
our findings illustrate the importance of local place-based action like CoLab Dudley in 
social change. Similarly, we have drawn lessons and expertise from the Impact Hub 
model of social change and recognise:

“You need to be about that place.” [Do Fest Co-Creator/ Encourager (J), Birmingham, 
14.3.17]

Being ‘about that place' is an important factor in understanding social innovation 
given:

“the historical and cultural context in which social innovation occurs is an important 
consideration for understanding its processes since it is historically and culturally situated” 
(Cajaiba-Santana, 2014:46)

Place based conditions for social entrepreneurship
In addition, given the importance of social entrepreneurship in our lab team, as 
integral to the platform Anchor Space, and with social enterprises being a likely 
destination for some of the participatory projects emerging in this space, we are 
also alive to the work done by UnLtd. UnLtd as a foundation supporting social 
entrepreneurs also prioritises understanding the place based conditions needed 
for social enterprises to thrive. As part of enabling the fertile conditions for social 
enterprises we recognise and value the role of all forms of protagonists for social 
change, including civic entrepreneurs who use their access to assets and networks 
to work collaboratively across organisational or sector boundaries for positive local 
change (Beunderman and Ahrensbach, 2011). A lab team member stresses below 
how in nurturing these fertile conditions for social entrepreneurial activity we must 
take an expansive approach to who this involves:
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“What is the role social enterprises play with others in making places more 
resilient? And how do you create the conditions to help that to grow, to be even 
more impactful, and the role that the community plays in that? So that is customers, 
service designers, volunteers, staff, board members. … what role everybody plays 
in that” [CoLab Dudley team member (D), resident, Mar, 2017]

We recognise the important link between our work - where local citizen latent assets 
and capabilities are being re-purposed, or re-animated in creative spaces/ though 
creative processes - and how this has the potential to inspire social entrepreneurship. 
Indeed, a number of the young adults at a range of the creative CoLab hosted events 
developed by local residents observed how much they liked gather, and felt it was a 
space they could be part of, which could help them nurture their own socially minded 
enterprises (Participant Observation notes, June 2017). The distinctive place based 
need, (in the context of public sector cuts, poverty, homelessness, low civic morale and 
urban decay) for creative, safe and welcome spaces where people can come together 
to develop new activities and enterprises is prominent in these findings. Similarly, 
below we see how the Colab Dudley spaces have acted as a spur for encouraging 
social entrepreneurial thinking in a young participant (currently not in education, 
employment or training):

“Yeah my friend xxx, she has got loads of ideas, she wants to set up a community 
centre for people suffering from mental health disabilities, and I think that is 
mainly through coming here and seeing the different types of people who come in 
here, it has opened her up to so much. It has helped.” [Doer (G), resident, Mar, 2017]

Place attachment
Prominent in the focus on place in these findings is place attachment (i.e. the bond 
between people and place) (Adams et al., 2017). Core members of the lab team 
including the social entrepreneurs that have created an Anchor Space for this work, 
(and so the physical location for the platform), are all seeking to respond to an urban 
decay and malaise that has affected their home town:

“Knowing a place you can see the need for something to happen, having seen a 
place perhaps lose belief in itself a bit, I think [with] some really positive messages 
& positive opportunities people will see they can affect change themselves, and 
that more and more change is a democratic thing, & that people have a lot more 
power collectively to change the stuff they want to see change or different.” [CoLab 
Dudley team (D), resident, Mar, 2017]

“I hope that it leads by example, that it encourages other people to do the same sort 
of thing. Or to be creating the same sort of organisations, businesses, venues, the 
same mentality, can do, rather than why should we bother which I think there is 
lots of here. Why should we bother it is just Dudley? I remember being in Dudley 
in the 70s and 80s as a child and it was a place of wonder.” [CoLab Dudley team (A), 
resident, Jan, 2017]

“We used to come to Dudley as kids and it was a very bustling and busy space and 
it had a good name, and we have seen it go down hill over the last 20 years. We 
know there are a lot of good people who want to give back to the community & the 
people around them that are in their local vicinity. And we wanted a venue that 
people could use as a focus to bring their ideas, their passions and creativity to 
build a better place, not just for themselves, but the people around them that need 
their support. “[CoLab Dudley team (B), resident, Jan, 2017]
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Sense of place & complex social challenges
The response to the presence and social mission of gather in this depressed part of 
Dudley High Street is repeatedly framed by participants through a ‘sense of place’:  

“sense of place is the lens through which people experience and make meaning of their 
experiences in and with place” (Adams et al., 2017:3).

The research highlights the particularly important links between place and participation 
in spaces that are underserved by services and experiencing long term decay. Visitors 
go to lengths to situate their experience of gather within the (social, cultural and 
economic) geography of Dudley. For example, gather and its situation on Dudley 
High Street is articulated by participants as a story of contrast with the surrounding 
urban decay and absence of other creative, inclusive and inspiring spaces for building 
connections through doing:

“It is like having a light, or a wall with a piece of art on it, it is a presence both 
in the physical sense and spiritual sense, in whatever way people acknowledge 
that, there is a thing about beauty, there is a thing that stirs the soul, so having 
that on a high street that has faced huge austerity, in an area of high poverty and 
depression, it is goodness on the street.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, May, 2017]

“Dudley is thirsty for this [Inspiration Lab and gather] after 35 years of de-
generation.” [Doer (D), resident, Mar, 2017]

We can see below from the experiences and feelings expressed by participants the 
dramatic wellbeing impact of this space in a context of place specific ‘de-generation’. 
Improved wellbeing is understood in relation to a range of complex societal challenges 
including feelings of low civic morale and safety:

“It [gather] brings something different ... Dudley at this point in time no one is 
investing in it, no one is investing in the people ... people don't want to shop up 
here any more, or live in the area and it has a detrimental feeling, but places like 
this [gather] put us on the map ... before I would not come to Dudley ... I didn’t feel 
safe, it was depressing, but I come now because this [gather] is my safe haven, if I 
get cold, or if I get stressed I can come here ... this is like a security blanket, a little 
cocoon for me!!” [Doer (O), resident, March, 2017]

“Dudley has experienced what it is like when a shopping centre sucks the life out 
of the town centre … I don't think this town centre reflects Dudley at all. … if you 
walk through this HighSt you think this is really crappy, it is really destitute and it 
[Dudley] is not! … from Top Church down to the bus station does not reflect Dudley 
at all, & because of that it has a negative impact on the people because you get up 
and walk through it and it is so dull so lifeless, nobody has made an effort.” [Doer 
(D), resident, May, 2017]

… also in terms of forced re-housing, homelessness and broader economic decline:

“When I first moved to Dudley it was a joke, it was a learning curve for me, I think 
Dudley people need it [gather] and I have seen it with my own eyes, … they get no 
support from governing people … and I think it is wrong, … people need places like 
this so they have people to stand up for them people … It [Dudley] needs to change, 
otherwise it will go down hill, what I have seen in 4 years to me is disgusting, in 
terms of housing, in terms of people on the street, in terms of rubbish on the street, 
in terms of empty buildings not used when there are opportunities for people to go 
in there, new businesses.” [Doer (F), resident, May, 2017]
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DO
ER “Since coming here [gather] I don’t feel so trapped anymore about having to stay 

in Dudley for two more years [due to social housing restrictions]” [Doer (E), 3.4.17]

… and in terms of experiences of poverty:

“Dudley on the face of it is a dead town, to me, I am the public, to me it looks like 
oh my god this is a depressed place, it is full of charity shops, it makes you feel far 
more poor than you are, if we have places like gather, they make you feel richer 
than make you feel poor. It will make you feel rich! That is the problem, we don't 
want to feel we are poor and gather changes that.” [Doer (H), resident, May, 2017]

Importantly, for thinking about how to move towards a more socially sustainable 
Dudley we need to reflect upon the findings with an understanding that our “[s]ense 
of place is determined by personal experiences, social interactions, and identities” 
(Adams et al., 2017:1). This is perhaps most explicit in the findings in relation to cultural 
identity and perceptions of cultural boundaries in the town where participants stress 
the need for neutral spaces, like gather, that are actively open to all and help erode
barriers:

“Otherwise speaking as a black person who has only ever lived in the UK, if you 
don't have those experiences you can assume it is not for you. Because I have 
been exposed to the arts, through dance, college, school, university and know how 
creativity can affect the community, for me my mind is aware of the fact that I can 
use it as well, and I do feel that some communities there is a sense of if we don't 
make something for ourselves there is nothing, so for me that is really important, 
if people realise that this is a space for Dudley, not one particular cultural group 
that will have an impact on the whole feel and atmosphere and community spirit 
of Dudley, this is where I live, this is where my children live, I don't want them to 
grow up in a town where there are so many clear divides, I don't want that, and that 
has been a real concern for me.” [Doer (D), resident, May, 2017]

Dudley is presented as a place under stress, suffering a social capital deficit, (particularly 
bridging capital) and with an absence of shared community/public spaces. gather 
is presented as an open and creative space uniquely placed for new and common 
identities, and shared experiences to be forged to help overcome division and hostile 
attitudes around cultural difference.

Sense of place, civic pride, heritage and identity
Team members and residents alike describe Dudley as a place where many citizens 
suffer from a civic apathy and disenfranchisement manifest in an absence of sense of 
agency to make changes to their own environment and lives:

“Lack of participation, apathy to being involved in stuff, I can't make any difference 
anyway, that the world is something that happens to you rather than something 
that you forge, that is a big view, especially in places like Dudley, where people feel 
disenfranchised and feel they haven't got any power and it is literally like things 
happen, stuff changes, life is done to me, I don't control it, encouraging people to 
get involved in a participatory culture even at a base level I have got power here, 
I can do this, I can go out and make a change.” [CoLab Dudley team (F), resident, 
May, 2017]

Yet when we look at the findings from our work around impact upon human capital 
(page 67) we can see that doing and participation in the projects CoLab Dudley has 
catalysed is clearly a pathway to self-efficacy and a more (small P) politically active 
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citizenship. The intentionality of re-purposing skills and nurturing self-worth through 
this work, with knock on effects for collective resourcefulness is a key feature in these 
findings:

“These little things are a start and they get bigger especially in a place like Dudley, 
where people feel they have no way to influence their local surroundings, it makes 
people feel they are important & realise that some person who has worked a 
physical job for 45 years and retires at 65 and never felt like they are important 
that they have a lot of value to give .. and it is the genuine value. We are not looking 
to get people who are hard to reach because we need to get that off our sheet, it 
is because we genuinely do and that enriches what we do and that genuineness 
comes across.” [CoLab Dudley team (F), resident, May, 2017]

As a further dimension of sense of place and the growth of civic action noted above 
we see civic pride featuring strongly in this data as the quotations below make clear. 
This pride relates directly to our place based identity, sense of belonging and place 
attachment which in turn feed into our general wellbeing (Adams et al., 2017):

“Although I am here for work, I am also here because I live just down the road and 
I love that this is happening here.” [Do Fest Doer (1), 14.3.17]

The thing I value most about Dudley SOUP is … “That it is happening in & celebrating
Dudley.” [Souper (2), 15.3.17]

“As individuals living in this community we should be taking part in these things 
because what is going on has a direct impact on our lives, our lives in Dudley. 
Anything that can be done to improve your local area, or local community, directly 
impacts your quality of life I think … everything has a domino effect. … We used 
to go out in Birmingham, but now we spend a lot more time here. It is lot more 
positive, because to be blunt Dudley was getting very down and forgotten about 
getting to the point where we wouldn't spend any time in our local community. … it 
has had a very positive impact on how we view the town. … I now tell people about 
new things going on in Dudley. I really champion it.” [Doer (K), resident, May, 2017]

Interestingly, this expression of civic pride and place attachment is often framed 
by participants in terms of the cultural heritage of the town (and the Black Country 
more broadly). For example, we see in the findings an active interest in sharing local 
heritage crafts (such as rag-rugging), or using craft to express signals of identity such 
as the Black Country flag. On a more transformative level the identity of Dudley as a 
town steeped in a history of manufacturing and engineering is one participants want
to re-share with a new generation. This is not only to install a sense of civic pride, 
but also a sense of belonging to a place where ‘making change happen’ is part of 
your heritage - the DNA of the place if you will. The important role of place in hosting 
making, creativity and encouraging resourcefulness is stressed as part of the heritage 
of Dudley. Through gather and the doing projects taking place, we see these histories 
being redeployed as part of a process of re-animating a sense of place and repurposing
traditional skills:

“We need really resourceful places as a community, Dudley has always been a 
resourceful place, we made the industrial revolution happen, that skill set was 
there to make it happen and I think the community wants that back, we want to be 
best at what we do. Make everything happen again, it was taken away from us for a 
while, but Dudley and the Black Country as a whole needs places like gather where 
we get to bounce ideas off each other and some ideas will work and some won't 
unless you try you don't know if it works.” [Doer, (A) resident, Jan, 2017]
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We have also seen that re-animating and surfacing of less familiar and critical reading 
of Dudley cultural heritage and identities is an important part of the role of place and 
belonging in this work. This was explicit in the Collective Cr8 short dance performance 
at Share Fest by two new friends and collaborators. These two artists and local residents 
- who connected and bonded through Do Fest Dudley, gather, and Creative Connect 
- intentionally explored issues of race and their experiences as Black female artists 
living in Dudley. The findings stress the importance of recognition of Black heritage(s) 
in Dudley as central to processes of social justice at an individual and collective level. 
This process is well known to philosophers and activists of justice who:

“have emphasized the importance and value of cultural recognition as a requisite condition 
of justice (Taylor, 1994; Young, 1990). Recognition promotes a sense of confidence, self-
worth and self- and community-affirmation that can be drawn upon to fuel the mobilization 
of existing resources and argue for and pursue new resources” (MacKinnon and Derrickson, 
2012:265).

Place & authenticity of invitation
Sense of place is also present in findings relating  an ‘authenticity of invitation’ to 
participate. This is an important theme that runs through many of the core findings 
(especially in terms of the processes and values that inform the platform and lab see 
page 81). The authenticity of the local (citizen led) invitation to participate by a lab 
team connecting the resources around them (without much in the way of financial 
resource) is key to the success of this Anchor Space and events/ projects hosted here:

“That is why Do Fest works because it came up from the community and it gave the 
community ownership as opposed to we are the team and we have [x] funding to 
provide something to you poor people in Dudley, in the patronising way that people 
do things. So it took someone working on the ground, that knew Dudley, to start 
making the connections and organically building it up… Also the hyper locality of 
Do Fest, … it feels like Dudley. It is core that it is built up from the community and 
the interests of the community and has relevance to their area.” [CoLab Dudley 
team (F), resident, May, 2017]

“I was born and bred in Dudley so therefore for me we needed to do this in Dudley 
and knew lots of the families that probably needed to access this sort of support 
and we could help those families in those areas. So that’s why we decided to bring 
it to Dudley.” [CoLab Dudley team (A), resident, Jan, 2017]

Importantly the findings show authenticity means an invitation informed by local 
knowledge and place based attachment, not a top down cut and paste intervention 
from external institutions. For example, is part of the authenticity of invitation 
understanding the values of a community that draw comfort in effecting change 
through doing (not just talking), and learning through doing and making.

“I guess it is about authenticity at the heart of it, and how people that are rooted 
in the place and understand its intricacies and eccentricities as well, are really 
going to be the people able to build and create and inspire more people within 
that place based stuff … [context is key] for example knowing about environmental 
conditions … the years and years of learning passed on by very informal systems, 
a lot of place-based change at the moment appears to be coming from academic 
world or funders 'dream' lets make place based change, but they seem to come in 
with a model and just say this is how you do it. But you notice when they talk about 
these reforms there are lots of examples of people doing this without their model. 
Not really as repeatable. You cant just copy & paste. There are some shared values 
& concepts and ways of working and philosophies of working that are far more 
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important than the steps & processes.” [Encourager (A), Birmingham, May, 2017]

“… I have to start in Dudley, I have to start at home. Maybe it is a new era for Dudley, 
maybe I will start to put Dudley on the map in terms of like social innovation! 
… I have been fortunate, I have been around a lot of places, to travel a lot, to see 
different cultures, different people, but you can never understand them the way 
you understand your own, the way you understand yourself & your surroundings. 
I can honestly say that Dudley needs a lot of development in terms of people. I am 
just a normal person at the end of the day, and I have got a lot of normal friends, 
young people, old people and you can tell a lot of them are missing something & it 
was that thing that was missing that I wanted to find. That can be solved around 
bringing people together, creating something together.” [CoLab Dudley team (C), 
resident, Jan 2017]

The importance of the authenticity of invitation in relation to our place attachment 
and identities is also evident where we see how for those that have participated in the 
doing, making and sharing at gather, but aren’t from Dudley, there is a deep felt desire 
for similar but locally distinctive versions to happen in their locality. The distinctiveness 
of place and the complexity of associated identities, attachments and norms regularly 
undermines administrative boundaries and ‘anaemic’ representations of communities 
in spatialized regeneration policy (Wallace, 2010).  The findings similarly stress the 
hyper-local expressions of attachment to place as can be seen in the comments below:  

“I want a gather in Halesowen. … I want to feel as resident of Halesowen my 
community deserves something like gather, I don’t want to have to keep coming 
to Dudley to have this feeling of belonging. … for this to work across the Borough 
these townships need to have their own hubs and still link into Dudley, but has 
its own feel to it. …The roll back of services is creating a resurgence in need for 
identity. … our police station is going, our courts are going,… the library is being 
outsourced, the rolling back of services is creating a groundswell. … so everybody 
I am talking to about Share Fest are saying yes I want this in Halesowen. They do 
not want to be submerged in Dudley Borough. It means heart,” [Doer (N), resident, 
May, 2017]

“So if people said they were going to do guerrilla gardening in Dudley I am up for 
that I can do that and make a little difference, but if they said they were planting 
in Sandwell I wouldn't feel so much like I want to get involved, A. because it is 
further away and logistics of not being able to get there, but also I don't live in 
Sandwell and so it doesn't affect my community, it is not the community I see, I 
see the Dudley community. They said the projects that are being set up in Dudley 
are being utilised in gaps in other areas so there is the option to either stay local or 
take it back to where you want, you pick and choose what part of the project you 
can get involved in” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

This interaction between spatial and social processes (as illustrated above) is 
prominent in work around building resilience and social sustainability: 

“Resilience requires benevolent social activities driven by “positive” pro-community 
behaviours among locally proximate people within these co-reacting, overlapping spatial 
and social entities of neighbourhood and community” (Baldwin and King, 2017:19-20). 

Our findings indicate that place based regeneration policy must be mindful of this 
dynamic interaction.
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The detectorism findings stress the importance of responding to a creative 
space deficit in this part of the town through the process of building creative 
spaces and experiences together. 

This process is illustrated in the design sprint and creation of the Inspiration Lab; 
through the creation of gather Garden; the collective decorating of  DY1 (community 
hub) through the Do Fest Create session; and the regular re-curation of gather through 
open call Creative Connect exhibitions. As with the Gates (2015) thesis, regarding the 
role of arts and culture, (and specifically beauty) in Ethical Redevelopment, we also 
observed how the intentional re-framing of local spaces for practices and expressions 
of creativity brings energy, emboldens collective action and nourishes creative 
identities, skills, confidence and thinking. Creativity is purposefully broadly defined 
here and has over the course of the research included  sharing of creative skills/ ideas, 
making and crafting, growing, visual arts, graffiti art, performing arts and creative 
writing. This inclusive process of re-framing (and so re-purposing) spaces has a wider 
transformative and regenerative impact that is inspiring collective creative action 
underpinned by an aspiration for social change in this part of Dudley town centre. 
The authentic and open invitation to take part in this creative process of citizen-led 
place making at a range of entry points (or scales and depths of involvement) makes 
participation more visible, tangible, accessible and meaningful. 

Research on the rehabilitation of neighbourhoods stresses the importance of the 
relationship in Ethical Re-development between certain types of physical creative 
assets and spaces (e.g. creative Anchor Spaces (Place Lab, 2016) and the growth of 
social and cultural capital in local communities. In the CoLab Dudley findings creative 
open welcoming spaces (e.g. gather coffee shop, Open Workshop, Inspiration Lab, 
gather Garden) are:

1. responding to a cultural deficit with a space that offers cultural nourishment and  
brings energy to help reveal creative confidence, capabilities, identity and purpose; 

2. offering a place where creative practice helps break down barriers in relation to 
different cultures, faiths, backgrounds and ways of thinking;

3. providing rare creative thinking and connection spaces (open to all) that are 
needed in order to incubate the ideas, networks and energies of change agents 
(existing and emergent), who seek to enact social change in the town. 

The need for open creative spaces in Dudley town centre was explained against a critical 
assessment of what the existing community/ creative space landscape offers, which 
was described as prohibitively restrictive in terms of cost, accessibility, permissions 
required, bureaucracy and absence of freedom of creative practice. We expand on 
these key points around the need for open creative space in the section below.

From creative space deficit to cultural nourishment
The absence of open creative spaces in Dudley is repeatedly noted in the findings 
from a range of local residents craving cultural nourishment and places to connect 
and collaborate with other creatives. This isn’t expressed as a nice to have as often 
noted in policy contexts, but rather as an explicit need. One participant reflected upon 
their evening of dance and poetry in gather in the context of living in Dudley as a 
young creative person:
 

“We need this” (Share Fest participant 1, June, 2017).

8 min read.
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In the quotation below we note how the absence of creative spaces in Dudley forms 
a core element in this resident’s sense of place, and is viewed as an indicator of the 
town’s civic decline and depression. 

“The first time I came here gather I felt like I was in a different city, like Manchester, 
London or some parts of Birmingham, like around the Custard Factory, because it 
is unique to Dudley, because Dudley has been so affected by the economy and the 
general community has become a little bit dull but when you walk in here you can 
see the up-cycling happening and there is lots of creative energy in this space” 
[Doer (D), resident, May, 2017]

The creative city thesis, or the relationship between the presence of creative industries/ 
creatives and economic growth in our cities has been a mainstay of urban policy 
scholars over the last two decades (Florida, 2004; Hall, 2000; Landry, 2000; Pratt, 
2010). However, important critiques of the creative class (Florida, 2004) and creative 
city (Landry, 2000) theses stress the risk of gentrification, segregation and growth in 
inequalities resulting from creative city policies that employ market and property-led 
development processes that amplify, and even normalise socio-spatial inequalities 
(Kagan and Hahn, 2011; Peck, 2005). Creating the conditions for legitimate, open 
creative spaces, that resist processes of gentrification, continues to elude regeneration 
interventions in many towns and cities. Place Lab (2016) acknowledge this challenge 
by stressing the need to have guardians to protect the social mission/ principles of 
Ethical Redevelopment so that cultural capital (from creatives, and cultural activity 
and production), is a catalyst for reinvestment in, with, and by the community, not for 
developers seeking to extract economic returns.

The CoLab Dudley findings remind us that legitimate creative spaces help re-animate 
citizen capabilities as manifest in the use of new, or existing creative skills; the 
building of creative confidence; the forging of creative collaborations; and developing 
of enterprises to affect change for good in their town. Echoing comments by Pratt 
(2010) the research stresses the importance of recognising the place based specificity 
of creative expression and cultural heritage:

“So this place has given me a taste of what I had when I was younger, where I can 
sit down and chill, meet other like-minded people, who are really creative, and 
are doing something with their creativity and if this space didn't exist I would be 
sitting at home twiddling on my laptop, playing with my son and although that 
is great I would lose that lifeline to something else, something more and I really 
hope this place gives Dudley a chance to be a little more expressive and creative 
about the cultural heritage of Dudley & what Dudley has to offer other than being 
downcast about its accent or economic status” [Doer (D), resident, May, 2017]

Our failure to prioritise and nurture open flexible creative spaces for all can have a 
detrimental impact on the personal growth of local citizens and the community more 
broadly as this team member and Dudley resident explains:

“Because if you have nowhere to go then you have nothing to do. Like when I was 
a kid, if there was a more creative space that encouraged me to be more creative 
than me deciding where I would channel my energies, I was a curious young 
trouble maker and I channelled my energies towards trouble not because I wanted 
to cause trouble but that was where my curiosity led. For example, we had a youth 
club where I used to live and it was open one day a week and it wasn’t so interesting 
or pleasing, it was a multi-use centre so the youth club had to open the stuff on 
the night and pack it away, you could never just drop into the space, so the only 
other spaces that we had was the streets, you would just walk up and down, there 
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was a park and so then you just go and stand on the park. There were no spaces to 
encourage people to be more creative. [CoLab Team (C), Jan, 2017]

Creative spaces and eroding cultural barriers
The findings describe this need for neutral creative spaces open to all as gaining a 
new urgency during a period of austerity and active out of area housing re-location 
policy. A number of participants describe the value of an open creative space that 
helps break down barriers in relation to different cultures, faiths, backgrounds and 
ways of thinking:

“I think our experience, our story is a perfect example of why it is important 
for people in Dudley, and even the West Midlands, to look at ways to forge new 
relationships and connect with different people, if we don't certain boundaries will 
continue or grow, and as towns, especially smaller towns like Dudley, have influxes 
of people from different parts of the world, if there are not places, platforms where 
we can look at seeing what similarities we have then I think it could become more 
difficult for that sense of community to continue to exist and that’s what our story 
is.” (Doer (D), resident, May, 2017).

Similarly, this researcher participant observation note - written after the Collective Cr8 
Black Arts Collective performance in gather during Share Fest - stresses the importance 
of having creative spaces of connection to help overcome these barriers:

Spaces, platforms and contexts conducive to building new creative ‘regenerative’ 
connections that help erode boundaries. Connections are made through the 
demonstration and participation in participatory culture/ activities (like those 
seen in Do Fest; Share Fest). The importance of open creative spaces for new 
connections to be made and nurtured. This journey of co-creation also highlights 
the importance of these spaces of connection if you are new to the area, where 
you don’t have a network, and where the culture is unfamiliar. Being mindful of 
the sense of isolation created by: “not being able to find spaces to connect with 
other people”. Witnessing the value of using intimate arts based experiences in 
creative safe spaces to gently introduce and share thoughts on complex societal 
themes such as community boundaries. The co-creators introduced the piece 
with a reflective comment on how the work emerged out of discussions (over 
coffee in gather!) about what they have in common (as dancers, as women, and 
specifically as black women), and the limitations or boundaries of their personal 
and collective experiences, (this included thoughts on identity, migration, isolation 
and rehabilitation). [Researcher, Participant observation notes, June, 2017]

Creative spaces and nurturing change makers
The findings frequently stress the need for creative thinking spaces as much as creative 
doing spaces to help inspire and incubate the work of change agents. These spaces 
encourage new connections, collaborations and the thinking needed for the creation 
of new initiatives for social change as this resident passionately explains:

“… in that area, do some planting, like that lady [Pam Warhurst] at Do Fest, if we had 
more spaces where people knew they can come in with their ideas even if they 
think they are crazy, then I think we can do something for Dudley that opening 10 
shops won't do. … why can't we just take some of brick work and just paint it red, 
paint it orange? Where graffiti artists can freely do their work, where grandads can 
come and freely plant flowers” [Doer (D), resident, May, 2017]
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The nurturing and inspirational value of creative thinking spaces is similarly explained 
by a team member below as he describes the purpose of the Inspiration Lab. The 
Inspiration Lab is a room in the gather complex that was transformed from ex building 
society office to inspiring creative space through an open collective citizen design and 
making sprint period of just a few weeks in January:

“[We need] to encourage people into the café and kind of create an incubator setting, 
where people can come and think about ideas, projects, campaigns, workshops, 
where they can think about the ideas and they have the support around them to 
make the idea into a reality [CoLab Dudley team member (C), Jan, 2017]

Through engaging in a supportive creative space like gather, and via taking part in 
events such as Do Fest two local residents are developing collaborative artistic 
experiences that help explore and overcome limitations and boundaries. Through 
their meetings at gather they have reflected upon boundaries that have grown up 
in this small town where civic pride and civic connections have been undermined by 
worklessness, urban decay and a poverty of creative opportunity and spaces. Their 
performance in gather during Share Fest showcased the value of creative spaces 
where people from all backgrounds can come together to imagine and create new 
more inclusive and hopeful futures for their neighbourhood.

The nurturing of creative thinking as an essential capability in moving towards a more 
resilient and resourceful Dudley is directly linked by participants and team members 
to the exposure to and inclusion in open and unrestrictive creative spaces like gather:

“It sort of sucks you in gather does. …  [gives you the] freedom to think, other 
places are very regimented and formal spaces and you can come to gather and 
pretty much do what you want as long as you are not going to knock down the 
building! They encourage you to be outside the box thinkers, we have problems 
and collaborate and make it so we solve the problem or side step them completely 
… Dudley and the Black Country as a whole needs places like gather where we get 
to bounce ideas off each other and some ideas will work and some won't unless 
you try you don't know if it works.” [Doer (A), resident, Jan, 2017]

Restrictive existing creative landscape
Despite the clear need for creative spaces outlined above, the conditions required for 
creating spaces together are shown to be overwhelmingly hampered by cost, absence 
of necessary permissions and bureaucracy. The flexibility and yes culture nurtured 
in gather and through CoLab Dudley activities point to the individual and collective 
social return for Dudley when these restrictive barriers are removed. [See pages 82 
onwards for more detailed discussion on the enabling role of ‘no permissions needed’ 
‘flexibility’ and ‘yes culture’ in the platform processes]. However, as the quotations 
below illustrate the prevailing experience for those seeking to develop other creative 
spaces of social purpose is that latent assets, (hidden or under developed) remain 
inaccessible owing to cost, absence of permissions and administrative barriers:

“I also think it is to do with the price of spaces, which is a bit hard-core, you have 
community centres, but then somebody wants to come and do some good you 
have to pay to use the space it doesn’t make sense to me. If they are trying to 
do something good and they are making more positive impact than the people 
that own the space there has to be some leeway with people”. [CoLab Dudley team 
member (C), resident, Jan, 2017]
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“But we do need door openers, conversations at the right level, for example, about 
the cost of space as a barrier to sustainability. I would like to have seen more of the 
decision makers and door openers there [at Do Fest Dudley] so they can see the 
role they could and should play in this through permissions, unlocking spaces and 
resources”. [Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2917]

“For many of my groups their biggest cost is around space, where to do their 
activities. …the question is how can we nurture things to happen & support 
community spaces to help them nurture things themselves in a way that is 
sustainable and can pay the bills,  insurance is a big challenge. … I am trying to 
support groups to be open to actually there are certain times when you might be 
able to offer your facilities for free, or for very low cost, or consider other models.” 
[Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

In our discussion above we described what the findings tell us in terms of the need 
for creative spaces in Dudley. In the next section we showcase what we have learnt 
regarding the characteristics of a particular type of creative space, that of gather. In 
our discussion we consider gather as an example of a creative process of re-framing 
space and its potential, (or re-purposing and re-proposing space in the language 
of Place Lab, 2016). This alternative framing of physical civic assets in turn results 
in important alternative engagement with the space by participants including the 
blurring of boundaries between consumer and producer/maker. Finally, we draw the 
readers’ attention to particular qualities and practices observed in this space relating 
to: accessibility; inclusivity; an active welcome; and open practice norms including the 
role of time and multi-functionality.
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As stressed in the introduction much of the challenge of conveying the core 
messages of detectorism findings have been in the interdependency of core 
themes. This analytical challenge is most obvious here where we want to describe 
the emergence of an important creative space (a physical asset) and the processes/ 
behaviours associated with that space, yet there is considerable overlap in these 
processes of creativity (the creative re-framing of spaces, physically creating a 
space, and then the agency of the creative space) and the Platform processes of 
Anchor/ Conviviality space. Certainly, the creative re-framing of space is perhaps 
most obvious in our recognition of gather in its transformation following eight 
years as an empty building society unit on a largely forgotten part of the High 
Street, into a hybrid of what Place Lab in Chicago describe as an ‘Anchor Space’ 
and essential ingredient in Ethical Redevelopment (Place Lab, 2016); and what 
recent work on social impact movements in North Camden Zone articulates as 
‘Convivial Places’ (Beunderman, et al. 2017). We have decided to keep this case 
study of gather in this part of the story given its integral link to place and creative 
spaces discussed above, and will offer a more detailed discussion of its role as 
Anchor/Convivial Places in the context of the platform in the final chapter 
(see page 82).

From place of consumption to civic asset

The most explicit manifestation of the role of creative spaces through this work is in 
the platform hub of gather coffee shop on Dudley High Street. gather Dudley CIC (i.e. 
gather) is a social enterprise (a community interest company) that physically hosts 
the social lab and whose directors are part of CoLab Dudley lab team. Specifically, 
the findings stress how integral the creative nature of the gather premises (including 
the coffee shop, Inspiration Lab, gather Garden, and Workshop) is to making doing 
together possible, visible and desirable. The space is repeatedly described by 
participants in contrast to more formal public spaces that create barriers to creative 
practice and social connection. The creation of a space that hosts and encourages 
creative activities and thinking, open to all, is part of an intentional process of re-
framing space in new and more creative ways. In the discussion here we focus 
upon the agency of gather as an example of a creative space in terms of: 

• the aesthetic of the space (i.e. re-purposed/ handmade); 
• the physical fluidity (i.e. evolution and co-curation of the space to meet need); 
• the broader re-framing of space as much more than a high street retail space 

including as a: place of welcome;  co-working space;  cultural hub; gallery; 
workshop/place of learning and inspiration); 

• the affect this re-framing has upon the behaviours and norms practiced within it 
by citizens (i.e. transitioning from individual consumerism to collective production/
making; and collective action). 

In this respect the re-framing findings talk to debates around practices of citizenship 
(Isin and Turner, 2007), and a reanimation of urban commons (Kornberger and Borch, 
2015; McLaren and Agyeman, 2015). The re-framing of gather as not just a place 
of consumption, but rather as a civic asset, is made clear in these reflections from 
participants involved in Birmingham based social change infrastructure who came to 
visit, support and take part in CoLab Dudley activities at gather: 

“gather is a civic institution - [it] does that in a way I’ve yet to see somewhere else.” 
[Encourager (K), Birmingham, Mar, 2017]EN
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“So I think what you are probably seeing a future positivity at gather, if you go to a 
normal cafe you get your coffee and its nice but with gather, it’s not about it being 
a cafe it is a space in which to see a future of hope.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, 
May, 2017]

This alternative way of using, creating and positioning spaces of connection for social 
change is also acting as an inspiration to the re-framing of space elsewhere in the 
borough where a traditional consumption, or charitable model, is now infused with 
practices and opportunities of creativity, connectivity, and welcome:

“How about stopping it being just a charity shop and making it a place for the 
community? We can bring people into it. … Because it is not just talking about 
selling stuff to get money to do something, it is about involving people, it is about 
people having a stake in it, about people feeling like they have something to 
contribute even if it isn't money, and just having somewhere to go and drop in.” 
[Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

Re-animating the urban commons
This re-framing of retail space as a collective civic asset can be usefully understood within 
a wider social movement and intellectual context prominent in social change thinking 
concerned with re-animating the agency of social or urban commons. Across the 
world citizens are exploring commons models and projects as a way to help overcome 
growing division and isolation in our cities (Coote, 2017). Historically, Commons were 
shared natural resources collectively managed by citizens in rural societies prior to 
the Enclosures (Coote, 2017). In her seminal counter-argument to Hardin’s ‘Tragedy 
of the Commons’ (1968), Elinor Ostrom (1990) illustrated how humans can share 
pooled material and immaterial resources in a sustainable and equitable fashion. In 
part her argument rests upon our ability to self-organise, co-operate and value our 
commons - all behaviours and values we have observed practiced and nurtured in 
CoLab Dudley activities. Today urban commons are described as an alternative socio-
economic and environmental management system for our cities, with one example 
being public sphere sharing spaces and resources (such as collective urban gardens, 
or tool libraries), where strangers can participate and co-produce as equals in the 
interest of the stewardship of the ‘commons’ resource. 

McLaren and Agyeman (2015) offer a more expansive definition of urban commons 
that includes “physical and social infrastructures, resources, and institutions as 
‘commons’ co-produced by their citizens” (ibid:129). This definition has implications 
for our practice of citizenship as illustrated below in the shift from individual citizen 
consumer practice to collective citizen producer practices in CoLab Dudley projects 
and spaces that are de facto urban commons. This link is indicative of a gentle but 
certain shift in the practice of citizenship from below. From the mid-twentieth Century 
onwards citizenship has often been understood to be expressed and forged from 
below through everyday practices such as social interactions, cultural expressions, 
economic practices, or protest (Armijos Burneo, 2012; Isin and Turner, 2007). This 
form of citizenship is presented by advocates as having an emphasis placed on the 
ability and capacity for citizens to be and become political agents in and through 
different spaces, including through individual and collective duties that might serve 
the co-governance of commons (Armijos Burneo, 2012:219).

The impact of the growing absence of urban commons, (as recognisable in the need 
for, and agency of, shared creative civic spaces in Dudley discussed above) is succinctly 
outlined by the ‘Reimagining the Commons’ regeneration and research project in 
the United States. They describe the erosion of commons spaces (civic assets), and 
subsequent loss of ‘anchors’ and ‘connective tissue’:
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“As communities have fragmented and technology has advanced, public use of civic assets 
has declined. This fragmentation eroded broad-based support for these assets. Due to decay, 
inattention and disinvestment, civic assets no longer provide the much-needed connective 
tissue that binds people together and anchors neighborhoods. And nowhere is that decay,  
inattention and disinvestment more evident than in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty” 
(civiccommons.us).

The behaviours and bonds nurtured by, and required for, the sustainable governance 
of urban commons (such as, co-operation, reciprocity, and collective stewardship of 
resources), are recognisable as those nurtured in CoLab Dudley spaces and projects, 
and are explored in the next chapter on bonds, bridging and connectivity. However, 
in terms of re-framing it is important to stress that chief among the observations in 
both CoLab Dudley and commons work is the intentional re-balancing of power, and 
a focus on equity and social justice (Coote, 2017; McLaren and Agyeman, 2015). For 
example, this is true of the Incredible Edible Dudley ‘growing for all’ in public green 
spaces; also in the open call nature of Creative Connect exhibitions; as well as being 
evident in how this has inspired re-thinking the use of other spaces in the town centre 
as a collective resource:

“I heard about Incredible Edible [at Do Fest] I thought ‘oh my grandad would have 
loved that so much’. Why can’t we replicate that in some of the barren spaces in 
Dudley? Why board things up and make things derelict give people the impression 
you can't come in here it is a waste space, there is too much waste space. … a friend 
of mine in London does free fridges, you add things, take things out, you could just 
have a whole shop, rather than boarding it up open it up, … change the use of the 
space, if we aren't an overly business orientated town, rather than keep pushing 
us to be something we are not, then open it up and let it grow organically. Because 
there are a lot of skill sets [here] … share these skills sets in these open free spaces, 
this eventually will have an impact on Dudley and rather than people move out 
maybe they will want to stay.” [Doer (D), resident, May, 2017]

The re-framing of gather as an open creative space is important for supporting the 
learning of new ways to live together in a more co-operative fashion. The norms 
associated with and practiced in this re-framing encourages the use of space, and 
interaction with others in that space, in unusual and new ways that breaks down usual 
roles, status and expectations of behaviour as this research participant explains: 

“… nudging & encouraging people to come together, to think about new things, to 
try new things together, using spaces in new ways where people can feel & grow in 
confidence, …an approach that is unrestrictive and non-judgemental … a place to 
make things happen.” [Encourager (B), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

The alternative use and engagement results in new productive social interactions that 
perhaps would be less forthcoming in more restrictive, or traditional use of public 
space, and certainly in privatised spaces. This young artist describes the possible 
connections and learning made possible through using spaces differently:

“It is kind of special, because you have a different connection to the people, because 
it is a cafe unlike a museum you see so many different types of art, and at the same 
time you can talk about the art, other art, to other artists and to the people, you 
have a better connection afterwards. You can afterwards [grow] a co-production 
with other artists.” [Doer, (J) resident, May, 2017]

Perhaps most interesting in this alternative use of space and subsequent change 
in behaviours is a blurring of lines between consumer and producer (or maker) for 
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visitors. While they might come in for a coffee this is also an active social space that 
encourages shared creative and learning practices:

Following the performance the audience were invited to respond and we were also 
invited to mark key words on a board in response to the experience. In this way we 
morphed from passive consumers to active participants in the performance co-
creation process. [Researcher Share Fest participant observation notes, June, 2017]

“A lot of events have two different sections. The people who are putting the event 
on and the audience which is just supposed to passively watch. To have a festival 
or event where members of the public are invited to actually do and get stuck in 
and involved is so much more vibrant and interesting and exciting for the audience 
and the organisers” [Do Fest Doer (2), March, 2017]

This shift from passive citizen consumption to more engaged citizen behaviours is at 
the core of gather/ CoLab Dudley’s capacity to act as a social commons. The nurturing 
of social commons enables it to become a catalyst for social change in the town as 
clearly explained by this participant:

“We haven't got places where you come and we talk out problems and resolve them 
or just sit and relax, other coffee shops you feel you have got to get out, you have 
had your drink and paid your money and now you have to get out, the door is there. 
gather isn’t like that, people come in and have a sit down for couple of minutes and 
then carry on their way, you wouldn't dream of doing anything like that in other 
coffee shops in Dudley. … The place is there to suck people in and gives them a 
purpose if they want it, or even just a seat and bit of warmth for 5 minutes” [Doer 
(A), resident, Jan, 2017]

This shift relies upon removing the barriers to spaces for creative practice and 
thinking, including costs, closed attitudes, expectations of mainstream consumption 
space norms, as these comments make clear:

“I think space is really important where people can come and be creative and you 
don't have to pay for a room and you can get out your craft things and make stuff 
and feel comfortable, there is a lack of public spaces where people can just create 
and drink a coffee at the same time and eat cake!” [Encourager (E), Voluntary Sector 
Infrastructure, May 2017]

“I was sat here one day and a man walked in, he was partially sighted, & happened 
to notice we have a piano, and said do you mind, and I said I am sure they won’t, so 
he sat down and started playing and singing. For someone to do that, and everyone 
to encourage him would not have happened in a normal standard cafe. … he just 
wanted to express himself and it was the first time he had come in and we had met 
him. & then he started coming other days. That is what it evokes that, it brings on, 
you might be a bit weary when you first come in but when you are encouraged to 
express yourself it brings people on.” [Encourager (I), May. 2017]

gather ingredients: physical and cultural accessibility
What is it about gather that means this re-framing results in the citizen engagement 
in this space in more active, creative and co-operative ways? The findings point to the 
importance of both the physical and cultural accessibility of gather. The High Street 
location increases the ease of access as well as the conceptual familiarity of walking 
into a coffee shop. This is much less intimidating than a space framed exclusively for 
creative practice, or culturally alienating as some community centres can feel:
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“Having seen the work of Impact Hub Brum - which is so fresh - we knew we had 
to do things differently, knowing it should be happening here as well, which is why 
it was so exciting to see some of that [in gather & Inspiration Lab] in Dudley and 
importantly on the High Street where it is easier to find the front door.” [Encourager 
(H), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

“[I]t is an approachable kind of space, … if I think about traditional community 
venues, I live in [village in Dudley Borough] and I really don't step foot in the 
community centre, why is that? I am part of the community, it is my community 
centre but I don't feel like there is anything there for me, whereas a coffee shop is 
a more neutral space.” [Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

gather ingredients: practice of welcome
The accessibility of this creative space is also concerned with the practice of welcome 
that was noted in all aspects of the research. ‘Welcome’ is a complex multi-layered 
theme that draws upon the physical ‘home-made’ aesthetic of the space, in part 
generated through re-purposing resources, that puts participants at ease and makes 
them feel safe. It is also concerned with the active hosting you experience in this space 
that intentionally erodes traditional judgements and sets an expectation of inclusivity 
and sense of belonging:

“A place near where you live, a place that feels more like your home, a little home 
away from home, a friendly face that you recognise and recognises you is always 
a bonus, there is always someone in here we recognise. … We have met all sorts 
of people here, it is a safe space, where people can come and not feel judged by 
anybody.” [Doer (L), resident, May, 2017]

“It feels quite inclusive, it is not forced, you are not made to do it, but there is a buzz 
about the place, there is a feeling, you can tell by the decoration that it is a different 
type of caf, like the materials, the way it is set out, you can tell it is not a costa caf, 
it is an enterprise or something, so it is warm and welcoming to sit in and when 
you start talking to the people you get sucked in because you want to hear more 
about what they are doing, so I recognise they have the same mindset as I do about 
community so I want to get involved” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017] 

“I think there is probably a root of welcome, it is a space of ongoing welcome … that 
constant welcome that gather has got, and we saw that when we came back for 
the music night recently you could feel that, and people commit to it, you have got 
that critical mass and when you have a core group there is a critical mass it draws 
others in, there is pragmatic positivity.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, May 2017]

The physical and emotional welcome of the coffee shop was repeatedly seen 
as distinctive from other coffee shop spaces, and part of why participants felt 
comfortable. For many their discomfort in entering new shared public spaces was 
explicit – gather in contrast put them at ease.  Research in civic innovation spaces 
has for many years brought to our attention the role of welcome spaces in securing 
participation, and sustaining that participation (see: p2pvalue.eu; and Tomorrow 
Today, 2013-14).  The p2pvalue.eu research unpicked some of this welcome as being 
related to affirmation (i.e. encouragement and support when you try something new 
in the space). Affirmation in gather starts from the moment you open the front door 
when you are actively being invited to be part of something whatever is going on that 
day. These local residents describe their feelings of welcome in gather:
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“I think you can relax in here, … I never come into cafes especially places like this, 
but since I have been coming here I have been coming here every day. … Since I 
have been in here and been helping out I just love it … It is is different, it makes me 
feel different, I like pallets, I like wood. I like stuff like coffee bags on the ceiling, it 
is new and different.” [Doer (F), resident, May, 2017]

“It brings confidence, to have this whole relaxing environment where people are 
friendly, it is not intimidating which it can be in some environments. …During Do 
Fest people would talk to you in the queue, or come and sit with you.” [Doer (L), 
resident, May, 2017]. 

Active hosting as we have noted above is a key element of this process of welcome. 
Beyond the important and genuine human connection of this welcome (‘hello, how 
are you?’ - and meaning it), there is also a lab team wide proactive hosting that 
champions the commitment to working collectively as a community to make, learn 
and share. This is exemplified by ‘The Tour’ of the four different ‘doing’ spaces in gather 
where the agency of storytelling and demonstration is used to illustrate and animate 
collaborative values and behaviours, inspire doing, and make connections between 
the doing space, doing projects, existing doers and the new visitors. Again drawing on 
the research from p2pvalue.eu around the practice of ‘welcoming’ we note they stress 
the importance of ‘helping people experience the vision and get curious’. The tour has 
evolved as one such tactic as illustrated here:

“I was first drawn to the ceiling and walls because they are just amazing. Because I 
like up cycling, this is the kind of environment I feel comfortable in, it is a welcoming, 
arty creative place, it felt comfy. Guy showed me around and the workshop, I was 
amazed there was a place like this and why there aren't more spaces like this. I just 
think there is a bit of soul put into it, the look and feel of the place, the people that 
put it together wanted people to be happy, and maybe also to inspire them to make 
things, create things, it is just an inspiration hub. … I can sit in here and get lots 
of ideas for projects, I think that is why it is different.’ [Encourager (E), Voluntary 
Sector Infrastructure, May 2017]

gather ingredients: open practice norms
The detectorism repeatedly points to the importance of the specific qualities of this 
participatory space and what this means in terms of more fluid and open interactions 
between participants that improves connectedness, and removes barriers to 
participation in the first place. As well as the welcome, hosting and tour, we note from 
the research that there are distinctive qualities of this space that encourages norms 
of behaviour in relation to connectivity, co-operation and sharing: 

“What a perfect space for sharing - you don’t want to come and create one of these 
in West Bromwich do you?!” [Inspiration Lab visitor, 2.5.17]

For example, the participants below describe a norm of talking to strangers and 
joining in that would otherwise be considered uncomfortable and unwelcome in our 
usual public social interaction. This point goes to the heart of the role of open creative 
spaces in supporting our ability to co-operate: 

“People can walk through the doors and feel welcome, and I will start talking to 
them, and it is pretty unusual for me to talk to total strangers but I do here, there 
must be something in the atmosphere. To feel you are ok to talk to someone sitting 
… because other people do it, it feels right because other people are doing it.” [Doer 
(M), resident, May, 2017]
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“They can talk to people, they can get ideas up. …It is evolving it is changing, the 
whole thing gives you a fresh idea. With people making a wiki house and sitting 
in the wiki house having a cup of tea, or people on the floor making a rug, you 
wouldn't do that in a normal place, they would be like excuse me you can't do 
that here, here it is a case of excuse me what are you doing can I get involved?” 
[Encourager (I), May, 2017]

The norms of public spaces that often isolate us and make conversation and connection 
unlikely are turned on their head in this space. Our individualism, a defining quality of 
the social condition of modernity (Sennett, 2012), is openly and gently eroded through 
the co-operative norms of behaviour in this space. For example, through conversational 
learning and informal interactions - underpinned by positive affirmation - we have 
observed new networks being animated, resources made accessible, and collective 
ideas forged. On a more human level people connect, often with people they would 
not expect to, often from very different backgrounds, and in so doing feel part of a 
thriving and growing community:

“What I know from here, this is what I have seen so many times, there are people 
sitting on that corner on that table and talking about something, maybe Stu 
dropping one comment on them and the person on the other side of the cafe, and 
they don't know anybody and maybe it is their first time in the cafe & they just 
want to grab one coffee and actually seen the interaction everyone is having. … 
that person would not usually have the confidence to get into the conversation & 
I saw them getting into the conversation and making a comment and I have seen 
it so many times happening in here, you can't see it in any other coffee shop, it is 
not happening, people are sitting on their own table, having their own time, and 
if you are alone you are alone, here you are having that interaction and people 
are coming here for the first time, oh this is different and getting into it.” [Doer, (I) 
resident, May, 2017]

“It is the [range] of the people here, lots of families, lots of younger generation and 
older generation and they are all coming together, they are really open minded, 
[and I feel] maybe I can talk to her, maybe I can sit next to them” [Doer, (J) resident, 
May 2017]

“So what we do at [arts organisation] is a lot like gather, which is place making but 
it is transient, it is still a place to overhear conversations and say what I do links to 
that, or I can do that too, or it is nothing to do with that but wonderful to hear what 
you do because it galvanises my heart.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, May, 2017]

Through the on-going developmental evaluation we have used design thinking to build 
on what we have learnt about the contextualised social processes and ingredients that 
make up the welcome, informal interaction and norms of open practice, in order to 
inform the evolution of our work.  For example, we noticed that the presence of team 
members in the coffee shop and holding of open discussions about project prototyping 
in that open plan space can act as a gentle form of invitation to curious strangers who 
overhear discussions, ask questions and are in turn given strong invitations to join 
in. In the serendipitous way made possible by the open shared coffee shop space we 
have witnessed projects grow their resources; recruit new keen participants; different 
projects within the ecosystem have become connected; and new projects have been 
initiated and tested. We now know that having these project conversations out in the 
open space is key part of the platform process.
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“We started a conversation about Do Fest and people say ‘oh I have got an idea’ 
and nobody puts that idea down, no one says you can't do that. Everybody says 
go on then! … That is what is unique about gather. It brings people out, it allows 
them to be themselves. …to let people be a bit more free and not to be put down.” 
[Encourager (I), May, 2017]

The cultural flexibility and openness of the space described above also importantly 
relates to practical multi-functionality and malleability of the space, as well as the 
absence of restrictive practices (physical, time-related,) and proactive and nimble 
response to the needs of the participation practice. This note from the Creative 
Connect developmental evaluation group session illustrates this point:

“A toe in the water of multi-functionality” - This was a test of the multi-functionality 
of the space which worked well. This has to be easy to achieve (i.e. easy to 
transform to a new use). The flexibility and informality of the aesthetic is linked to 
this multi-functionality. This is also key to the experience of welcome / a creative 
exhibition space NOT being intimidating for anybody new to exhibiting/ or joining 
in a creative experience. The rawness of the space and experience is particularly 
appealing to young creatives. This multi-functionality extends to the ability to 
curate and host a transition from coffee/meeting house; to arts exhibition space; 
to interactive gather Digital music night-time event. Flexible props in making this 
transition were identified as key – such as the use of OSB cubes and easels. Also 
the multiple spaces (gather; Inspiration Lab; Garden) on the site are key to that 
flexibility. [Creative Connect DE Session, collective views of 7 participants, 1.2.17]

This researcher participant observation note from the Collective CR8 Share Fest 
evening in June reinforces this point of flexibility and multi-functionality of creative 
spaces:

On the night forty participants (from toddlers to adults in their 60s) - some regular 
participants and many new to gather - came to experience the performance, and 
support the co-creators. They bought drinks and cakes from Stu and Loraine, all the 
while learning about Gather Dudley CIC, the Creative Connect artwork that filled 
the walls, the UP-Cycle Shop, Open Workshop and Share Fest (www.sharefest.uk). 
At this time many of the children sat around the poetry table in the cafe with local 
poet Rick  guiding them in their creation and sharing of their Share Fest poems. 
Over the evening 39 poems about sharing were created and turned into bunting in 
the cafe. The top platform in the cafe was cleared to create a small performance 
space just as it does during the music nights. The Inspiration Lab stools (created 
in the workshop) were used as props. The cafe area was overflowing with people 
- some sat on the floor, some standing. The lights dimmed and the performance 
music filled the cafe. [Researcher participant observation note, June, 2017]

As introduced above in discussions around the blurring of consumer/ producer citizen 
roles in this space, the different approaches to consumption of time is also a common 
feature in the findings and key to the norms of openness. In gather you are encouraged 
to take your time, to just relax, to create and not feel obliged to consume. Participants 
repeatedly noted that the typical pressurised and transaction based norms in relation 
to time in consumer spaces do not apply. Instead the intentional creation and curation 
of a space where the open connections, conversations, sharing and creativity is more 
possible and important is described by these makers and doers:

“It is a place to slow down. I think Stu and Loraine make it relaxing and remember 
your face … It is welcoming, you see other people doing things so you feel you 
can do things too, without feeling, if I go to other cafes and I have my laptop I 
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am on a clock but here I don't feel like I am.” [Encourager (E), Voluntary Sector 
Infrastructure, May 2017]

“Take an example of Costa, a proper coffee shop, you go in they have seating, you 
enjoy your coffee but it is definitely not the same thing, when you compare these 
two, a coffee house is how I would call gather and the other is a coffee shop, more 
like a fast food place, you grab your  morning coffee, drink it, most possibly you 
don't want to stay, you grab it and keep walking, When it comes to here, it is the 
other way round it’s the coffee house, it is actually a house, people are coming 
together and drinking their coffee and actually sharing, if not just having a chat.” 
[Doer (I), resident, May 2017]

“In our everyday there is the rush you don't take your time and listen and take your 
time and collaborate. This is a place you realise, this is what you have to do, we do 
it every now and again, but here, and that makes this place unique, you realise you 
are actively listening and collaborating and how cool is that.” [Doer (I), resident, 
May 2017]

In the chapter above our intention was to illustrate the dominant features of gather as 
a case study of re-framed and creative space that actively nurtures a set of behaviours 
and norms that make connecting and creating more possible. We have outlined 
examples of the different use and engagement with the space with subsequent blurring 
of boundaries between consumer and producer/maker behaviours. Reflecting upon 
why this happens we noted findings around: the physical and cultural accessibility 
of the space and location; a practice of welcome (including affirmation, tours for the 
curious, and safe space without judgement); open practices observed that normalise 
interaction with strangers and recast the role of time in this space (taking time to 
create and connect rather than simply consuming); and the way the space plays 
with multi-functionality to respond to the creative needs and ideas expressed. In the 
discussion below we look more closely at the social capital impact of CoLab Dudley 
spaces, projects and experiences.
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“What is it about gather that I value? ‘Togetherness!’ - it is more than a coffee shop 
less than a living room. It means if I had a guest I would bring the guest over here to 
have a chat, I would prefer this to my own living room. It is more than a coffee shop 
to me, the people around are friendly, so it is like if I have a guest I can introduce 
them to my friends here.” [Doer (H), resident, Many, 217]

Social capital is a contested term with many authors concerned by the use of an 
accounting logic in the evaluation of social networks (Fine, 2010). However, the term is 
useful shorthand for trying to understand the “networks together with shared norms, 
values and understandings that facilitate co-operation within or among groups” 
(OECD, 2001), or put another way, “ … social capital provides the glue which facilitates 
co-operation, exchange and innovation” (OECD, 2001). This latter explanation better 
reflects what we observed in terms of the development of bonding and bridging 
capital as a function of participation in CoLab Dudley projects and activities. These 
bonds and connections (with those familiar and different to us) are important as 
extensive research illustrates the positive links between higher social capital and 
improved: community integration and connectedness; economic activity; educational 
attainment; health and wellbeing; attachment to place; and community resilience 
(See: Britton et al., 2015 pp 188-195 for a useful summary). 

The concern for many social practitioners and academics is that this ‘capital’ appears to 
be absent,  or limited in many of our communities. In his seminal work ‘Bowling Alone’, 
Robert Putnam (2000) flagged a concern around the growth in passive participation 
as a malignant quality of civic society (in the UK and America). Putnam described 
a condition where we have little trust in each other, don’t participate in collective 
activities in public spaces and as a result are inclined to hibernate away from those 
who are different to us. In the UK, this thesis of a society ill-disposed to co-operate 
in, or share space, time, or experiences, has become more urgent in the context of 
growing inequalities and complex social needs across a range of lines of difference 
(Coote, 2017; Dorling, 2010; Sennett, 2012; Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009).

In spring 2017 Julia Unwin launched the Civil Society Futures Enquiry, and it is useful to 
note that this social capital deficit is reflected in her focus upon the ‘challenge of fractured 
neighbourhoods’ and the role of civil society in overcoming isolation, loneliness, distance 
and fear by engaging, bridging difference and fostering “the social capital that resilient 
communities demonstrate” (juliaunwin.com).

CoLab Dudley has through their projects and activities explored creating different 
creative spaces and experiences that respond to a deficit of social capital in parts of 
Dudley. Central to our observations in the growth of social capital through participation 
is the emergence of common values and capacities around sharing, doing and learning 
together.

Practicing and practices of doing together, not just being together
The CoLab Dudley findings highlight common behaviours that are present or emergent 
when citizens participate in the practice of doing together. For example in the collective 
creation of the Inspiration Lab, gather visitors joined in the rag-rugging or podging 
skill-share to help create a homemade Black Country rug for the Inspiration Lab floor. 
This Facebook message (below right) reflects the joy of shared learning and doing for a 
common purpose that results. While the researcher participant observation reflective 
diary entry shared with the lab team, (as part of the ongoing use of research data 
in developmental evaluation) also highlights these emergent values and behaviours 
(below left). 
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The simple, but important act of creating ways and spaces for people to come together, 
to sit, talk, and do that erodes common barriers to togetherness or co-operation with 
strangers is repeated throughout the data: 
 

“People enjoy being involved, making something useful, being with other people to 
chat and laugh” [Do Fest Doer (3), 13.5.17]

CoLab Dudley and gather is not just about stand alone or one off  demonstration 
activities or festivals, it features this form of everyday low barrier doing and sharing 
practice that helps nurture a feeling of community as illustrated by this participant:

“I try to come down at least once a week and craft, or have coffee or just have a 
chat. So like this morning I have just walked in I said hello to four people just on 
the way to the coffee bar and for me that feels nice, it is just making connections, 
feeling you know people, this cafe is a mini community to me, if I want to get out 
the house, to meet people, I have my crafting bag with me so if nobody is here I will 
just sit and craft until somebody comes and asks me what I am doing which they 
always do.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

The sociologist Richard Sennett in his book “Together. The rituals, pleasures and 
politics of co-operation” (2012) argues the practice of co-operation while an inherent 
part of our human capability is not explicit unless practiced and developed. This thesis 
was familiar to experienced community development practitioners who noted:

“Getting people used to the idea that coming together might be good for them - it’s 
not in everybody’s psyche to naturally do that.” [Encourager (B), Voluntary Sector 
Infrastructure, May, 2017]

As part of this practice Sennett (2012) talks about active listening, empathy, and being 
alive to non-verbal cues required for successful co-operation - particularly with those 
- on fi rst impression - we have little in common with. The practice of ‘doing together, 
not just being together’ he argues is essential for societies like the UK and America 
where pronounced inequality mean the capabilities required for a co-operative life 
and new ways of living together are all the more urgent (Sennett, 2012). Similarly, 
McLaren and Agyeman (2015) claim a culture that supports these behaviours of co-
operation is essential for the successful governance of urban commons (see above). 
The detectorism fi ndings point to such co-operative rituals and behaviours of doing 
together in the observations of citizen detectorists at Do Fest (a festival of doing held 
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Today fi ve Inspiration Lab Co-Creators sat together - led by XX - learning a new skill - 'podging' a traditional 
black country craft. We chatted easily in between quiet times of concentration on our making.  I thought I might 
share a smattering of our Podge-Made Collective Wisdom ... Crafting teaches you there is no such thing as failing, 
only happy accidents, if it doesn't work out you recycle, re-purpose your materials.   If only we applied this idea 
of 'failing well' in other areas of our life? .... Crafting together creates the space to be occupied productively while 
active listening - stopping you jumping in and talking for the sake of talking. You listen, focus on your new skill, refl ect 
on the conversation around you. ... We chat away ... we are surprised by how absorbing crafting is, how we are 
proud of that thing we are making and how it will be part of something bigger than just your small patch of rug. 
Collaborating with strangers- maybe friends to be - we giggle, laugh out loud, share stories, refl ect on what it is to 
make something and the accidental added value this creates along the way. We fi ll a shared learning space in gather 
with happiness and laughter. ... Happy to be growing, sharing ideas - a collective wisdom built from the experiences 
and deliberation of women of different ages, different places, different backgrounds brought together over Podging & for 
a common purpose: the Inspiration Lab. Our sense of belonging in gather and being part of the lab builds just as the 
'Rug-Installation' (!) grows in our hands. Thank you xxx. Thank you Inspiration Lab.
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at gather 13-15 March 2017). The detectorists observed, (and collated in their field 
journals) a natural fairness being employed as participants (who were strangers) took 
turns, shared resources and found ways to involve everyone in their group ‘doing’ 
practice. In a related behaviour they noted the presence of altruism and empathy as 
participants supported each others’ learning, found ways to make group members 
comfortable, and were generous with their kindness and encouragement. In this way 
the norms of affirmation central to the practice of welcome in gather and employed 
by the lab team (as described above) are being similarly employed by participants. 
Creating the conditions for, and practice of kindness, as illustrated here, is noted as 
an important, but under-explored area of social infrastructure and wellbeing research 
(Ferguson, 2017).  The comment from a Doer and detectorist below reinforces this 
point of practice:
 

“When you practice ‘doing’ it becomes second nature to help people and focus on  
what you can do for others, not what others can do for you.” [Do Fest Doer & Co-
Creator (4), 14.3.17]

Through attending multiple Do Fest Dudley sessions, and repeatedly practicing together 
relations were built more readily, and even friendships between strangers began to 
grow. The connections being made in this relationship building were actively oiled and 
enabled by participant storytelling where links to doing via memories, families and 
histories made the practice of this new skill relatable, familiar and common amongst 
the group. Here we note the building of relations amongst both people of common 
and different backgrounds:

“A few of us have attended the same workshops [at Do Fest] and [it] has helped to 
cement friendships and future contacts. We have planned to meet at gather again 
in the near future.” [Do Fest Doer & Co-Creator (4), 14.3.17]

“Before Do Fest I was still struggling to know people around here, I saw you, saw 
Lorna, I saw Guy, I wanted them to know about me, them to know me and you all 
to say hello to me and Do Fest was the opportunity for me to get involved. I was 
talking to Loraine and I said I have nothing to do, and she said there is Do Fest 
coming around, and you can engage yourself you  can communicate with people, 
you will know a lot of people here, and Do Fest is something resulting in [me] having 
friends around, that is what I am loving about gather.” [Doer (H), resident, May, 2017]

Unlocking the many rewards of social networks
While we know from the extensive literature on social capital the value add of 
connectivity and social networks the findings provide us with more intimate, locally 
specific evidence of the benefits to participants of being part of these participatory 
and creative spaces and projects. The quotations below illustrate the benefits to 
participants of improved social capital in terms of acquiring new knowledge, receiving 
and providing support and counsel from new connections, feelings of belonging 
and purpose, and even being inspired and uplifted. The result is a group of citizens 
more connected to Dudley and each other, who are more knowledgeable about 
social activities and support available in the area, and as a consequence are more 
resourceful:

“I have made a whole new network and some of them are friends, both face to 
face and by social media groups, because we have that common connection now 
through gather. … the contacts and social media keeps me interested and knowing 
what is going on and I pass it on to other contacts. … People I had connections with 
I now have friendships with … where we contact and overlap we each gain from 
that overlap don't we. You gain, I wouldn't usually use the word inspiration but 
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there is a degree of inspiration. … it helps relieve your own [worries] if you are not 
dwelling on them and helps you feel better basically having that level of awareness 
of where you are in life. … You can't just go out and create support like that, those 
networks of people who are now supporting each other through different things 
and in different ways … there is mutual benefit.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

What is striking about this network development is the number of participants who 
had previously been without any network, and so their movement from a position of 
isolation and inherent vulnerability to one of greater social resilience is marked:

“I didn't have any connections at all, nobody other than the people in the shop, 
I really didn't speak to anybody, I had no connections at all, so its now opened 
connections to other crafters, other people who can support me if I want to do 
voluntary stuff, so the [Dudley] CVS guys and you guys, I meet other people who 
are in a similar situation to me who need a little bit of support who aren't feeling 
as well, and if they see me do it they might think oh I can do that as well so it 
allows me to reach out to others like me and to be supported and to be allowed to 
do things like that. … I can call on people if I need help with stuff so if my machine 
is buggered I can say [xx] can I borrow yours? or I can say [xx] do you want to come 
do this with me if I don't want to do something on my own? So yeah it has opened 
up a lot of doors not just what I can get but hopefully what I can share with others.” 
[Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

As illustrated in the quotations above feelings of mutualism (mutual dependence 
necessary for social well-being) were regularly expressed by participants indicating 
an important growth in trust and dependency on a network. This comfort with and 
awakening of mutualism is central to our capacity to co-operate and move away 
from the fragility of isolation inherent in individualism (Sennett, 2012). The findings 
repeatedly showcase networks being forged that were previously absent in the social 
fabric of the town, and the so latent value in the community (in terms of access to 
resources, knowledge, and care) and opportunities for collaboration that had been 
missing or under-explored are now being activated: 

“I would bring them in [my friends] to show them what goes on here and to get 
involved. The more people that get together and help, as I said before the better 
Dudley will be, and it would be good for my friends too to get involved. … Just to 
lift their confidence and make new contacts and you never know there could be 
something here they would love to get involved in.” [Doer (G), resident, Mar 2017]

Dudley SOUP offers a clear example of releasing of latent value (be it knowledge, 
similarly, networks of support, conviviality, or resources) as this participant explains:

“I really think all four people [four projects pitch for micro-funding] and the people 
in the room [community participants] are all winners. It is the connections made 
in the room and again it is about talking, people on tables that have never met they 
talk, they connect, they offer help and advice or just offer to get a bowl of soup for 
you.  … trying to make Dudley a bit better place” [Doer (C), resident, Jan 2017]

Creating the conditions for sharing and participating for all
As well as the more human benefits of developing social capital and building networks, 
the findings also indicate how these new connections allow for the free and rapid access 
of under-utilised resources made possible through not only making the connections, 
but creating the cultural conditions conducive for sharing (or the circulating of resources 
around the network) (McLaren and Agyeman, 2015). Researcher observation at CoLab 
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Dudley projects and spaces repeatedly illustrated how quickly collective and open 
planning and ideation around projects resulted in the resources being identified, or 
repurposed, and so sourced for free via the newly expanding networks. We witnessed 
this again and again in the design sprint for the Inspiration Lab with material, paint 
and pallets; in the Garden creation with wood chippings; and in the Workshop with 
tools and books. All these resources were brought in by customers, neighbours and 
advocates who over casual connections and conversations in gather learnt about the 
projects and the ingredients needed. 

The starting premise of identifying and re-purposing resources around you in the 
development of CoLab Dudley projects draws on lessons from Participatory City 
(Britton et al., 2015) around eroding resource/funding barriers to participation, 
and this was purposefully designed into project planning tools (see Activate Packs). 
However, more than just a pragmatic use of materials this repurposing draws on a 
way of thinking that runs through CoLab Dudley projects, and both gather and the 
UP-Cycle Shop around encouraging a more regenerative and distributive global 
system through re-using materials (Raworth, 2015). It is also related to a more ethical 
approach to redevelopment that focusses upon releasing latent energies/skills, 
resources and assets through ‘re-purposing’ and ‘re-proposing’ their use (Place Lab, 
2016). This material/resource benefit from the social networks built in this context are 
illustrated in the observations of participants below:

“[I reflected] people are very keen to make things happen if given the right 
conditions. People were offering a venue, or I can bake a cake for that event, people 
want to help because they are passionate about it, [that is] what real partnership is 
supposed to be about.” [Encourager (C), public sector, May, 2017]

Importantly, this circulating of resources within the community is premised upon 
reciprocity, perhaps not straight away, or even directly, but in ways often understood 
in collectivist traditions and cultures (McLaren and Agyeman, 2015; Sennett, 2012). 
This sharing of resources is illustrated in this participant’s description of how at Dudley 
SOUP it is not just the winning project that benefits, but indeed all the projects that 
pitch, with SOUP creating a platform for the pooling of the community’s collective 
resources:

“[A pitcher] needed money for a room for the autism silent disco and he didn't win 
[the Dudley SOUP micro-grant] but Loraine from gather stood up and said we have 
got a room you can have it for free …. And the time before that there was a guy who 
said I have got a load of spare veg if you want to make more soup come and see me 
afterwards and you can have it for free, if you can give a hand down the allotment 
.. so it is things like that, little sparks of collaboration that come out of it. [Doer  (C) 
resident, Mar 2017]

Similarly, through experiences of Trade School Dudley, and through the encouragement 
and invitation extended by lab team members in gather, members of the community 
feel able to share and re-purpose latent skills:

“Sometimes people need that nudge and confidence to contribute … just need 
someone to bring that out. You don't need to be an expert to share your skills … 
If people just have that confidence to say actually I have a skill I can share and 
most people do. People don't realise they have it and the confidence to share it. 
I wouldn't have if I hadn't had a conversation Lorna that day.” [Doer (K), resident, 
May, 2017]
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At the core of building these bridges, bonds and connections, and resulting social 
capital benefits, is the strategic design of spaces, invitations and experiences for 
participation that is open to all. As will be seen in more detail in the platform processes 
discussion (see page 82), the role of strategic and inclusive design sits at the heart of 
CoLab Dudley. The space, the invitation, the experience are all carefully designed to 
encourage an inclusivity and openness to participation that helps build both bonding 
capital, and the more elusive, but valuable in terms of community resilience, bridging 
capital. 

“[S]o there isn't anything like this in Dudley, yeah we have our library, or places you 
can go to get something to eat, but there is nothing like this that offers community 
interaction on purpose, … gather from what I am picking up is primarily here to 
get the community to engage, people from different groups in the community, to 
access each other and what they share, there isn't anywhere else that does that in 
the same way” [Doer (D), resident, May, 2017].

As well as openness to who participates, openness is also concerned with the depth 
of involvement. The purposeful openness in relation to: the use and co-creation 
of the space, to taking part and shaping of the projects, and to the forging of new 
connections are all done with the intention of nurturing capacities and connections 
that mean people can get involved to the degree they feel comfortable with: 

“DNA is absolute inclusivity, everybody who wants to get involved should be allowed 
to be involved, and they should be able to pick their capacity of involvement, … no 
pressure … there is an inclusivity to the event but also the design of the event” 
[CoLab Dudley team member (F), resident, May, 2017]

This note from the Creative Connect, (open call co-curated art exhibition) developmental 
evaluation  session with artists, hosts, former co-curators described the bridging 
connections developing by ensuring inclusivity in the design of projects nurtured 
through this platform:

The inclusivity of the experience (in terms of hosting; aesthetic; open co-curation) 
meant there was a diverse range of participants of all ages (16 to 65+) – this inter-
generational interaction felt key to the openness and welcome. As well as the 
welcome that gather provides visually we know that the active hosting of the 
space is key in helping people feel at home; helping them to connect with others; 
knowing what underpins the platform. This is key to overcoming barriers to 
inclusion & helping integrate principles of accessibility. … Aspiration that this event 
and open call process will act to encourage multiple co-curators – from across 
the globe. This co-curation underpins the democratic/ inclusive nature of the 
space – removing barriers or permission, undermining traditional imbalances of 
power. Encouraging a collaborative creative process of co-design via this curation 
gives the event sustainability, interactive & fluid qualities that creates multiple 
opportunities to participate not just in the experience but also the co-design of the 
space and the connections & shared experiences that follow. [Creative Connect DE 
Session, collective views of 7 participants and co-creators, 1.2.17]

Inclusion in relation to race and culture has been specifically highlighted by a range 
of participants. Participants describe how gather and the lab team generate feelings 
of welcome and inclusion that are free of judgement that makes interaction amongst 
people of different backgrounds much more possible:
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“This [gather] is what Dudley needs ... it is all about diversity ... this is one of the few 
places where we don't get stared at.” [Do-Fest Doer (5),14.3.17]

The work by Black arts consortium Collective Cr8 has its’ genesis through a connection 
first made at Do Fest and gather and reminds us of the importance of spaces where 
you can meet strangers and discover things in common that allow you to grow a sense 
of collective purpose: 

“I think our experience, our story is a perfect example of why it is important 
for people in Dudley, and even the West Midlands, to look at ways to forge new 
relationships and connect with different people, if we don't certain boundaries will 
continue or grow, and as towns, especially smaller towns like Dudley, have influxes 
of people from different parts of the world, if there are not places, platforms where 
we can look at seeing what similarities we have then I think it could become more 
difficult for that sense of community to continue to exist and that’s what our story 
is.” [Doer (D), resident, June, 2017].

A neutral space, culturally inclusive by design is described by this resident as having a 
potency and potential for breaking down barriers relating to cultural, racial and faith 
based difference currently experienced by citizens:

“I think this place has the potential of dealing with the [cultural] barriers more 
maybe because of where it is located and because in its name there isn't anything 
in its name that is associated with any culture or ethnicity group. …so this place 
for me can become a hub of connected[ness] and we wouldn't have it otherwise as 
other places are very cultural[ly] bound. … Not that there is anything wrong with 
that but that hasn't helped create community inclusion, it hasn't helped bring those 
boundaries down, it hasn't dealt with that issue, where all are welcome … I think 
without a gather there would be the potential to lose that happening so I really feel 
the impact of gather over the next 5-10 years hopefully having an impact on the 
community vibe of Dudley. I haven't seen anybody do that, that is what I think it is 
going to do that is why we are getting involved, that is what I want it to do, that is 
what I am going to push it to do, otherwise I don't know where it can happen” [Doer 
(D), resident, May, 2017]

The findings show that the building of connections and bonds is often done through 
processes of sharing (e.g. sharing of materials, food, experience and skills) and 
doing together (e.g. art, craft, music, dance, cooking, growing, and learning). This is 
witnessed in the sharing of skills in Trade School Dudley classes, in the sharing of 
foods in Bring and Share dinners, and in the sharing of company in gather Sundays. 
While there is a simplicity to these events of sharing and doing, they are all designed 
around principles of equity, and as this participant rightly notes, around trying to 
disrupt power imbalances:

“By sharing you break down barriers doesn't it?  … you put someone on a level 
playing field and you are saying you are not better than me and I am not better 
than you. Then people start opening up. … people are more accepting here of 
people’s differences, not afraid of saying people are different and we are bringing 
the differences together whether that is skills or cultures or whatever.” [Doer (E), 
resident, May, 2017]

Doing and sharing together, rather than simply giving to, or purchasing from each other 
evidently changes the nature of our relationships and the bonds we build. Avoiding the 
status and obvious power imbalances associated with charitable, or consumer models 
of engagement creates more favourable conditions for co-operation centred around 
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respect, reciprocity and alignment around our common purpose and humanity:

“Everyone is a creator, or a doer, even if they think they aren't, everyone likes to be 
involved and feel like they are doing something. … It is about creating a comfortable 
environment for people to share and do and create and inspire more people to get 
involved. … So you don't have to have lots of money or be completely well, it is 
a place where everybody can come together and it is really nice to meet people 
from different backgrounds. Definitely a place that welcomes all different types of 
people and from all age groups.” [Encourager (E), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, 
May, 2017]

“It makes them feel relaxed, it makes them feel accepted, and that is the big thing, 
when you are out on the street it is so hard.” [Doer (F), resident, May, 2017]

Dudley SOUP is about “collaboration, sharing, generosity, no barriers, no judgements, 
no preconception, all areas of the community coming together to make something 
nice. It is such a buzz being part of it … and people are talking with people they have 
never met before. It opens your mind to ideas you wouldn't ordinarily entertain.” 
[Doer (C), resident, Mar, 2017]

“I really think, here there are people [who are] very intelligent, but they don't look 
at you like because you are 18 and don't have as much experience, or as intelligent, 
… everyone here is equal, it doesn't matter if you are a doctor, or you are older than 
me, you are equal and we can have face to face discussions it they are younger 
or older, but they take you seriously, that for me is really really important.  Age, 
background, race - there is no difference, everybody is taking time, tell me a little bit 
about yourself, whatever you were trying to say. I am listening.” [Doer (J), resident, 
May 2017]
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Labour, skills, knowledge, capabilities  and health
The OECD define human capital as: “the knowledge, skills, competencies and other 
attributes embodied in individuals or groups of individuals acquired during their life 
and used to produce goods, services or ideas in market circumstances” (ibid: 2001). 
While it is understood narrowly in this definition in terms of the market economy, 
we are also interested in human capital that relates more broadly to the social 
economy (i.e. a philosophical tradition that prioritises self-help, mutual aid and 
associationism) (Moulaert, et al., 2005). Forum for the Future in their discussions of 
a sustainable society describe human capital as including “… the health, knowledge, 
skills, intellectual outputs, motivation and capacity for relationships of the individual. 
Human Capital is also about joy, passion, empathy and spirituality” (ibid). Reflecting 
upon both definitions the findings clearly illustrate how Dudley citizens have: 

• invested their labour (e.g. via the co-design of Inspiration Lab and gather Garden); 
• developed and shared their skills and knowledge (via Trade School Dudley, Open 

Workshop, and Incredible Edible Dudley); 
• nurtured through the practice of participation space, (via participating in Do 

Fest and Share Fest) certain capabilities and behaviours, (e.g. co-operation, 
collaboration, empathy, and sharing) that help a community more readily work 
towards collective benefits and connectivity. 

• as well as demonstrating improved human capital in relation to the now familiar 
link between participation and improved citizen health and wellbeing (NEF, 2008). 

It is a striking element of the findings how frequently the link is made between re-
animating and re-purposing the local skills, ideas, resources and capabilities of/by the 
people of Dudley, with a collective activism or ‘motivation’ for social change:

“Anyone can do it, you just got to come in here, experience what is going on in here, 
then when the person is comfortable, [they say] I know this, I can help doing that, 
and that is all you want, fix the community, fix the people, you have got a happy 
community.” [Doer (F), resident, May, 2017]

“It shares that good practice of how to do something well. And it will show people 
that their ideas are not a waste of time, or are not valued. It will show people 
that that idea that was buzzing around in their head is important, and could do 
something special for Dudley, whether it be for a few people, a 100 people, a 1000 
people it will affect someone, … and it maybe something [that has] a lasting change, 
this helps people to realise that there is an opportunity to build their own ideas.” 
[Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

Self-sufficiency, self-determination and social justice
This link to an aspiration for social change brings us back round to the emergent 
locally situated everyday activism inherent in #RedesignDudley (as introduced at 
the beginning of this story on page 25). This everyday activism has a good deal of 
resonance with a priority to  ‘cultivate the will to social justice’ among everyday people” 
(as described by MacKinnion and Derickson, (2012:263) referring to Spivak, 2012). This 
sense of self-determination grounded in social justice is evident in this local residents’ 
description of his own interaction with gather, the sharing of skills and knowledge, and 
the reciprocity at the centre of this relationship:

“Anything is possible in this coffee shop, especially if I am here! I have been helping 
Guy, I have given him tools, I have given some information on certain things, how 
to do wood stuff, I have helped Loraine with ideas for the catering because I am a 
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professional chef and I come from the catering industry, also DIY person so I have 
been helping with that, I have been doing some painting, helping with the gardens. 
… I think there should be more of these places everywhere, it helps so many people, 
they get the food, if they haven't got any money, even me personally I come in and 
get food if I have got no money, I can come here. … it is all about community, if you 
don't put into your community you won't get out of your community I think, if 
people don't look after their community, simple as that and people don't look after 
themselves in that community you haven't got no community and I have seen 
communities ruined because of that.” [Doer (F), resident, May, 2017]

One pragmatic aspect of cultivating ‘the will to social justice in everyday people’ in this 
work concerns the focus upon encouraging social enterprise activity, capabilities and 
collective support.  By nurturing the conditions for new network growth, a culture of 
sharing resources and ideas, and building of new capabilities the CoLab Dudley work is 
contributing to a landscape more conducive to social enterprise-led solutions to social 
challenges faced by the town. The findings also point to the importance of creative 
and inspiring spaces, like gather, to help incubate social enterprises in ways both 
formal (actual spaces for co-working or co-habitation of enterprises), and informal 
(hub space for connection, affirmation and inspiration):

“So with the social enterprise lens having high levels of participation makes it a lot 
easier for social enterprises to engage. To do all those things as a local community 
to work together where they utilise people as assets – as customers, board 
members, designers etc. [it is] easier to tap into that stuff if you have high levels of 
participation in a place – you could come to SOUP & speak, at Open Project Night, 
or co-working day – opportunities to tap into the knowledge, skills, resources 
that exist are everywhere and I think CoLab creates those opportunities for those 
connections for those people to come together. Even Trade School, a natural 
extension to that where it moves into more technical skills [e.g. book keeping], 
craft and gardening are a good easy place to start, but no reason why we can’t 
extend them to professional [skills] – there are extensions of all this stuff that are 
useful for everybody. Naturally, when people come together & have opportunities to 
connect over things they want take forward and improve to enterprising solutions 
as a collective, a co-op, or just a couple of people might want to drive.” [CoLab 
Dudley team member (D), resident, Mar, 2017]

The hands on nature of most of the projects and activities where doing is prioritised 
over passive learning resulted in an action and utility bias in participant behaviours 
and values expressed. This bias manifests in a range of ways from the willingness 
to take part and learn via new experiences and experimentation; to the positive 
value placed by participants on doing, making and creating. The celebration of, and 
appetite for this type of participation hints at a basic human motivation to have the 
capacity and power to do something useful, with purpose, and even with links to wider 
neighbourhood benefits such as cooking and growing healthy foods (Incredible Edible 
Dudley, Trade School), building affordable homes (WikiHouses), or improving local 
biodiversity (Incredible Edible Dudley).  We witnessed this action bias in the investment 
of labour for the co-creation and animation of spaces for collective benefit such as the 
Inspiration Lab co-creation (28 people, over 192 hours over 10 days), and Incredible 
Edible Dudley at gather Garden (over 122 people involved January-June 2017).
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THEME #5: NURTURING & RE-PURPOSING LATENT CAPABILITIES & COLLECTIVE RESOURCEFULNESS

In the interest of fostering ‘resourcefulness’ MacKinnion and Derickson (2012) 
describe the need for mobilisation and learning being based upon local priorities 
and needs by local citizens and activists just as this has been shown to be a priority 
in the detectorism findings. Again reflecting the locally grounded nature of CoLab 
Dudley projects, MacKinnion and Derickson (2012) argue resourcefulness rejects 
top down, outside expert interventions, and instead seeks to be grounded in a 
form of community self-determination, to shape and define their locality. This self-
determination in regeneration processes can in part be realised through the re-
purposing of local skills and knowledge. This was explored in the WikiHouse build 
during Do Fest Dudley and the social change agent below describes how the physical 
and practical process of ‘doing’ in this way is key to tapping into a heritage and pool 
of latent local manufacturing, engineering and construction trade skills in this post-
industrial area:

“So sometimes the no nonsense Black Country mentality meant being practical 
was really important so you don’t appear to be a load of wonky academics with 
highfalutin ideas, showing there is a lot of value behind it, and even the tangibility 
of it, I think, people knowing what happens when you whack a couple of bits of wood 
together, that is a very old thing. Showing by the introduction of new technology, it 
is always a very old construction method, and how it is not reinventing the wheel, 
but tweaking it around the sides and showing there will be a load of skills and 
expertise already in places like Dudley”. [Encourager (A), May, 2017]

The emergence of improved self efficacy is evident throughout the CoLab Dudley 
findings. The shift from passive participant to doer and encourager was evident 
though witnessing and participating in ‘doing’:

“[J]ust seeing other people doing things, makes you think ah I can go and do 
something maybe in my own way. It spreads, it starts with one person, then 4/5 
people then they have connections, it is like a web . … people assume it takes 
loads of money but it doesn’t when you have people coming together, building 
together and offering materials you don't need so much money and spaces that 
is important, spaces are really expensive. It makes people realise they can start 
something.” [Encourager (E), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

The findings regularly revisit the processes and experiences of doing. In this researcher 
note drawn from analysis of the collection of detectorists Do Fest journals we can 
draw insights relating to the the agency of learning and connecting together through 
practical, common and purposeful activities: 

All the detectorists noted a journey of doing that the festival participants 
experienced in a range of different sessions. Time was a key ingredient in this 
journey relating to the time they invested in the practice of new skills, building 
of new knowledge, developing new cultural norms in an unfamiliar space, or 
growing relationships with strangers. The journey starts with curiosity and 
intrigue, maybe even confusion, as the informality and creativity of the festival 
signifiers. As practical doing begins there is a good deal of energy present in the 
groups. Over time the shared learning and exchange of skills, experiences and 
knowledge results in the establishment of a more confident and calm practice of 
doing. With practice the participants grow in confidence, and their individual and 
collective pride in what has been produced is explicit. As is a sense of warmth 
from the connections made through this common experience. At this point in the 
journey of doing there is an appetite for more learning, to build on this inspiration, 
and requests for signposting to more doing in their own neighbourhood expressed. 
[Researcher notes, March, 2017]
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Inspiration, collaboration and co-design
We witnessed the power of participants being inspired and energised through exposure 
to new projects and activities that grow at pace ignoring the usual timeframes and 
hurdles. Participants describe how the projects offer a form of experiential learning  
that results in a belief that they too can develop their own project, or make real their 
own goal. As illustrated in the experiences of participants below this can be a marked 
transformation involving overcoming risk, vulnerability, and frequently an absence of 
self belief or self worth:

“It has fired me up to try to do what they are doing here somewhere else, or a bit of 
that because we couldn't create the whole, … it could start something, I am excited 
by it, … and I don't think I would have gone there and said that to her if I hadn't 
been doing stuff here, and that you can do something, it is possible. Because I am 
a naturally cautious person, I see risks and I would never have the confidence to 
start this myself” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

“This means everything, it has allowed me to do what I wanted and that is to have 
a sort of life crafting business and it has given me my mojo back a little bit, I have 
been dealing with really bad pain issues and other issues as well … since being here 
has helped me focus on the positive, I didn't really see what I had as a skill, and 
everyone has been like that is sooo good, so I have to now accept the compliments 
nicely, and accept it is a skill or a craft and so it validates me a bit. … And made me 
feel useful and not worthless.” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

The shift to doing and self efficacy is also made possible thorough being made aware 
of projects and approaches to social change that are unfamiliar to you: 

“It is not just a matter of [it is] easier setting up your own thing, a lot of people won't 
realise it was a thing to set up in the first place. … So they can look at Do Fest and go 
and speak to xx for tips and practical advice about how they can set up their own 
thing, but also for a lot it lets them know that thing is possible. So Do Fest is good 
for that.” [CoLab team member (F), resident, May, 2017]

The findings also indicate the shift to doing and self-belief is often aided by finding 
neighbours, new friends, and building networks with which to develop and collaborate:

“From doing Trade School and Do Fest it has expanded our network from the 
community side of things, getting involved in community projects, & because we 
know people better we feel more confident getting involved in those things. …You 
don't always think I can be involved in this. … We feel a lot more confident getting 
involved in things, even starting our own things, we will give it a bash” [Doer (K), 
resident, May, 2017]

This was also true of the new collaboration Collective Cr8, where new friends (who 
had connected through gather and Do Fest), drew confidence and courage from each 
other. They also used design thinking tactics to develop their creative performance 
including rapid pace of development; willingness to experiment; and embracing of 
uncertainty. These features are common to CoLab Dudley projects where momentum 
and energy is generated via rapid co-development, design, testing and evolution. In 
the case of Collective Cr8 this four month pace of creation - from strangers meeting, 
connections forged, to being receptive to collaboration, to development of a creative 
endeavour, to sharing an artistic performance, opening that performance up to future 
co-creation and welcoming new co-creators - highlighted the art of the possible to 
others who took part. 
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THEME #5: NURTURING & RE-PURPOSING LATENT CAPABILITIES & COLLECTIVE RESOURCEFULNESS

This pace of project development involved embracing uncertainty and showcasing 
an early prototype to gauge response and encourage others to get involved in the 
process of co-creation of future performances. The findings often highlight the value 
of collective participation and contribution in the creative process of co-creation. The 
findings show the results of a collective effort brings joy, pride and perhaps importantly 
for future projects surprise at the potential for new spaces and projects when human 
capital is pooled:

“Taking part in the Inspiration Lab, transforming it from a white room, sitting with 
a bunch of people I had never met, from all different backgrounds, and wanting to 
make a space nice for other people, I painted the pipes which I was really proud 
of. Coming back and seeing it all finished was amazing, everyone’s little touch had 
been added and the ceiling was great. Just being part of it was great. It was a really 
nice to see and be part of it - it just makes you realise if you get people together 
what you can create with just a small group of people, you spur each other on, I 
think it is good, I would like to see more of it. Do Fest was just showing more of 
that.” [Encourager (E), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

“I remember at the first meeting, when all the ideas were in the air, and we were 
discussing we need this and that, I was thinking to myself let’s try to be more 
realistic, how is this going to happen and actually after three or four months we 
did more then we thought, more than the ideas we created, it was incredible and 
everybody put something on the table ‘I can do this, or I can bring that’, it actually 
happened, I did just one small thing but it was actually on the programme and it 
was a full three day programme and everyone brought one thing and that was 
something amazing! That makes you say you can do anything!” [Doer (I), resident, 
May, 2017]

Re-purposing and re-proposing skills and capabilities
Perhaps the most important aspect of the expression of growth of human capital 
in this work is in the revelation and potency of existing skills through processes of 
re-purposing and re-proposing (after Place lab, 2016). PlaceLab (2016) describe the 
regenerative power of re-orientating of existing skills and capabilities towards new 
spaces, purposes and in new contexts. The CoLab Dudley work uncovered a plethora 
of existing latent skills lying dormant and under-developed. There is a range of 
complex reasons for this latent state including lack of confidence …

“There is a bit of self doubt there, do I know enough, am I confident enough to stand 
up in front of a room of people, will people like what I offer those questions go 
though your head. It is really nice to get some positive feedback, and they enjoyed 
it, they are more likely to go on and use it. I felt a lot more confident coming out 
of the class. By the end I was thinking what else can I teach, when will I teach the 
next one? … It would be nice to put on another one.” [Doer (K), resident, May 2017]

… but also we return to the agency of the ‘norms of openness' in these spaces that 
allow skills to more readily emerge, to be teased out, or be expressed without fear of 
judgment:

“There is something for me about acceptance and understanding of people 
having different things to offer. And people being really brought in and nurtured. 
… I get a sense of xx having grown and developed and I think that is down to the 
environment, the atmosphere.” [Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, 
May, 2017]
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The thing I value most about Dudley SOUP is … “The non-judgemental nature & 
acceptance of everyone.” [Souper (4), 15.3.17]

CoLab Dudley projects and spaces offer active affirmation and passionate 
encouragement to share your skills and knowledge.  The findings illustrated this was 
particularly important in the case of those whose life course meant they were not in 
employment (e.g. owing to poor health or retirement):

“Anything is possible [now] it opens the door and so it is that first step and it is kind 
of infectious as well because you can see the results of what is happening you see 
other peoples’ lives changing because I had an influence on that. ..I think because I 
don't have job, … so I don't have that validation, so I end up having to feel useful in 
other ways which happens here, because I do things useful here. … I need to pay it 
forward. …I have re-utilised some old skills, like my woodwork, … expanded on my 
craft stuff, new designs, new stitches, … I think the cafe and the work place is more 
inspiring, I feel quite able to work here, when I am here I feel like I can really work 
and get things done. It is nice to sew with other crafters … it is calming, you are 
all making something, working along side each other and I love I am encouraging 
other people to do craft”  [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017] 

“Although I have held down a stressful, valuable job in the past, having now come 
to be retired is a bit of a shock to the system cause you go from being in a role [that] 
is quite important to being a pensioner, …. Here I feel quite valued still, so if I feel 
like that then I think others feel that. It is a place where people are genuinely given 
a chance and valued.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

Creating an environment where all skills and knowledges are celebrated has been key 
to revealing and nurturing these latent skills and capabilities especially in those who 
are less confident in themselves, or their ideas:

“People can chip in even though normally they wouldn't feel confident in having a 
go. Everyones chipping in together because it's so relaxed, people aren't afraid to 
have their say. Normally they’d be sat at the back with a burning question which 
normally they wouldn’t feel confident in talking about.” [Do Fest Doer (6), Mar, 2017]

Disrupting uneven power dynamics
Key in this growing of skills in terms of accessibility and levelling out of power dynamics, 
(a theme that runs through much of the detectorism findings) is the importance of a 
culture of ‘doing and learning together’. Shared learning in this way is underpinned 
by a process of equitable exchange and reciprocity where the usual uneven access to 
knowledge, status, or to resources in our society is worked around:

“There is an equality of experience in sharing what you know together, people 
are less frightened to make mistakes and so they have more confidence and this 
echoes my experience of Do Fest and Do Fest Create sessions. ‘I haven't used a 
sewing machine before’ but she sat down and did it and we didn't care about it 
being neat and made a row of bunting and they were pleased as punch! “They 
said: “I really didn’t think I could do this but now I am going to go and get a sewing 
machine and learn to do this properly”, she had grown in confidence.” [Encourager 
(H), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]
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THEME #5: NURTURING & RE-PURPOSING LATENT CAPABILITIES & COLLECTIVE RESOURCEFULNESS

“It [Do Fest] was very informal, very cosy, there was a lady with a baby, so it wasn't 
your typical adult learning space and so it gave people the chance to be open and 
share, the environment helped people to relax. …some community events can be 
very intimidating, with rows of chairs and people sitting in a panel facing you at 
the front and people are expected to stand up and talk about their projects, I would 
have felt quite intimidated, it wasn't a very welcoming space. … it was more the 
panel of people at the front were more authoritarian, they had the authority and 
they were asking all the questions and I didn't feel like that in any of the sessions I 
went to at gather, the person who was leading the session was very much amongst 
us, even the clothing felt like one of us, she came across as very knowledgeable 
in that area she was talking about, but also very open to learning herself from us 
giving her feedback. Someone who knows where to get the right resources, then 
it was about us practicing, and telling each other in pairs and in a small group.” 
[Encourager (C), public sector, May, 2017]

This researcher participant observation of Dudley SOUP and the following participant 
feedback comment similarly highlights this focus on equity:

SOUPers exercise deliberation and collective critical analysis in their group 
assessment of the pitches put forward for micro-grant funding - capabilities 
integral to an engaged citizenry and to the health of our democratic system. At 
the same time Soup is demonstrating a capacity to share responsibility across 
the community of participants as they wash and clean up together at the end 
of the evening. The pitchers develop their skills of public speaking, and grow in 
confidence in a welcome and supportive environment. The Soup Team members 
with their diverse skills and backgrounds have learnt to work as a team, developed 
new skills (e.g. website development) to make the project a success and actively 
sought out new knowledge of other projects by visiting Birmingham SOUP. In a 
reflective Detectorism learning session with the team I witnessed their protection 
of SOUP DNA to ensure the project remains about local people, local projects, using 
the resources around you, and the underlying democratic quality of this project. 
[Researcher participant observation note, April, 2017]

The thing I value most about Soup is … “Every voice counts.” [Souper (7), 15.3.17]

Personal growth and creative/economic activation
The findings above indicate the building and nurturing of confidence and self-worth; 
the celebrating and re-purposing of latent skills and knowledge; and the development 
of new skills through participation or doing (such as bread making, vegetable growing, 
crafting, new languages, and team working skills). The consequence of investment in 
this human capital is an aspiration for, and practice of further personal growth and 
economic and creative activation. Doers and encouragers describe this experience 
below:

“I have just been down the market and the lady was telling me about the market 
stalls. It’s just £10 a stall. I would never have thought about [doing] a market stall 
if I hadn’t been here. … It really makes me more proud to live in Dudley.” [Doer (E), 
resident, 2.5.17]

“People can uncover something new about themselves and feel actually I can 
do this and that can be a catalyst for maybe going out and applying for that job, 
the benefit for the local community can be far reaching. …certainly for me, this 
is definitely the route I want to take and teaching other people [at Trade School 
Dudley] made me feel like I could do this for a living.” [Doer (K), resident, May, 2017]
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“Do Fest Create was the same - it is about drawing out people with different health 
& wellbeing experiences to try out their skills with people in an informal way, and 
for one participant she has been able to test out her ideas for a social business. By 
taking part in the workshops she has seen how to do things differently & it has 
given her lots of confidence, which in turn has helped her mental health. …[At Do 
Fest Create] people got involved, self organised and did things they have never 
done before, never cut out a bit of fabric, but they look around and ‘if he’s doing it 
then I can do it too,’. It comes back to confidence and permission and just a little bit 
of guidance.” [Encourager (H), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

Nurturing competencies for co-operation
As indicated in the introduction to this section, human capital is not just concerned 
with skills, labour and knowledge, but also certain competencies that mean we are 
more likely to cooperate and build relationships. The detectorism findings indicate 
the development of and practice of empathy, cooperation and creativity in this work 
in ways that relate to our ability to collaborate, innovate, share and co-produce.

“It was a small and intimate group, everyone willing to share … in a relaxed and 
open atmosphere.” [Do Fest Doer (7), 13.3.17]

“The skill is communicating, I feel more able to talk to strangers, it is confidence, 
now if go back to xxx a familiar coffee shop, now I don't see there is a trouble in me 
communicating with them, that has only happened, I had that love in me of saying 
hello, but after gather, after Do Fest I have gained that confidence, it is in me to 
reach anyone I want to.” [Doer (H), resident, May, 2017]

For many participants the social change priority of gather and CoLab Dudley projects, 
and through participation their part in that social change, was important with 
expressions of other-regarding (or altruistic) values noted in their conversations while 
taking part, but also in their formal feedback:

The thing I value most about Dudley SOUP is … “Members of the community coming 
together & helping each other to improve life for all of us.” [Souper (xx), 15.3.17]

The thing I value most about Dudley SOUP is … “People freely sharing ideas, 
thoughts, contact and care.” [Souper (xx), 15.3.17]

As indicated early on in this story the focus on creativity through creative spaces and 
practices is of paramount importance to this work. Aligned to the physical manifestation 
of creativity is the nurturing of creative thinking and creative confidence as described 
by the participant below:

“Freedom to think, others places are very regimented and formal spaces, you can 
come to gather and pretty much do what you want as long as you are not going to 
knock down the building! They encourage you to be outside the box thinkers, we 
have problems and collaborate and make it so we solve the problem or side step 
them completely. … sometimes you don't have an idea but the people in here seem 
to suck the ideas out of you and make things work”. [Doer (A), resident, Jan, 2017]

The researcher participant observation notes from one such creative confidence 
activity indicates the importance of curating the creative experience in ways that 
make the process more accessible, relatable and ultimately ‘do-able’. It also stresses 
the value of calling upon the practice of reflection in this creative process to help 
participants access how they feel about a fairly abstract concept like sharing. Also 
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THEME #5: NURTURING & RE-PURPOSING LATENT CAPABILITIES & COLLECTIVE RESOURCEFULNESS

it highlights the way an open creative experience can bring strangers together in a 
creative and mindful moment to think, share out loud, appreciate, inspire and together 
as a collective make their mark on a creative installation for the coffee shop in a way 
that was totally unexpected before they took part:

As part of the first day of Share Fest Dudley 2017 a poetry table was set out in 
the front of gather cafe on the afternoon of Friday 9th June. Informal and open 
invitations were extended to all visitors as they entered gather over the course 
of the afternoon and early evening. Strangers sat down together, listened to the 
guidance - by Rik a local poet and Share Fest Co-Creator - and then took their 
time to create a simple 4/5 line poem about sharing. 39 poems (on coloured card, 
using coloured pens) were completed, many by young visitors of 4-15 years, and 
threaded on ribbon to put the poetry paper chain on display amongst the pallets 
and the Creative Connect artwork in the coffee shop.  Rik asked his new poets to 
reflect upon and write about sharing in terms of a colour, context and sound. Using 
a simple step guide to help people through the creative process of writing, Rik 
gently encouraged even those who felt anxious to join in, to share in the collective 
creative experience, and also to read, appreciate and reflect on the poems as they 
were being written around them. The new poets encouraged other visitors to join 
in, helped build their creative confidence, and shared their own fears about writing 
and sharing. [Researcher participant observation note, June, 2017]
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Our collective human capital and so our resilience as a community is of course in 
large part dependent upon our health and wellbeing over our lifetime (NEF, 2008). 
CoLab Dudley projects - with their low threshold to participation, and active erosion 
of barriers to participation such as restrictive permissions and oppressive judgements 
- create spaces and everyday opportunities to take part in activities that improve our 
health and wellbeing in a range of ways. 

Foremost in that improved wellbeing is the benefit of supportive safe spaces for 
participation for those dealing with mental health challenges as described by 
participants here:
 

“It has got me out the house more … It has improved my mental health issue and 
I have had less migraines, I have felt better in myself, and I have had a reason to 
get out of bed at 8.30 or 9 instead of 11-12.00 and I haven't had to have an afternoon 
sleep. I have cut down my painkillers, it is not so much as when can I take one, 
now I am really busy now and I forget, so from the point of view of being busy 
… and it is nice to be relied upon, then being useful, you can't just expect to be 
validated, you have to do something to be useful, to feel useful you have to utilise 
yourself, … it gives you a pathway, a place to be useful and everyone is very   
encouraging” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

“Coming here definitely lifts my head, because the staff and everyone just talk to 
you and makes you feel better, it is somewhere you can just come, and not let 
loose, but have a bit of you time, so yeah it has lifted my confidence. … Coming 
here has been amazing, I have had so much support, got involved in so much, it 
has really helped me as a person, and I am not going to stop coming!” [Doer (G), 
resident, Mar, 2017]

As evident in the words of the participants above, what we notice in the findings is that 
improved mental health is linked to the sense of purpose and validation participants 
experience through contributing to the gather Anchor Space and / or co-creating CoLab 
Dudley activities and projects. As noted by Place Lab (2016) Ethical Redevelopment is 
as much about the re-purposing of people (their skills, their knowledge, their self-
worth) as it is about the re-energising and re-purposing of physical assets and public 
spaces - in fact the two are inherently inter-related. For a number of participants it is no 
exaggeration to describe gather as an Anchor Space that offers a point of stabilisation 
and affirmation in a time of uncertainty, anxiety and so vulnerability: 

“It changed me, it gives me somewhere to come, I have been waiting for 17 months 
for a xx licence, and I am still being mucked about to get into work, if I didn't have 
this place I think it would be a different story and I wouldn’t be here talking about 
it and that is the truth.” [Doer (F), resident, May, 2017]

“It has helped my mental wellbeing certainly, it gave me a focus when I was quite 
adrift really because of the changes that had happened in my life, work and other 
things that were going on and so it helped my mental wellbeing. [Why is that?] I 
can only come back to that feeling of the skills I have got being seen as valuable 
and encouraged to have the confidence to see them in that way and to share them.” 
[Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

The findings show how in a time of change, for example, when work and domestic 
identities and situations are in flux, having a space where people can come together 
to share and support each other is such an important part of our commons (a form of 
connective tissue in our social infrastructure). Or as one supporter explained: 
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“With gather, you are creating a space where you can stare down loneliness and 
put your arms around people.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, May, 2017] 

...and this is evident in the participant descriptions below:

“A lot are isolated, family have grown up, you are on your own all day, hubby is out 
at work or in same cases had died and you are at a time in your life when you are 
almost at retirement age and you feel who is going to want me, if you feel useless 
you feel what is the point in getting out of bed, what is the point in carrying on.  [So 
the experience] connected people, people connected. They supported each other.” 
[Doer, (O), resident, Mar 2017]

“People need places like this in Dudley, I would hope it would make marginalised 
people, like [xx] and like [xx] feel like a safe space, it would send a message there 
is good stuff in Dudley, you don't need to feel like you are in a pocket and have 
nobody to talk to. Access networks they wouldn't have known about.” [Doer (C), 
Mar, 2017]

For a number of participants their mental health challenges were linked to their 
experience of isolation. As noted in the discussion on social capital above (page 59) 
CoLab Dudley projects and spaces have been instrumental in helping build connections 
and networks (both physical and digital). In the descriptions by participants below we 
can see a picture of lives quite disconnected from their community and neighbours 
that has in part been remedied through their time in gather as a space where 
participatory activities and practices/ norms of openness help you forge connections 
and so support networks:

“I don’t have one friend in this area, apart from coming in the cafe, I am not that 
type of person, but to come in here, I have never ever done that in my life, I have 
never come into a cafe like this and helped people out, I have never done that in 
50 years, … the people are different, the atmosphere is different” [Doer (F), resident, 
May, 2017]

“Certainly started to expand our social network, don't think there was anybody 
in Dudley we knew and I had been living here 10 years, and there was nobody we 
would go out to see in the town, and now there are a few people if we bumped into 
each other on the street we would have a chat and be happy to go and have coffee 
with.” [Doer (K), resident, May, 2017]

“When I moved to Dudley I never knew no-one, I was a complete stranger, in the 
village where I live I am still a stranger, apart from at the counter, there is just a 
‘Hi’ back that is all, when I come to the town centre, this is where I know people, 
so I don't feel lonely I have a place to go and relax and share and at the same time 
experience what people have to share with me.” [Doer (H), resident, May 2017]

Experiences of isolation can create toxic feedback loops where self worth and self 
confidence are eroded. The complex reasons for isolation, for example, poor physical 
and mental health, or vulnerability or change in relation to employment or housing, 
can mean experiences of, or fear of judgment by others. Having a space of welcome, 
free of judgement, a safe space like gather to be yourself is clearly important to the 
wellbeing of these participants:
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THEME #6: HEALTH & WELLBEING

“Particularly the inclusivity of the place, even those who are a bit fragile and a 
bit vulnerable feel safe here, from the people who take advantage of the ‘pay it 
forward’, coming to get a cup of tea or bowl of porridge in the morning without 
being looked down on or patronised in any way, to the lady who comes and crafts 
because she has the confidence to come here and craft and to tell people issues 
she has, to me who I am happy to say at times I feel quite lonely and it is a place of 
connection for me and a place that builds confidence that some of the things that 
I do people think are good.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

“[F]or me personally it has given me that freedom to express again, … me doing 
something for the pleasure of creating something, that to me is valuable it is better 
than anti-depressants, … to me it is therapeutic. … so me coming into this space 
and being creative again helps me deal with other things. … It has lifted my level 
of wellbeing especially as I have just come out of the last 5 years dealing with 
cancer so I have been very inactive and dealing with the pressure and reality, so 
when I come into this space I am not coming into a space where I am considered 
the cancer patient in remission … I am a creative being, that’s been fantastic. … you 
need that, and be seen as who you are, not by your experience, not by your colour, 
or your sex, not your sexuality, just as another human being.” [Doer (D), resident, 
May, 2017]

It is fitting to complete this discussion of the impact upon citizen health and wellbeing 
with further evidence from the findings of the therapeutic value of doing together. 
As noted in the discussion on social capital having a practice of doing and learning 
together (like crafting) helps forge connections and bonds in gentle ways often 
across lines of social difference. Also the act of doing together creates a safe space 
to share, thus creating a form of peer to peer talking therapy. The words of resident 
team members and participants illustrate how CoLab Dudley activities encourage low 
threshold participation in doing that is conducive to this form of informal peer to peer 
support:

“For me and I think for other people too as well as I have talked to one or two 
people, the act of actually doing something together, whatever that is, encourages 
you to share stuff, I don't think I would be talking to you like we are now if we 
hadn't made rugs together, you begin to have that common connection and builds 
a confidence in that person that you can talk to them, you don't have to make 
eye contact because you are crafting, you can talk without it being a big deal and 
we all have something that maybe is difficult for us and somehow you can share 
that when you are doing something together, when you are working together. 
Something that takes your focus. You build a bond with somebody else while you 
are doing it.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

“That process of doing, especially in a place like Dudley, it is more of a traditional 
way of community building and group gathering, … we just come together and teach 
each other stuff, it is very welcoming, in places like Dudley and Wolverhampton 
that is the way to go to build communities together, because people feel daft having 
a chat, if they turn up to do something they are much more likely to come and it 
will lead on from there, that is the value of doing, chatting comes with it, they are 
not sat there in silence!” [CoLab Dudley team member (F), resident, May 2017]
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Why turn the detectorism lens inwards?
Perhaps a less obvious but equally important part of detectorism is less about the 
experiences of the doers and encouragers as explored above, and more about the 
processes and ingredients of the CoLab Dudley platform and lab. Without gaining 
insight into the enabling qualities and challenges of the platform approach, and lab 
team and practices, we can’t make informed decisions about what to sustain, how to 
grow, and where further experimentation and iteration is required.  Certainly, there 
is an appetite for this insight as encouragers from a range on social care and civic 
organisations noted:

“I live in Dudley and we need to think more about how to create satellites [of this] 
in other parts of the borough.” [Encourager, Do Fest (1), 14.3.17]

“We need what you are doing here to thrive … “ [Encourager, Do Fest (2), 14.3.17]

[Why do I feel this approach is needed?] “Statutory organisations are not in the right 
place to do it, to nurture this kind of behaviour - they have the wrong value base, 
starting point, metrics. … services aren’t the answer to a lot of peoples’ ambitions 
around being healthy or their wellbeing. People are wanting something more. If 
I was going to be bold I would say the solutions to make a lot of things better are 
in the hands of the people locally and I don’t think it will be services, or statutory 
authorities that looks at that.” [Encourager (B), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, 
May, 2017]

Below we outline what we have observed to be particularly important qualities of 
CoLab Dudley. There is overlap with a range of platform / social lab approaches and 
also specific qualities that are common to other labs where we have drawn inspiration 
and learning (e.g. PlaceLab, Chicago and Participatory City, London), however, we 
feel it is worth noting key features relating to the day-to-day practices as part of our 
own developmental evaluation process. This analysis is divided into the particular 
characteristics of both the platform and lab, and also the common principles that 
underpin the CoLab Dudley approach. The research also importantly allowed us to 
explore the connectivity with other parts of the voluntary and community sector 
illustrating important opportunities for knowledge and practice exchange, as well as 
strategic collective social change. 

What do we mean by platform and social lab?
Firstly, it is worth reminding ourselves of what we understand by platform and 
social lab. Social innovation platforms are spaces of ongoing and open learning, 
experimentation and change, where people are invited to take part in co-producing 
activities rather than receive a service. Platforms see all people as co-producers, 
(rather than consumers) and provide the infrastructure (e.g. space, communications, 
metics, team) and culture (e.g. inspiring, inclusive, creative) to encourage co-
production (Britton et al., 2015). Each platform of course varies given its inherent 
openness to experimentation. 

A social lab is described by Hassan (2014) as “platforms for addressing complex 
social challenges that have three core characteristics: 1. They are social … 2. They are 
experimental … 3. They are systematic” (ibid:3). Again there is a good deal of variation 
in the way social labs manifest and indeed evolve, but also some key ‘ingredients’ as 
noted  by Tomorrow Today (2013-14) in their research ‘Searching for Necessity’  into 
thirty different lab style civic innovation spaces across the Unites States. We highlight 
some of these ingredients, in relation to the CoLab Dudley below.
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Funding, policy and practice context
In terms of context, it is worth noting that the CoLab Dudley work has not emerged 
in a vacuum, but rather is emerging in a specific policy and socio-economic context 
that means there are obvious connections to the formal institutional social care 
focus around community resilience in terms of connectedness, mutualism and 
social networks (Dudley MCP, 2016). In a parallel development to this policy focus on 
resilience, the funding environment is also re-orientating from short or medium term 
project specific interventions, to exploring relationships that nurture the conditions for 
organic long-term ‘people in the lead’ activity (Clarence and Gabriel, 2014; Collaborate 
CIC, 2017). The challenge for the CoLab Dudley work and platform is being alive to 
potential synergies, and opportunities for shared learning, while also being true to the 
distinctiveness of approach that has emerged in lab practice around experimentation, 
cultures of creativity and openness, to ensure this locally grounded impetus for social 
change is not inadvertently co-opted or diverted. Key in this balancing act has been 
the role of Dudley CVS in holding the space for experimentation:

“[There is] A shift in wider social policy around connectedness, social networks, 
loneliness, isolation, mutualism, upstreaming, twin tracking … putting people in 
the lead more. Many people in the statutory sector are in agreement but don't 
know how to support this, be part of this, affect their behaviour. In the context of 
reduced budgets, and targets that are not aligned or are counter-intuitive to this 
work … But they have given the MCP [Multi-Speciality Community Provider] a 15 
year timescale and this culture change will similarly take time. At the moment it 
feels lonely because of the different language - so the job is to support this and hold 
the space for this experiment.” [Encourager (B), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, 
May, 2017]

In the Tomorrow Today (2013-14) report into civic innovation spaces in the US the 
authors describe a key successful element of these spaces relates to interrupting the 
way things are usually done - in essence creative disruption. Similarly, sustainable 
design and social change agent/ academic  Leyla Acaroglu describes a process of 
‘disruptive design’ (Acaroglu, 2017). The challenge of collaboration between lab 
approaches to social change with more traditional models of social care is made 
more difficult by this tension between disruption of the usual ways of working, (and 
so hopefully alternative outcomes) and embedded formal institutional cultures, 
that seek to protect often well intended norms, that can in some cases manifest in 
restrictive working practices, bureaucratic processes, fixed metrics of evaluation, and 
un-realistic time frames. There is a broad consensus across the interviewees, both 
within and external to the lab, that these traditional institutional ways of working can 
often unintentionally stifle this type of activity, that as we will see below requires a 
different way of thinking, funding and working:

“As much as they want to talk about integrated services and that rhetoric there is 
still a ‘we are the professionals’, paternalistic, and that is a real problem for people 
wanting to set up groups, and that is another driver, they can't have conversations 
with professionals until they have a constitution and a track record and business 
plan.” [Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

“[It is] hard to work in a different way … I am so pessimistic working with the public 
sector, they just ruin it, they get involved, give you some money and want to control 
it all and I would rather not have the money and have alternative route for funding. 
I don't want them putting their practices on it … and the bureaucracy will slow us 
down.” [CoLab Dudley team member (F), resident, May, 2017]
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“There is a dichotomy - all the institutions that we know they get stale and can't 
do things differently, so how do you design them - how does it not go stale and 
stay fresh all the time. Institutions are there to guard the values of society, and 
offer that security. So some of the values and cultural behaviours that need to be 
entrenched is that it reacts to change.” [CoLab Dudley team member (E), May, 2017]

As described by this social change agent, part of the reluctance to experiment 
around social infrastructure, (as adopted in the approach to CoLab Dudley) relates 
to perceptions of risk that have not embraced understandings of ‘opportunity costs’ 
inherent in research and development in other sectors. That is, what is the cost of 
not investing in experimentation around new solutions to social infrastructure, and 
understanding of complex societal challenges (Hassan, 2014)?

“It is just about the risk parameters they put in … they never look at the risk of [if] 
we do nothing, that opportunity cost because it is too difficult or they don't want to 
take that risk, they just want to put the risk on someone else. A business will say 
what happens if we don't invest now in ten years time we will be behind the curve, 
we will have less sales, we need to invest now not knowing where it will lead to, 
that investment [approach] just doesn't exist in the social world yet. [Encourager 
(A), Birmingham, May, 2017]

As explained by this lab team member more linear and traditional logic based 
approaches to social policy are often the result of a failure to understand, or account 
for, the complexity of societal processes that requires a more systems based approach 
to social change (Hassan, 2014; Raworth, 2015). Traditional funding and evaluation 
models can often enforce an overly simplistic logic of certainty:

“[T]he ways things are set up having to measure everything, and having to prove 
what impact something had and mapping it straight back to one particular thing 
instead of a mix of collective of different good stuff, these are the things that 
maybe make things seem very linear or feel very linear, or lack of experimentation, 
because you almost have to predict, or expected to, and this is in the funding side 
of things. People want things to be simple and want to know and have control all 
the time. … people end up feeling pawns on a chess board to fit a particular outcome 
and not necessarily taking into account your individual journey or perspective, or 
approach to what you are doing, that is why a lot of these organisations that are 
set up for social outcomes end up masking what really happened.” [CoLab Dudley 
team member (E), May, 2017]

Thinking and doing differently
Adopting alternative approaches to this linear model CoLab Dudley has sought 
through its experimentation to tentatively explore and understand the multiplicity 
of variables, inputs and relationships that will help determine more positive social 
outcomes through nurturing a participatory citizen culture in Dudley. Part of that 
approach requires a willingness to work and think differently as observed by this 
participant: 

“I regularly go into two other community cafes, the difference here is the space, 
there is more room, you can do things within it, it allows for that, so that is number 
one, the other is that there are inspirational people that are here, and that want to 
do things differently, and don't just want to run a cafe for profit, … It is not being 
run on profit motive and they are open to trying new things all the time, or do 
something different.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]
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As described below this alternative approach can mean new forms of relationships 
that are more fluid, expansive and organic while also being underpinned by other-
regarding values that prioritise the social outcome not self organisational interest:

“So I look at the participatory stuff and see real parallels with the co-operative 
movement. Especially, before the rise of the welfare state, you see we are in a 
similar state now as austerity bites and the state contracts, [traditionally] if you 
want a relationship with funders you need a formal set up where as [CoLab Dudley]  
it is almost going back to a more pure form of bringing people on a journey, rolling 
up your sleeves, and there are lots of groups that want to do that” [Encourager (D), 
Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

“[I]deologically how can bureaucrats to start something that really is more organic?. 
…so I think that is not dissimilar how we look at nurturing the participatory 
work, but you really need to rid yourself of the structures that you work in, the 
organisation that you work in & be more open to working with others, not thinking 
what is my organisation going to get out of it, how will it keep my job, I understand 
why people have those fears, but I think what interests me is that the starting 
point is different it is hopefully not about the money, it is about the people and 
their potential.” [Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

The practical way this adoption of a new way of working and thinking is manifest 
is through situating the projects within a platform, where a social lab is used to 
foreground experimentation and shared learning practices by the team. Typical of 
social lab formats CoLab Dudley draws its thinking, team and participants from a wide 
range of disciplines and backgrounds. Zaid Hassan describes this as key to their social 
nature. He argues, in his book The Social Labs Revolution (2014), that it is this acting 
together and participation by a diverse team of stakeholders that reaches far beyond 
consultation that is key to the social nature of social labs.

“I am totally excited, we are a lab, we are becoming a lab, to have in Dudley something 
that isn't a project, a programme, an organisation, it is something the best of all 
those things, not a partnership, doesn't involve positions of power sitting around 
the table. … so it is not linked into any of the wavering ever-changing priorities 
of the boroughs’ policymakers and yet it can speak to them at any moment. The 
work of the lab team is to constantly evolve to what is being learned, but part of it 
is the platforms that are being built because the lab is there,” [CoLab Dudley team 
member (G), May, 2017]

Essential platform / lab ingredients
In the discussion below we describe the defining features of this platform and lab 
approach that is informed by strategic design thinking that advocates agile practices 
informed by cycles of experimentation, testing, learning, and iteration of prototypes 
(Acaroglu, 2017; Tomorrow Today, 2013-14). In the case of CoLab Dudley these 
practices are in turn driven by certain values and behaviours relating to curiosity, 
co-operation, empathy, creativity, and social justice. CoLab Dudley draws specific 
inspiration in this respect from Ezio Manzini’s work on design for social innovation 
that is inclusive, creative, co-operative and disrupts mainstream ways of doing and 
thinking. Manzini describes this approach in action as: 

“these groups of people can be defined as creative communities: people who cooperatively 
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invent, enhance and manage innovative solutions for new ways of living: social heroes who 
find in themselves the capability to break the rules of the game (i.e. the mainstreams ways of 
thinking and doing) and successfully operate in a creative and collaborative way” (Manzini 
in conversation with design strategist Sarah Brooks in 2011 here: http://www.shareable.net/
blog/design-for-social-innovation-an-interview-with-ezio-manzini)

Also as has been described in the previous chapters the focus on equity and disrupting 
traditional imbalances of power in our social relations manifests in: the explicit 
prioritising of collective responsibility for projects and events; in flat hierarchies; and 
a freedom to act without restrictive permissions. 

Key ingredient: Ongoing iteration
In terms of the core features of this approach, the linking of community development 
principles and practice (that draws heavily upon social justice thinking) with design 
thinking has informed the genesis of what would become CoLab Dudley. Ongoing 
experimentation, testing and learning is at the root of CoLab Dudley, not only in its 
current day-to-day practices, but also in the development of the lab and platform 
itself. CoLab Dudley and the platform hosted by gather has emerged from years of 
collective and shared learning that has built on the lessons of a range of projects. 
In short CoLab Dudley was not a pre-determined initiative but rather the result of 
years of practice based evidence and ongoing evolution. Elements of this journey of 
learning and testing from which CoLab Dudley has emerged is described by a team 
member below:

“We developed the Activate pack as part of bigger piece of work which was thinking 
about how once people come up with these ideas how do we connect them together 
so they work together and that led us [to] thinking about the systems approach. So 
if people come up with a project about keeping people healthy what other projects 
are along the same wavelengths and how do we connect those up so we came up 
with a container project called A Place To … which was again about connecting 
people, place, ideas in Dudley so again when ideas come up how do they find a 
place to root that and how do we connect those up and the platform was called A 
Place To … [we] developed some materials for the outreach for engaging people, 
inviting them to go to Activate workshops and did some Bring and Share suppers 
these were places for people to connect and learn about each other, and then 
maybe go to set up a project together if they are interested, … so it was all a bit of an 
experiment really, through that process. Lorna met with Stu and Loraine and really 
thought about how we could build a bit more of a platform for gather so it could 
act as a host for a lot of these things.” [CoLab Dudley team member (E), May, 2017]

We know from social lab luminaries that one of their distinctive features is an 
experimental approach that rejects expert single project planning, and the isolated, 
and often linear nature of that approach to social solutions (Hassan, 2014). This 
rejection of a linear approach in CoLab Dudley is evident in the comment by one of 
the team here:

“There is a lot of work still to be done, there are a lot more ideas that can be brought 
together, but I think that is the joy of the place really – there is not a menu, or 
a description of how things should happen, it is whatever happens at the time, 
whatever ideas happen,  and what comes from that - it is a very flexible space, 
flexible and fluid. [CoLab Dudley team member (A), Jan, 2017 ]
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Instead, CoLab Dudley, employs a design thinking approach (Acaroglu, 2017) and 
embraces an ongoing process of empathising, defining, ideating, prototyping, testing 
and iterating across a portfolio of projects in an inclusive fashion. Some will grow, 
some will change and others will stop, and all inform our learning. As one participant 
rightly noted:

“You guys are writing the book as you go along.” [Doer (N), resident, May, 2017]

Key ingredient: Curiosity in action
At the heart of the motivation for adopting an experimental approach is a deep 
seated curiosity that is common to all the team members. It is also about fostering 
that curiosity in others and nurturing through demonstration and supportive spaces 
the confidence to try, to test, to explore. Curiosity is understood to be at the core of 
entrepreneurial practice and is often closed down by restrictive societal frameworks 
and norms. The ambition of this social lab is to create conditions where curiosity and 
socially minded entrepreneurism is nurtured so that creative ideas to the challenges 
we face might flourish:

“A lot of it is curiosity. Trying to lend legitimacy to people, showing they have a 
legitimate voice by giving people the space, … we want to hear what you have got 
to say, we are not here to tell you your idea is stupid, or that isn't the right way of 
working, or there are all these reasons why that wont work, we are just hear to 
listen, because listening is a big first step to giving people confidence to be curious, 
to go the next step to engage in this sort of stuff.” [Encourager (A), Birmingham, 
May, 2017]

Part of the process of creating conditions where curiosity and socially minded 
entrepreneurism develops, is concerned with the explicit introduction to practices 
of experimentation and prototyping that underpins the genesis of inspirational 
participatory projects. It is also about celebrating and showcasing creative practice 
and thinking (e.g. craft, arts, dance, street art) that is rooted in experimentation and 
happy accidents.

Key ingredient: The many clocks of social innovation
The findings also stress how this process of experimentation does not employ the 
usual timescales for projects, activities and events. Instead the rapid stages of design 
thinking bring a nimbleness and flexibility to the approach that instills energy, builds 
a momentum of doing, and capitalises on the resources and opportunities as they 
are presented. Taking time to embrace opportunities is also noted as a key lesson 
in Tomorrow Today (2013-14) research into successful civic innovation. Many of the 
defining moments of the work have emerged through an action bias as illustrated in 
the pace of the Inspiration Lab Design sprint …

“We invited people [online] … they all input into the room, design, colour, what we 
needed, what they could bring, what they could contribute to the room, & then 
we just went from the start of this week, we just fired the gun, BOOM, Go! [CoLab 
Dudley team member (C), Jan, 2017]

… and in the three month genesis of Do Fest from idea to three day multi-session 
festival of doing as this team member explains:
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“Having something to work to and time to get it done by that makes you pick up the 
pace is pretty essential. … Do Fest brought together, over thirty sessions, that could 
have been six months under the normal pace of these things. … Having that energy 
around what these things were was interesting because people kept talking about 
that and the naming of it and what led to people talking about. If we had just called 
it fest it would not have been the same, it made people conscious they were doing, 
or learning about doing, Pam [Warhurst] said just go out and plant, the whole thing 
was framed in action. I thought we would get to the stage of doing something like 
that in nine months or a year, but I felt we needed to work on something as a team.” 
[CoLab Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

As well as a fast pace of the process of project delivery there is also a feature of the 
platform that is concerned with taking time to embrace incidental encounters and 
happy accidents. A team member noted in developmental evaluation how often she 
reflected upon incidental coffee shop meet ups, that stand out as ‘that was amazing’ 
owing to the exchange and birth of new ideas that was unexpected, but happened 
again and again, by just being around to capitalise upon happen-chance encounters. 
Designed to Scale (Britton et al., 2015) similarly describes the value of having a 
space (shop) on the high street that makes such encounters more likely and more 
productive owing to ease of access, openness of approach, and flexibility of response 
to the unexpected. Time also seems to be featuring in the platform evolution in terms 
of a regular ‘cadence’ of events and projects that offer a stability, a continuity and 
persistence that helps the building of relationships with neighbours and local citizens.

This is clearly an ongoing feature that will feed into our developmental evaluation 
in the next stage. In this comment below a team member describes an interaction 
between time and design with different clocks (and timescales) operating for different 
elements of the work. So for example the sprint pace of some projects, the intensity 
of short festivals of demonstration, but also regular weekly slots of Co-working and 
Crafternoon as well as the the slow, taking of time to build relationships and trust in 
the everyday practice of the platform (also noted above):

“Timeframes really help to stimulate movement, and we haven't got there yet but 
there will be something about cadence, co-working Wednesdays using the name 
of the day in the thing, it frames it…. This isn't under the normal rules, we are 
not judging ourselves on millions people turning up. … all the people that do faith 
based community development work will say you persist you remain, all the stuff 
that ends up growing starts from fluctuating. …  so again this stuff comes back to 
design, the time and design thing are part of each other …timing features with the 
short term get stuff going don't worry about polishing it and then parallel to that 
there is the long term all these different clocks we are working with that is going 
really slowly.” [CoLab Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

Key ingredient: Equity and freedom
We now move on to illustrate features of the platform and lab projects that are 
premised upon an equity and efforts to undermine or disrupt traditional imbalances 
of power in our social relations. Firstly, as described by one participant below this 
manifests in a focus on collective responsibility for projects and events, and a flat 
hierarchy of doers and encouragers that means there is a freedom to take the lead 
and to be self-determining:

“When you can see things changing not only jump on board and join in, but then 
have the ability to take it in your own direction if you want to and do that. I am here 
every Wednesday now, it could turn into a nice sewing group eventually, … and 
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even if only four or five of us that group would be a nice spin out from the original 
Do Fest and that is quite nice, and in turn then I can reach through my husband 
and [Doer] can get her husband and it goes further and further and I have tried to 
get my neighbours involved and it kind of just spreads so I think it is really good 
that you guys are doing what you are saying you are doing and you are leaving 
room, even though everything is structured there is still enough room for people to 
interpret to do what they want to do.” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

This freedom to act and absence of restrictive permissions is unfamiliar territory for 
most participants. A fear of needing permission prior to action, or an expectation 
that the permission would not be forthcoming litters many of the conversations with 
participants. Some Doers described not knowing usually if it is ‘OK’ to get involved, let 
alone co-design the space, enterprise, or experience. The lab team draw on lessons 
from social change agents like Pam Warhurst (Incredible Edible) - whose ‘don’t ask, 
just do’ approach echoes the team attitude to encouraging an equitable action bias 
that disrupts hierarchy and emboldens doing. The empowering and liberating nature 
of this equitable approach is described below by this participant:

“Like you tell us what you know and we’ll tell you what we know so it it is an 
exchange. So you are equal rather than, so I used to say [lab team member] can I 
do this? and she would say don't ask me just do it, Oh ok! I don't think we are used 
to that structure of not having a leader, of having the confidence to be able to say I 
want to do this and just do it and not just the confidence, of just knowing you are 
allowed to do that because it is not usually done in that structure people are a bit 
worried about taking that leap because what does that mean for me and does that 
mean I have to commit? but sometimes taking that leap just opens the door and 
you have to just see where it goes you can't predict where it goes and you have to 
have faith that there will be other people there that will support you through this 
journey.” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

Issues of power imbalance and equality also emerge in resisting and questioning 
the familiarity of the charitable model. The embedded power dynamic of giving and 
receiving of charity makes equitable relationships in that exchange problematic. In a 
participatory culture the underlying mutualism of peer to peer exchange, (of ideas, 
of skills, of tools, of time) goes some way to levelling the power imbalance otherwise 
imposed through socio-economic, or cultural structural relations. Put simply by the 
team member below - ‘is there sharing?’

“A thing I keep challenging is people quickly move into a space of wanting to help 
and give to others, and I resist a bit. [It is about] reciprocal actions. … an example 
is a Trade School where the teacher felt it wouldn’t be appropriate to ask for those 
things [barter items] and so missed the point of what bartering for knowledge is. 
… Signs I look out for is ‘is there sharing?’   I associate it with people being valued, 
if you bake a cake to bring to the big lunch, you have contributed you are not just 
a guest. And the same with Trade School … you don't leave with a feeling of owing, 
how are you going to pay back. … A lot of our thinking in our sector is framed 
by what organisations give to people … but because we are trying to set up these 
things where it’s people aren't even volunteers of an organisation they are just 
neighbours it is hard for people to distinguish” [CoLab Dudley team member (G), 
May, 2017]

Expressions of power that are undermined by the neutrality of the platform is 
explained below in contrast to established charitable or community groups that are 
exclusive by membership or activity. gather and the platform offer a space for all to do 
and take part in making a change:
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“So I am looking for an equivalent in Halesowen, because we need a formal group 
in Halesowen that transcends all the groups that are there … doesn't support a 
particular thing, but is just there for the community, and has the ambiance, we 
need a focus and to feel part of a community and not just have these groups 
that are organising things that don't draw people in to participate in them … 
Neutrality is important because there are so many vested interests and there is 
a lot of collaboration but also a lot of competition for the scarce resources. This is 
something that doesn't need resources in the way.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

Key ingredient: Authenticity of invitation
The platform and space is also presented in contrast to more formal public sector 
institutions that may be felt to be lacking the authenticity of citizen-led and shaped 
spaces:

“[M]y learning from [civic entrepreneur] is to create an open but compelling offer 
– not sure what that looks like – but it makes sense – all this time of working 
with [civic entrepreneur] the thing I come back to is how do you create that 
authenticity that people believe. If the council put something out there is no sense 
of authenticity. The cool thing is CoLab is like an NGO it is neutral, … You know you 
have third spaces well maybe this is a third entity.” [CoLab Dudley team member 
(D), resident, Mar 2017]

The findings show that while the platform is open to all, realising equitable inclusion 
is made possible by an authentic invitation to participate. 

“People are welcoming, it gives you ideas and stuff, it gives you an open invitation” 
[Doer (A), resident, may, 2017]

The role of an authentic invitation in lab work is highlighted by Zaid Hassan (2014) 
as distinctive from the familiar propaganda of planning culture that he explains “as a 
technique for mobilisation is unsustainable - because the reasons for participating are 
shallow and coarse” (ibid:131). In contrast he suggests a genuine invitation is much 
more powerful way to “find people who share our intention” (ibid:131). Repeatedly the 
participant observation highlighted how projects showcased the value of inspiration 
through demonstration followed up by an open, genuine and inclusive invitation to get 
involved in any capacity. This open invitation erodes barriers to participation around 
expertise and previous experience by identifying, recognising (and so valuing) how 
everyone can contribute. The legitimacy of this invitation is grounded in this being 
an opportunity to co-create and connect rather than simply consume as this team 
member explains: 

“A platform involves invitations, as distinct from offers, an invitation to connect 
and bring, as opposed to an offer or a product. The platform connects people to 
each other, it connects people to places they may not have visited, it connects 
people to ideas they might not have come across, it connects activities and groups 
and people and organisations,” [CoLab Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

Key ingredient: A constellation of talents
Social labs require a constellation of talents (Hassan, 2014; Place Lab, 2016). This 
ingredient brings to bear new thinking, and a diversity of perspectives, as well as 
expertise or competencies in relevant disciplines that interact and compliment each 
other as part of the ongoing practices of experimentation and learning manifest in 
the platform activities (Britton et al., 2015). Often-time their multi-disciplinarity and 
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diversity of life experiences help identify blind spots in the lab practice as well as 
challenging more closed and linear approaches to social change. The findings have 
reinforced the value of a lab team and approach in this context of emergent and 
organic ways of working. Notable in this respect, is being able to draw on team 
members that are not restricted by, and so have the freedom to operate outside of 
organisation boundaries and permissions (e.g. fixed operational outputs, timeframes, 
cultural norms and accountabilities):

“Having a team and the skills in it is a game changer, so significant … so even 
before when we had an engagement steering group, people have had to bring what 
their organisations are responding to, to respond to policy environment and local 
funding environment. … whereas what the members of the current CoLab team 
do is bring in from their practices and skills rather than what the local, national 
global political whatever is. ” [CoLab Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

Unlike expertise and ways of thinking team motivations are perhaps less explicit in 
writing around social labs. However, Hassan (2014) does suggest that convening a 
team who can build trust in each other and believe in the vision of change rather than 
wasting time on convincing skeptics is recommended for a successful lab.  This is 
echoed in the ‘engaged participation’ principle of Ethical Re-development advocated 
by Place Lab who suggest concentrating initially on the people who want to make a 
change, who believe in the place (Place Lab, 2016). Similarly, CoLab Dudley lab team 
describe the importance of trust in each other in relation to both competencies/ skills, 
but also in our collective motivation to see the work affect change in this space:

“Faith in the ability of our team, and we trust each other to get it done. … I do this 
because I want to do it. … the team are full of people who want to make it a success. 
And the level of thinking … it is worlds apart.” [CoLab Dudley team member (F), 
resident, May, 2017]

Key ingredient: Detectorism - Everyday learning together
Learning capital, or new learning or knowledge, is a key output of all social labs (Hassan, 
2014). In the case of CoLab Dudley the findings illustrate that while new knowledge 
has indeed been developed (as evidenced in this insights document), in addition, and 
perhaps more importantly for affecting change the lab has begun to foster a creative 
learning culture. This learning culture sits at the heart of CoLab Dudley, and operates 
upon a range of scales from personal development, to learning within the team, across 
projects, and across organisations. It is also characterised by a diversity of modes of 
learning. These include: 

• shared experiential learning through demonstration and practice (as witnessed in 
Do Fest Dudley and Share Fest Dudley); 

• learning through the deliberative exchange of ideas online and/or face to face 
(seen in the Detectorists Collective and developmental evaluation); 

• and more design based experimental learning through rapid prototyping of mini-
projects in a shared open space (seen in the co-design sessions). 

A learning culture relates to the learning and sharing of skills, knowledge, ways of 
thinking as well as relating to learned behaviours and building a practical wisdom. 
There is an explicit link between creating spaces that embody a culture of inclusion 
of different people, (described in the chapters above) and spaces that foster the 
inclusion of different ideas. This is visibly illustrated in the open call to the Creative 
Connect art exhibitions in gather that illustrates again the power of a genuine open 
invitation to participate and contribute. The open call and on the night open to all 
co-design is another way of working out loud in open spaces, so that other people 
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feel it is possible to join in, leading to new fruitful connections and exchange of ideas. 
Repeatedly in this learning we come back to the spaces and what they invite:

“So much of what we are doing is shaped by ideas from elsewhere, Guy brought 
that in strongly, and was explicit about connecting artists in Dudley with artists 
from around the world. … through this work we talk about ideas from other places, 
you can bring your ideas from other places they are warmly welcomed.” [CoLab 
Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

The whole lab team and interested doers and encouragers participate in an ongoing 
developmental evaluation learning we call detectorism as introduced at the beginning 
of this report  (see page 22). Detectorism is part pragmatic process of informing 
the prototyping of projects and lab practices, and part way of thinking grounded in 
empathy and curiosity. This way of thinking encourages us to seek insights and data 
treasure in unusual and everyday places to help understand not just the bones of the 
projects, but the connective tissue that manifests in relations forged, ideas shared 
and collective experiences that in turn affect our range of social, human and cultural 
capital. As part of less usual ways of collecting data we created an open invitation for 
festival participants at Do Fest Dudley to be a detectorist, (and so use an informal 
participant observation methodology) while taking part in their doing sessions. The 
process of reflection and engaged observation is described by this detectorist: 

“As I had a role as a detectorist as well it gave me a distinctive role, it helped me 
to evaluate the session in a more in depth way than giving out forms, … I thought I 
better listen a bit more, I didn't feel like I needed to write notes down along the way, 
but wanted to write my thoughts down as soon as possible afterwards, I wanted 
to be as helpful as possible. I thought it was a really good way to get that in depth 
feedback, insight and knowledge.” [Encourager (C), public sector, May, 2017]

As the discussions above illustrate the creating of a genuine invitation to participate 
and share ideas, skills and knowledge is at the core of this learning culture. The lab 
and Anchor Space creates a range of learning moments that are deliberative and 
informal in nature. These are described by a team member here:

“We were making invitations to learn and converse and share what we were doing 
as we went along, from that evolved the coffee shop chats, maybe 70 people have 
sat in coffee shop chats and talked about what we are doing, and why we are doing 
what we are doing  and so they can ask questions … then Activate sessions, talk 
about our learning from social innovation, and what the key components are of 
making, learning, sharing with each other intentionally designed to be open to 
all ages, all backgrounds, creative with the resources they have around them, the 
genesis of these kinds of projects, I can bring in how we got SOUP going, what 
Trade School classes are like, depending on the interest of the person that can 
be scaled up to talk about platforms, but that is not necessarily where they start 
their journey of curiosity, a lot start with the projects, brings us up to detectorism,  
given confidence to do data learning and invitation to detectorism at Do Fest and 
Detectorists Collective.” [CoLab Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

The role of shared learning and learning cultures is increasingly understood 
and prioritised in impact movement and social change practice (Acaroglu, 2017; 
Beunderman et al., 2017; Place Lab, 2016). For example, in North Camden Zone their 
research and practice has evidenced the value of a learning culture where: 
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“Building shared intelligence across a system depends on an ongoing ability to learn 
together. System mapping cannot be a one-off—it should be part of an open-ended process 
where all involved commit to discovering, prototyping, iterating, and learning together. Such 
dynamic learning is key in a world where both the global and the local context are rapidly 
changing. This needs to be a low-threshold process where many can get involved over time, 
and a stepped process where different actors can engage at different levels of complexity 
and expertise, whilst remaining open and transparent” (Beunderman et al., 2017:40). 

While exploring the key principles of Ethical Re-development, Place Lab (2016) 
highlight the importance of ‘pedagogical moments’ where knowledge is transferred 
and exchanged. They view this knowledge and skill sharing process as a key part of 
their social responsibility: 

“effectively deepening the network of relationships within a community, its ecosystem, and 
the larger social economy. Without leveraging these structures and moments for pedagogical 
exchange, opportunities for teaching, learning, and cultivating talent are unrealized.” (ibid:9).

We would add to these insights around collective intelligence and shared learning by 
stressing that detectorism is an everyday practice in CoLab Dudley. By creating space 
for informal conversational learning, and through creating spaces where curiosity 
and a questioning convention is valued. For example, through Inspiration Shots (‘TED 
Talks to tickle your brain. Film screenings to fire you up. Conversations with creative 
collaborators’), the Detectorism Collective (‘A collaboration of the super-curious 
exploring the designing and doing of social change’), Coffee Shop Chats (where citizens 
come together with lab team members to discuss new projects and if relevant use the 
CoLab Dudley Activate Pack). This Encourager describes why he wanted his team to 
experience this learning space:

“All these things are interlinked, so a cafe is important to the art, having 
conversational learning, talking to people and hearing other thoughts and ideas 
bouncing off, often more important than being told a load of things, so I wanted 
them to see some conversational learning.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, May, 
2017]

The intellectual capital, or learning, in CoLab Dudley is not exclusive, or proprietary, 
but embraces a working out loud convention (Stepper, 2015). Working out loud means 
the ideas and lessons are shared, or made visible, with the intent they are an open 
contribution to our wider societal collective learning (a form of knowledge capital 
shared). Also working out loud encourages making visible our learning along the 
journey, with the understanding the lessons are a work in progress, that will  evolve 
as informed by processes of reflection in our developmental evaluation and also from 
feedback and sharing from our networks. This is an approach premised on the value 
of nurturing relationships and the inherent reciprocity of humans (Stepper, 2015) that 
is consistent with both commons and participatory values (Britton, et al., 2015).

The irony is that despite this focus upon learning, knowledge exchange and learning 
cultures, traditionally accepted models of evaluation and impact measurement often 
struggle to illustrate the true depth of learning and change affected by social labs 
(Hassan, 2014). This is in part owing to the complexity of societal challenges they 
interact with that mean not one single indicator will faithfully illustrate change. It is 
also to do with the usual project timeframes for measuring social impact, that unlike 
our approach to technology or natural science, is measured in shorter fixed-term 
timescales that do not allow enough time for any change to be observed (Hassan, 
2014). Equally, social innovation presents a distinctive challenge to traditional forms 
of learning and research in so much as it is not theoretically falsifiable in advance: “we 
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cannot know new solutions to problems and challenges are before they are created, 
discovered, or invested; otherwise we would have implemented them already” 
(Hassan, 2014:103). Seeking certainty in our investment in social innovation, and so 
efforts to remove risk and failure, we often close down the spaces for innovation, 
learning and change. The findings highlight Encourager concerns relating to the 
challenge of evidencing this type of longterm, dynamic, sometimes intangible, and 
experimental work in more institutional spaces and cultures:

“The challenge of how to measure the difference it is making - that is about stories, 
journeys and experiences. We need that evidence to help (services) understand we 
are equal partners, we know traditional services are not the answer to everything 
- there is a shift in attitudes. But it is difficult to evidence ‘the thing I didn't need’. 
So there is a need for investment in evidence capture. We need smarter gathering 
tools and an acceptance that not all things can be captured.” [Encourager (H), 
Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, May, 2017]

“How can we show the impact this is having? … My thoughts are this is a very long 
term process, you are not going to find evidence that quickly, I think from the very 
nature of the open, take part in what you want, do as much, or as little as you want, 
then that is really difficult to collect evidence and data and especially in a way that 
partners like evidence and data.” [Encourager (D), Voluntary Sector Infrastructure, 
May, 2017]

As we move onto the final section on platform Anchor Spaces is is interesting to note 
the challenge of evidencing the value of a platform space. As this lab team member 
explains such social infrastructure while understood to be important, is often wrongly 
assumed to develop without purposeful intent, investment or maintenance:

“A question remaining is how do existing models, other institutions, infrastructure 
of society get to understand the value of these sorts of things? As they don't have 
to be monolithic and over bearing, but they do need to be maintained, and they 
have value we can't always map, and therefore how do we collectively make sure 
these things exist and work for people. … The idea these things should just happen 
- well they don’t!” [CoLab Dudley team member (E), May, 2017]

gather - Anchor Space/ Convivial Place Hybrid
We have already discussed the central role of the hub space (i.e. gather coffee shop) 
in findings relating to the agency of creative spaces in this work (see page 49). In this 
section however, we want to approach the role of gather through the slightly different, 
but related, lens of Anchor Space/ Convivial Place hybrid. This is appropriately discussed 
here in relation to the chapter purpose of understanding what the findings tell us about 
platform processes. While we apologise for any overlap around core characteristics 
of the space, this does create the opportunity to reinforce the importance within the 
findings relating to creative and welcome space/places and a platform approach.

Drawing on recent research and evidence based practice in London and Chicago in 
social innovation and Ethical Re-development we argue that gather acts as an important 
hybrid of Anchor Space and Convivial Place. Place Lab (2016) describe the agency of an 
Anchor Space in processes of Ethical Re-development. An ‘Anchor Space’  is described 
as: “connecting “need” with “space.” Where need changes over time and, as a result, 
space has to change over time. Spaces have to be flexible and nimble… Participants 
come to rely on anchor spaces as consistent resources of cultural and spiritual 
sustenance.” (Place Lab, 2016:9). They elaborate by explaining that an anchoring 
space acts as active stabilisation against processes of uncertainty, decline, and creates 
trusted space for quality of cultural and spiritual sustenance (Place Lab, 2016). This 
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sustenance is best illustrated through words of an Encourager who when asked what 
gather brings to the High Street described a distinctive and socially determined space 
for ‘nice’ experiences in the context of urban decay:

“It creates niceness, not shit niceness, not luke warm nice, but red hot niceness - 
we need to reclaim the word nice. Nice with a sharpness, with a steely glint its eye, 
a belligerent kindness! it was really lovely … it was a collective thing really, and the 
whole thing feels like a collective action.” [Encourager (F), Birmingham, May, 2017]

The reliability and so security of the Anchor Space is also key to creating the conditions 
for citizens to have confidence to be part of the doing for change. Anchor Spaces 
are places to return to, not a passing novelty space, but instead a place that builds 
trust and responds to the needs of the local citizens (Place Lab, 2016). We see in 
these descriptions below of gather as a beating heart, or launch pad, how it offers a 
reassuring point of reference grounded in an intention for collective social change:

“One of the things I have heard is ‘oh this is just what Dudley needs, this is just what 
Dudley needs’ I have heard that a lot. Everyone knows Dudley needs something, 
… and they don't do anything about it, so when you see this running with people 
running it not the council, it just is down to us the people to change other people’s 
ideas. When you see an example, you think if they can do it, I can do it, it is 
encouragement. Because it already exists, it is easier to envision it. … so we need 
to use this as a launching pad, to make sure it is really strong so it can support the 
other things coming off it.” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]

“Firstly, it is the practicality of people coming to get food and drink in a place that is 
kind. It is really valuable, space for conversation, the art of conversational learners, 
a hub with a heart, and can following on with that metaphor can flow out into the 
body of the area and represent. A beating heart sets the tone, and sets the rhythm. 
So the more people that engage with it you can carry on with that.” [Encourager (F), 
Birmingham, May, 2017]

Drawing on the recent lessons of North Camden Zone impact movement work we 
also recognise features of their Convivial Place ingredient within the findings. They 
describe a Convivial Place as: “Visible, open and legitimate spaces that enable active 
participation… places to convene change agents, citizens, non-profits”  and other 
organisations; places that extend a quality invitation to take part, that are inclusive to 
all and authentic (Beunderman, et al., 2017:48). In gather these qualities are manifest 
in open and visible invitations to participate in the platform space and co-create other 
convivial spaces and experiences (or moments):

“I think it is a place for people to come together and have conversations.  A space 
where they can work together, discover what each other does, and interlink, and 
fit together. Create more projects, more ideas, I like to think it is a bustling, chatty, 
positive environment, that creates good results for whoever is involved in whatever 
project”. [CoLab Dudley team member (A), Jan, 2017]

“I do think having a mixture of tactics is quite key in terms of the platform doing 
its function in terms of the inviting and connecting. So some of the invitation at 
the moment is the space, is gather, the coffee shop leads people to an invitation if 
they are curious.” [CoLab Dudley team member (G), May, 2017]

Aesthetic and beauty are qualities stressed by both Place Lab and North Camden 
Zone in their work on spaces of change. North Camden Zone describe the role of 
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beautiful and aspirational physical settings in creating a space of welcome and low-
threshold participation; while Place Lab (2016) adopt a more philosophical and political 
commitment to beauty “as a basic service often not extended to ‘forgotten parts’ of 
the city” (ibid:14). As we noted in the discussion on creative spaces gather is similarly 
in a forgotten part of Dudley, and is also concerned with creating and sharing beauty. 
A beauty born of a handmade and ethical aesthetic that has prioritised up-cycling and 
natural materials:

“The fact that gather is hand made and built by people and it is visible it was made 
like this, looks and feels different to the corporate stuff that is fed to you in the high 
streets and such, it gives you that feeling of maybe I can do this too, it inspires, it 
has got this beautiful imperfections in the shop, it feels homely in that way. … that 
may make people feel comforted and nurtured.” [CoLab Dudley team member (E), 
May, 2017]

Both Place Lab (2016) and North Camden Zone have stressed the legitimacy, or 
authenticity of an Anchor Space or Convivial Place. In gather the place and it animators 
are closely interwoven into the authenticity of the invitation to neighbours and local 
citizens. The authenticity of the invitation is endorsed by the encouragement to make 
your mark on the space, to have the freedom to contribute with an intention of making 
social change for Dudley more possible. This active ‘yes, go ahead’ or ‘no permissions 
needed’ culture means that just as with an Anchor Space it is flexible and more readily 
responds to need. A lab team member describes their flexible and freedom based 
approach:

“I think very much around the counter thing, where we did the concrete counter 
top, one of biggest lessons I learnt was we need to say yes to things before we 
really know what they are. So what we tend to do is somebody will say “Oh Stu can 
we um ...” and they get to the ‘can we um’ and that’s where I usually go “yeah, yeah 
you can”. And they will say ‘but you don’t know what I am going to ask yet’. Well if 
you want to come here and do something then we should be here to say yes so you 
can realise whatever project potential, or idea you have, because we want to build 
a community of people who want to do stuff, establish something, make a mark, an 
impact.” [CoLab Dudley team member (A), Jan, 2017]

As an Anchor/Convivial space gather is a place of open invitation to participate where 
demonstration, action and experience are at the core of being part of making change 
happen. As with Convivial  Places and Anchor Spaces the design of that experience is 
intentional: 

“People, driven by natural curiosity as well as by scepticism, will join in with emerging 
activities depending on how convincingly they are invited to take part and participate. This 
all depends on whether a platform organisation creates settings, events, and spaces as 
well as a broader culture that feel inclusive to all, forward-looking, well- organised, and 
authentic.” (Beunderman, et al., 2017). 

The intentional and empathetic design of CoLabDudley projects, spaces and events is 
centred upon creating strong invitations to participate; and in curating interactive and 
meaningful experiences open to all (i.e. citizens are not passive but have agency) and 
is discussed by lab team members here:
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“[Do Fest] is a festival of learning and experiencing new things, listening to different 
ways of doing things, talking to people who want to change the ways things are in 
Dudley or around their own lives. [CoLab Dudley team member (A), Jan, 2017]

“Experiencing it helps people understand why, rather than just knowing something 
you are supposed to do, and so you can believe it in all your being rather than just 
your head, there is the heart and action space as well, it is in the doing, feeling, 
and thinking all those things come into play when you are experiencing it.” [CoLab 
Dudley team member (E), May, 2017]

The intention of framing citizens and neighbours as agents of collective social change 
is explicit in early team interviews:

“I would probably say this is a growing movement of local people, that are bringing 
Dudley together and building great ideas.” [CoLab Dudley team member (B), Jan, 
2017]

Experiences of power lie at the root of this invitation to citizens to be social change 
agents. We have described throughout these detectorism insights the underlying 
practices and intention of equality in CoLab Dudley work. By seeking to design out 
of our work the norms that reinforce unequal social relations (such as, complex 
hierarchies, exclusive permissions, bureaucracy, and other technologies of power), 
gather and CoLab Dudley projects turn conventions of neighbourhood regeneration 
on their head. Operating outside of these institutional norms the lab and platform 
draw on principles that are more akin to those employed in social movements 
(Beunderman, et al., 2017) as is clear in this participant reflection:

“Less rules, people are more open. And it is about sharing, and it is the way you are 
quantifying it, it is not just we have done this we have got an answer it is more like 
we are doing this do you want to be part of it, this is where we want to take it but if 
you want to take it in that direction you are welcome it is not ours it is everyones, 
we are part of one big web … we are collaborating with people not being told what 
to do. …Participation is usually, we are setting this up this is the beginning, this 
is middle this is the end boom, where as this doesn't have an end, [gather/ CoLab 
Dudley] is a lifestyle, it is a way of living and it's not just a project it is a pathway 
to actually change your life, I know that sounds radical but yeah, because it is an 
open forum, you see a need there and you fill that gap, you can step in, and handle 
it because the support is there, and there are other like minded people there similar 
as well … and it is not just quantifiable on paper, it is about changing peoples minds 
and thought patterns and behaviours.” [Doer (E), resident, May, 2017]
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By drawing on some of the principles of working out loud (Stepper, 2015) we are 
opening our project up to a range of new ideas, inputs and collaborations to help 
improve our work. Working out loud is part of the many active CoLab Dudley research 
processes that support the empathising and mining for data that is key to the design 
approach adopted in this work (Acaroglu, 2017). 

Working and indeed learning out loud helps you engage in active deliberation with 
participants, encouragers and team members that in turn nurtures the community-
wide involvement in an open learning culture (Beunderman, et al., 2017). Part of the 
platform and lab response to these observations and deliberations is to recognise our 
responsibility to design in, or design out aspects as appropriate in future iterations. 
This is because at the core of the work is a recognition of the accountability of the 
platform. The working and learning out loud helps us to actively listen and purposefully 
act as guardians or stewards of the lab principles, and how they manifest in the quality 
of the encounters and experiences fostered by the platform hub and projects. 

In the discussion below we introduce four areas that the findings have highlighted are 
in need of further ideation and experimentation in new phases of work in relation to: 

 • the security of the platform model; 
 • the reach of the invitation to participate; 
 • the role of story-telling and language; 
 • protecting the range of entry points for citizens in this work.

Security of the platform
As noted above the security of the platform is stressed by participants as related 
to their confidence to participate. That stability and ongoing commitment to the 
community is the antithesis of both traditional project based thinking, and indeed 
political and policy cycles. Yet from the findings we recognise there is a need to reflect 
upon the burden of social entrepreneurs at the heart of the platform owing in part to 
the opportunity costs generated through their investment in platform activities. Both 
team members and doers felt a need to extend their commitment to help address this 
tension and are exploring opportunities for a more sustainable and long-term model:

“My biggest fear here is how is it going to survive financially, I have run a business 
for long enough to know and I can't see how it will survive but I hope it does and I 
would be prepared to do stuff to make it survive if it could.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 
2017]

“Only fears I have would be that the people that are integral to it get burnt out, 
that is the worst thing and they get don't want to do it anymore. There needs to be 
enough in it for people at the core of that to be happy and to thrive. … to support 
others, to continue doing what they are doing, to keep it fresh and not to get stale.” 
[CoLab Dudley team member (F), May, 2017]

The reciprocity (and indeed our collective interdependency), that makes this model 
of investment by social or community focussed businesses into a broader social 
economy successful is well understood by many of the participants as illustrated 
below. This is a common vulnerability and reminds us of the challenges in convincing 
traditional institutions to recognise the value, and so support, these alternative forms 
of social infrastructure. As we progress we might ask how do we try to respond to this 
disconnect and the vulnerabilities in this model of social change?

“For the cafe to be here and exist and support all of these projects we need to 
actively come and support it, to eat and drink here, … they offer me their friendship, 
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this room, peace and quiet, serenity I couldn't pay for that anywhere, so the least 
I can do is if I ever have any spare money I spend it here. The people coming in 
here for the crafting, gardening, Do Fest, Share Fest and you like those ideas then 
you need to put your money where your mouth is, we need to support this, it is 
finances that will stop this, we need to commit to them, they have committed so 
much already, …and they are doing all these other things and the least we can do 
is spend our money here, after all they provide the space, the safety.” [Doer (E), 
resident, May, 2017]

The reach of the invitation to participate
We have also heard, and need to reflect upon, new design tactics in order to more 
effectively extend a meaningful and open invitation to participate to a wider range of 
communities. Learning out loud tells us the platform hub and projects are a uniquely 
hopeful, space to invite participants from different faith, race and class backgrounds 
to share and make change happen together. Future design of the ‘invitation’ (in terms 
of space, language, events, and connections) need to be alive to this potential. This is 
in part about awareness and consciousness raising and also for some quite intentional 
invitations:

“I do think not enough of the community is aware of the purpose of the space, … 
you could just think is just another swanky cafe opened up, … if that gets out there 
more, what it does, what it is here for, it can potentially break down boundaries… it 
would be fantastic… there needs to be more awareness that this is cultural neutral 
space that is about creating, connecting, sharing.” [Doer (K), resident, May, 2017]

The neutrality of the space and open welcome is seen as hugely positive, and CoLab 
Dudley is encouraged to make an even stronger invitation to overcome barriers to 
participation for some citizens in minority communities in particular:

“I feel strongly this culture [participatory/ open to all culture] has to grow in 
whichever way it may. Togetherness amongst community. … There shouldn't be 
a gap and places like gather has to do more to reach out to people, this is not just 
a coffee shop. … come here, get your family, get your relatives, guests, have your 
coffee, talk to us, get involved, communicate with them and know about each 
other.” [Doer (H), resident, May, 2017]

As part of the lab processes of working out loud and intentional forging of connections 
to this work, lab team members have been actively sharing and extending our 
invitation to participate via our wider network of voluntary organisations, support 
groups and service providers. However, we know this aspect of the work can often 
be less visible. So as part of our ongoing working out loud we will seek to make sure 
those connections and pathways to interaction with CoLab Dudley projects and lab 
team are much more visible to help overcome concerns regarding the reach of our 
invitation expressed here:

“Somebody is going to have go out and go beyond the walls of the [different 
community centres] it is not going to be enough to have the presence of the 
establishment, because some people will walk past and miss the value that is being 
added to Dudley, some people are never going to know about this place because 
they aren't in the right groups, not being exposed to the right conversations, they 
are not on the internet, they are not inquisitive.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]
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The role of story-telling and language
The role of platform branding and storytelling is stressed as important in a range of 
research into social and civic innovation spaces (Britton et al., 2015; Tomorrow, Today, 
2014). This was also raised in our learnings in terms of making the social change in 
Dudley a compelling proposition for more citizens to align with:

“There needs to be some continual storytelling about the good stuff, so others can 
know about that and feel informed and inspired and feel stuff is growing and then 
go off and doing stuff elsewhere and it helps make people recognise they are part 
of something bigger in the place they are from. That sense of ownership as well,” 
[CoLab Dudley team member (E), May, 2017]

The role of language in the invitations made, (through a range of mediums), is highlighted 
by some participants and encouragers as a potential barrier for participation in the 
platform activities. Specifi cally, there is a concern that the use of creative or informal 
language means senior institutional stakeholders may feel the invitation to participate 
is not intended for them (see fi rst quotation), or that the value of the projects will not 
be taken seriously (see second quotation). The tension here relates to the important 
agency of language within processes of storytelling and invitations that purposefully 
draw on the open to all ethos of CoLab Dudley projects. So in our working out loud 
going forward, to avoid these risks of mis-interpretation, we will explore ways to 
ensure both the invitations to participate and the benefi ts of the projects are more 
readily accessed and understood.

“I think the language that has been used makes them feel like it was something 
they shouldn’t be at, that they feel too senior for that 'fl uffy stuff'. We need to look 
at the language we use to get people there.” [Encourager (H) Voluntary Sector 
Infrastructure, May, 2017]

“I pitched it as communities can do great things on their own or in collaboration 
with others, I gave examples, I have been telling people about Trade School, and 
Dudley SOUP, so I have been implementing that in my work, but it is a quite scary 
doing it because is it a bit wooly, or wishy washy, and I don't want people to come 
along thinking it is just a talking shop I want to get some results and outcomes out 
of it.” [Encourager (C), public sector, May, 2017]

Safe guarding the many points of entry for participation 
Finally, while our working and learning out loud is intended to foster a wider learning 
culture participants reminded us of the importance of valuing and being able to 
come to that learning through a range of depths and means of engagement that suit 
the participants. This again is a balance we need to pay attention to in the platform 
design and experimentation to ensure we create a wide range of opportunities for 
low-threshold participation as well as more in-depth and extended participation in 
the learning culture:

“It needs to continue to be rooted in the real and the practical and not intimidated 
by the ideas. … it mustn't loose the openness and inclusivity for those people who 
just want a welcoming cafe.” [Doer (M), resident, May, 2017]

“[I]f people are going to set up their own Do Fest they need to understand what 
that is. … this isn't loads of people turning up and having a jolly, it has a purpose, a 
participant should have a choice about how deep they want to go into it. Important 
it doesn't get too intellectualised.” [CoLab Dudley team member (F), resident, May, 
2017]
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We will keep working out loud in relation to how new 
iterations of CoLab Dudley projects have responded 
and taken account of our detectorism. Join us for 
more curiosity in action here: 

Website: http://www.colabdudley.net/

Facebook: /colabdudley | Twitter: @CoLabDudley
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